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COMMISSION COMMUNICATION TO THE COUNCIL 
on the negotiation of 
- the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia; 
- the Agreement between the Member States of the European Coal and Steel 
Community and the European Coal and Steel Community, of the one part, 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, of the other part. 
1. The negotiations between the Community and the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia for the conclusion of a Cooperation Agreement between 
the European Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia and an Agreement between the Member States of the European 
Coal and Steel Community and the European Coal and Steel Community, of the 
one part, and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, of the other 
part, were completed in Brussels on 23 February 1980. 
The texts of 
(i) the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia; 
(ii) Protocol N° 1 on the products referred to in Article 14 of the 
Agreement; 
<iii) Protocol N° 2 on financial cooperation; 
(iv) Protocol N° 3 on the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative cooperation; 
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(v) seventeen declarations annexed to the Agreement, of which: 
(a) nine joint declarations: 
- joint declaration on Protocol N° 1 and articles 21,22 and 23 
- joint declaration on the Community arrangements applicable to 
imports of young male bovine animals intended for fattening 
originating in and coming from Yugoslavia 
- joint declaration concerning the zone established by the Agree-
ments signed at OSIMO 
- joint declaration on article 42 of the Agreement 
- joint declaration on Protocol N° 3 
-declaration of intent by the Contracting Parties 
joint declaration concerning cooperation and contacts 
'between the European Parliament and the representatives of 
the Assembly of the S.F.R.Y. 
- joint declaration on the presentation of the Agreement to GATT by 
the Community 
-declaration on the interpretation of the term 'Contracting Parties' 
as used in the Agreement 
(b) two declarations by Yugoslavia: 
- declaration by Yugoslavia on article 24 
- declaration by Yugoslavia concerning certain agricultural products 
(c) five declarations by the Community: 
-declaration by the Community on the Community arrangements appli-
cable to imports of young male bovine animals intended for fatte-
ning, originating in and coming from Yugoslavia 
- declaration by the Community on the regional application of certain 
provisions of the Agreement 
declaration by the Community on the unit of account referred to in 
article 2 of Protocol N° 2 
• ~ 
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- declaration by the Community on article 29 of Protocol N° 3 
-declaration by the Community on the generalized t?r1ff preferences 
syste~ 
(d) one declaration by the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany 
on the application.of the Agreement to Berlin; 
(vi) an exchange of letters on the working and processing of certain textile 
products and an exchange of letters on Yugoslav labour employed in 
the Community; 
(vii) the Agreement between the Member States of the European Coal and 
Steel Community and the European Coal and Steel Community, of the 
one part, and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, of the 
other part, and four declarations, namely: 
- joint declaration on article 3 
- declaration on the int~rpretation of the term 'Contracting Parties' 
as used in the Agreement 
- declaration by the Community on the generalized tariff orcferences 
system 
-declaration by the representative of the Federal Republic of 
Germany on the application of the Agreement to Berlin 
and an exchange of letters on Article 60 of the ECSC Treaty 
were the subject on 25 February of the exchange of letters set out in 
Annex I between the Heads of Delegation, who thereby indicated their 
agreement·on the contents ad referendum. In addition, on the same date 
eight declarations entered in the minutes of the negotiations formed 
the subject of a second exchange of letters, given in Part II. 
, 
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2. The texts of the Cooperation Agreement and the ECSC Agreement represent 
the results of negotiations conducted on the basis of the directives adopted 
by the Council on 6 February 1979, which led to an unsuccessful round of 
negotiations on 2 and 3 July 1979, and also on the basis of work done 
since then in close cooperation with the Committee of representatives of 
the Member States which was given the task of assisting the Commission 
in the negotiations. 
This Committee made a number of improvements to the directives in order to 
resolve fundamental problems encountered in the course of the negotiations 
with Yugoslavia. 
The improvements concerned the following points: 
A. Cooperation 
The clause in the directives stipulating that the Member States' powers 
to undertake bilateral economic cooperation activities with Yugoslavia 
would not be affected was abandoned in view of the mixed nature of the 
Agreement. 
The exchange of information on short- and medium-term prospects and 
forecasts.for production, consumption and trade, which was to cover 
agriculture and finance, was extended to take in industry. 
• 
• 
With regard to patents, a reference to the protection of industrial property 
was inserted in the Agreement. 
In addition, a declaration by the Community entered in the minutes of the 
negotiations pointed out that respect for the right of economic agents to 
exercise to the full their industrial property rights was important for the 
attainment of the objectives of industrial cooperation. 
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Lastly, with regard to cooperation on labour, the exchange of letters provided 
for in the directives was supplemented by details of the matters to be covered 
in the exchanges of views on social and cultural questions (teaching of the 
language of the country of origin and maintenance of cultural links with 
the country of origin). 
The Community Delegation also stated in a declaration entered in the minutes 
of the negotiations that in these exchanges of view problems concerning the 
vocational preparation of Yugoslav workers for reintegration into the 
Yugoslav economy could be raised. 
B. Tr~de 
a) In~ustrial Products 
1 
--------~----------The listin Annex A to the directives comprised 59 products subject to 
ceilings. This list was reduced to 29 products from 33 at the start of 
the negotiations 1 In addition, the ceilings were raised for 24 
of the 29 products on the list. 
The reserve list is not included in the Agreement itself but will be 
the subject of a Council internal declaration. This was made possible 
by the introduction of a clause on sectoral commercial cooperation 
whereby special machinery may be established during the first stage of 
the Agreement for discussions and consultations between the partners 
concerning the conditions governing access to the Community ~or products 
considered by the latter to be sensitive. Failing agreement in the 
Cooperation Council, the Community could take certain measures adapted 
to the situation (Article 20). 
The four products that were withdrawn have been included in the list of eleven 
products mentioned below. 
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~ The problem of the lists of sensitive products was one of the most difficult 
in the negotiation, consisting as it did of both presentational and concrete 
aspects. Member States had initially wanted a much larger list of products 
to be subject to ceilings. The need to meet the Yugoslavs' position, at 
least presentationally, led subsequently to splitting the products into 
two different lists, one of 33 products (list A) and the other of 15 
products (reduced to 11). For the latter, it was indicated that it would 
be laid before the Cooperation Council, once the Agreement entered into 
force, in order to put into operation the ~achinery mentioned above. 
The Yugoslav side indicated that they did not seethe need for the Community 
to give prior notice of its wish to have recourse to machinery which the 
provisions of the Agreement would allow in any case. This was true both 
for the products in question and for any other products which now or in 
the course of the application of the product, fulfilled the criteria laid 
down in these provisions. 
The Community therefore decided that the precautions originally foreseen 
to be placed in the Agreement itself would be stated in an internal Community 
declaration which would lay down the measures foreseen for the products listed 
(11). Other sensitive products would be subject to internal surveillance, 
on a 10-daily basis for the most sensitive ones, which would allow suitable 
m~chinery to be brought into operation at the right time. (The four products 
withdrawn from the list of 15 fall into the latter category). 
• 
• 
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With regard to primary products, in most cases the quantities were 
increased. 
In addition, an adjustment was made to the timetable for the dismantling 
of customs duties, which originally involved five stages. Under the 
Agreement there are three stages (40% on the date of entry into force 
of the Agreement, 80% from 1 January 1982 and 100% from 1 January 1984). 
- The clause on regional concentration of Yugoslav exports and the need 
to diversify them was deleted. It will be possible to have discussions 
in the Cooperation Council on the products affected. 
b) Aoricultural orocucts: 
--------~------------
In the case of morello cherries, a new concession was introduced together 
with a new timetable for one category of morello cherries (heading 
N° 08.07) and in addition the duties applicable in respect of 
categories 08.10 ex D, 08.11 ex E, 20.23 ex A and 20.23 ex 8 were 
reduced. 
fhe Yugoslav Delegation's request concerning Silvovicz was taken into 
consideration. Accordingly, heading N° 22.09, which did not appear 
in the directives, was included in the Agreement and a tariff concession 
of about 75% was granted within the Limits of an annual Com~unity tariff 
quota of 5420 hectolitres. 
Under the concession accorded for Macedonia type tobacco (Prylep) 
(CCT Heading N° 24.01 8) customs duties have been reduced by 50% 
within the Limits of an annual Community tariff quota of 1 500 tonnes. 
- The annual Community tariff quota of 8000 hectolitres for quality wines 
provided for in the directives was increased to 12000 hectolitres. 
The question of "baby beef" was the only point remaining to be settled 
in the negotiations, but it was one where adherence to the directives 
would have. blocked conclusion of the Agreement, as this product is of 
very great importance to Yugoslavia. 
- ~ -\) 
For this reason - and in view of the fact that this was the only remaining 
obstacle to the conclusion of the Agreement once the Committee of 
representatives of the Member States responsible for assisting the 
Commission in the negotiations had agreed to insertion of the tobacco 
concessions - the Commission considered that it had no choice but to 
go beyond the directives it had been given. The additional concession 
concerned both the scale for reduction of the Levy and the quantitative 
• ~ 
Limit, which will now be 2 900 tonnes per month when the Community market price 
is Lower than 98% of the guide price. 
Also the Yugoslav Delegation made a declaration in the negotiations to 
the effect that the Yugoslav authorities intend to increase to 30 000 
tonnes the quantities of beef and veal imported annually into Yugoslavia 
from the Community. 
It stated that it agreed to the inclusion of the declaration in the 
Council's conclusions. 
C.Other provisions 
-The price clause and the standstill clause included in the directives were 
deleted. However, a clause on industrialization was introduced, modelled 
on those included in certain Mediterranean agreements but more closely 
worded to take account of Yugoslavia's Level of development by comparison 
with the Maghreb countries benefiting from such a clause. A~y measures 
adopted are to be examined by the Cooperation Council, which will have 
to ensure that such measures are in accordance with the general objectives 
of the Agreement and do not exceed what is strictly necessary to achieve 
their object. 
The Community stated its conception of the compatibility of such measures 
and their abolition in a declaration annexed to the minutes of the 
negotiations. 
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As regards the safeguard clause, the Yugoslav side had asked for 
consultations to be held as a matter of course prior to the application 
of measures adopted on this basis. In order to accommodate the 
Yugoslav request without affecting the safeguard clause itself, 
provision has been made for special consultations to prevent market 
disturbances·in so far as possible (Article 52). 
The Community has also accepted a Yugoslav request calling for special 
consultations to be initiated in the event of a sudden, sharp 
deterioration of the trade imbalance (Article 39). 
3. The Commission recommends that the Council approve the results of the 
negotiations and that it initiate the procedures for the signature and 
conclusion of the two Agreements. 
At the appropriate moment, it will transmit to the Council a recommendation 
for a regulation concluding the Agreements. 
4. In addition, the Commission transmits herewith two recommendations for 
Council decisions authorizing the Commission to open negotiations with 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia for the conclusion of interim 
agreements on certain provisions of the Cooperation Agreement concerning 
on the one hand, tra~e and commerci~t cooperation and on the other hand , 
Protocol N° 2 (see part III). 
PART I 
Sir, 
Completion of the negotiations for the conclusion of the: 
- Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the 
- Agreement between the Member States of the European Coal and Steel 
Community and the European Coal and Steel Community of the one part, 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, of the other part. 
On 23 February the Community Delegation and the Yugoslav Delegation, meeting 
in Brussels to negotiate the Cooperation Agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
to~ether with its protocols, and the Agreement between the Member States 
of the European Coal and Steel Community and the European Coal and Steel 
Community, of the part, and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
of the other part, gave their agreement ad referendum to the texts liste 
below, which will be submitted to the two delegations' authorities for their 
approval: 
- Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, together with seventeen 
declarations and two exchanges of letters; 
- Protocol N° 1 on the products referred to in Article 15 of the 
Agreement ; 
- Protocol N° 2 on financial cooperation; 
Mr Andov 
Protocol N° 3 on the definition of the concept of "originating products" 
and methods of administrative cooperation. 
Member of the Federal Executive Council, 
Head of the Delegation of the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. 
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- Agreement between the Member States of the European Coal and Steel 
Community and the European Coal and Steel Community, of the one 
part, and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, of the other 
part, together with four declarations and an exchange of Letters. 
Please find enclosed the French-Language texts. The texts of the documents 
in the other Languages will be issued after Legal and Linguistic revision. 
I should be obliged if you would confirm that you are in agreement with 
the contents of this Letter. 
Please also find enclosed the text of an exchange of Letters relating to 
the minutes of the negotiations. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Wilhelm Haferkamp 
Head of the 
Community Delegation 
• ~ 
• 
• Sir, 
Completion of the negotiations for the conclusion of the: 
- Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the 
- Agreement between the Member States of the European Coal and 
Steel Community, of the one part, and the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia, of the other parto 
In your letter of 25 February 1980 you informed me as follows: 
"On 23 February the Community Delegation and the Yugoslav Delegation, meeting 
in Brussels to negotiate the Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, together with 
its protocols, and the Agreement between the Member States of the European 
Coal and Steel Community and the European Coal and Steel Community, of the one 
part, and the Socialist Federal Repbulic of Yugoslavia, of the other part, 
gave their agreement ad referendum to the texts listed below, which will 
be submitted to the two delegations' authorities for their approval: 
- Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, together with 
seventeen declarations and two exchanges of letters; 
-Protocol N° 1 on the products referred to in Article 15 of the 
Agreement; 
-Protocol N° 2.011 financial cooperation; 
- Protocol N° 3 on the definition of the concept of "originating 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation. 
Mr Wilhelm Haferkamp 
Vice-President of the Commission 
Head of the Delegation of the European Economic Community. 
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- Agreement between the Member States of the European Coal and 
Steel Community and the European Coal and Steel Community, of the 
one part, and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, of 
the other part, together with four declarations and an exchange 
of letters. 
Please find enclosed the French-language texts. The texts of the documents 
in the other languages wiLl be issued after legal and linguistic revision. 
I should be obliged if you would confirm that you are in agreement with 
the contents of this letter." 
[ have the honour to acknowledge receipt of this letter and to confirm that 
my delegation is in agreement with the foregoing. 
Stojan Andov 
Head of the Delegation of the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
• ~ 
COOPERATION AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 
THE EJROPEAN :&::ONOMIC COMMUNITY 
AND 
THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA 
(2) 
HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF DENl-1ARK, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC , 
THE PRESIDENT OF IRELAND, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE GRAND DUKE OF LUXEMBOURG, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS, 
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN 
AND NORTHERN IRELAND, 
and 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
of the one part, and 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA, 
of the other part, 
• 
' 
• ' 
• PREAMBLE 
RESOLVED to strengthen economic cooperation between the Community and its 
Member States, on the ·one hand, and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
a non-aligned, European, Mediterranean State and a member of the Group of 
77 developing countries, on the other hand, 
HAVING REGARD to the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation 
in Europe, 
MOVED by a common will to contribute to the economic development of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in various sectors of mutual 
interest, having regard to the respective levels of development of their 
economies, 
RESOLVED to undertake, in accordance with the Joint Declaration signed in 
Belgrade on 2 December 1976, the necessary efforts to strengthen, consolidate 
and diversif.y relations between the Community and the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia and the interdependence and complementarity of 
their economies, with a view to more harmonious development of their economic 
links, 
RESOLVED to promote the development and diversification of economic, 
financial and trade cooperation in order to foster a better balance and 
an improvement in the structure of their trade and expand its volume and 
to improve the welfare of their populations, 
RESOLVED to provide a sounder baRiP for cooperation in con~ormit~ with their 
international obligations, 
DESIRING to contribute to the development of economic cooperation between 
countries h~ving different levels of economic development, in the Tramework OT 
the efforts of the international communi t.y to attain a more iuPt and more 
balanced economic order, 
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ANXIOUS to contribute to the attainment of the objectives or the Agreements 
signed at Osimo on 10 November 1975 qy the Italian Republic and the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and in particular the objectives contained 
in the Protocol on the free zone and in the Agreement on the promotion of 
economic cooperation between the. two countries, 
CONSCIOUS of the need to take into account the significance of the new 
situation created by the enlargement of the Community for the organization 
of more harmonious economic and trade relations between the Community and 
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and to strengthen existing links 
betw~en neirhbours, 
HAVE D~IDED to conclude this Agreement and to thiR end have de~ipnated 
as their Plenipotentiaries : 
• 4 
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• 
• 
HIS MAJ"ESTY THE KING OF BELGIANS 
HER W.AJ:ESTY THE QUE.FN OF D:FJWIARK 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE FED:ERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY : 
THE PRESIDJ!NT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC 
THE PRESID:ENT OF IRELAND : 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC 
HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE GRAND DJKE OF LUXmJ30URG 
HIS MAJESTY THE QUEEN. OF THE NNrHERLAN:OO 
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HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN 
AND NORTHERN IRELAND : 
' 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COOruNITIE3 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OF THE SOOIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA 
• I 
• 
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Article 1 
The object of this Agreement between the European Economic Community and the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia is to promote overall cooperation 
between the Contracting Parties with a view to contributing to the economic 
and social development of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and 
helping to strengthen relations between the Parties. To this end provisions 
and measures will be adopted and implemented in the field of economic, 
technical and financial cooperation, and in the trade and social fields. 
TITLE I 
ECONOMIC, TECHNICAL AND FINANCIAL 
COOPERATION 
Article 2 
The Community and Yugoslavia shall institute cooperation with the aim of 
contributing to the development of Yugoslavia by effcrts complementary to 
those made by Yugoslavia itself, and of strengthening existing economic 
liriks on as broad a basis as possible for the mutual benefit of the Parties. 
Article 3 
In order to achieve the cooperation referred to in Article 2, account 
shall be taken, in particular, of the objectives and priorities of 
Yugoslavia's development plans and programmes. 
Article 4 
The Contracting Parties shall encourage the proper performance of cooperation 
and investment contracts which are of interest to both Parties and come within th 
framework of the Agreement. 
6 
Article 5 
1. The purpose of cooperation in the industrial field between the 
Community and Yugoslavia shall be to promote in particular: 
Community participation in Yugoslavia's efforts to develop its 
production and economic infrastructure with a view to diversif,ying 
the structure of its econo~, taking into account the mutual interest 
of the Parties; 
market surveys and trade promotion by both Parties on their respective 
markets and on the markets of third countries; 
- encouragement of the transfer and development of technology in Yugoslavia and 
the protection of patents and other industrial property by means of appropriate 
arrangements between Community and Yugoslav economic agents and institutions. 
-the encouragement of cooperat:ion in long-tenn production between economic 
~gents of the two Parties in ord~ to establish more stable and balanced 
links between the respective economies; 
efforts to find appropriate w~s and means of removing non-tariff and 
non-quota barriers on both sides likely to impede access to either 
market j 
the organization of contacts and meetings between industrial policy 
makers, promoters and economic agents from Yugoslavia and the Community 
in order to encourage the establishment of new relations in the industrial 
sector in conformity with the objectives of the Agreementj 
the exchange of available information on short- and medium-term prospects 
and forecasts for production, consumption and trade. 
2. The Business Cooperation Centre shall be open to Yugoslav economic agents. 
• 4 
• 
• 
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3. The Contracting Parties shall take steps to promote and protect 
each other's investments in their respective territories and in this 
regard shall endeavour to conclude reciprocal investment promotion 
and protection agreements to their mutual advantage. 
4. The aim of cooperation in the energy field between the Community and 
Yugoslavia shall be to encourage in particular the participation of the 
Contracting Parties', undertakings in research, production and processing 
programmes in connection with Yugoslavia's energy resources and any other 
pro.iects of mutual intereflt. 
Article 6 
1. The Community and Yugoslavia shall endeavour to continue to develop and 
strengthen scientific and technological cooperation under the programme of 
European cooperation in the field of scientific and technical research (COST). 
2. In addition, the Contracting Parties are prepared to consider cooperation 
in certain areas of research where the Community is carrying out scientific and 
technical programmes. 
Article 7 
1. The main aims of cooperation between the Community and Yugoslavia on 
agriculture shall be: 
to encourage scientific and technical cooperation on projects of mutual 
interest, including projects in third countries; 
in particular, to promote mutually advantageous investment projects and 
in that connection encourage efforts to find points of complementarity. 
a-
2. To this end the Community and Yugoslavia shall: 
step up the exchange of information on the guidelines of the resnective 
agricultural policies, including short- and medium-term production, 
consumption and trade forecasts; 
facilitate and encourage the study of practical schemes for cooperation 
in the mutual interest of the Parties; 
encourage the improvement and broadening of contacts between economic 
agents. 
Article 8 
J. In the tranPport field, the Communtiy and Yugoslavia shall examine 
the scope for : 
- improving and developing internal transport services, including 
combined transport, notably in order to achieve complementarity, 
- and for implementing specific schemes in this field in the mutual 
interest. 
2. Cooperation shall also aim to encourage the improvement and development 
of infrastructure, to the mutual benefit of the Parties. 
To this end the Community and Yugoslavia shall exchange information on 
projects to build trunk roads of mutual interest and encourage cooperation 
in their execution. 
3. In addition, the Community and Yugoslavia shall : 
- hold exchanges of views and information on the development of their 
respective transport policies; 
- encourage cooperation between Adriatic ports on the basis of mutual 
interest. 
• ~ 
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Article 9 
The Community and Yugoslavia shall encourage exchanges of information 
on tourism and participation in joint studies on possible w~s of developing 
this sector, and shall promote contacts between their relevant bodies and 
between tourist trade associations with a view to increasing tourist 
traffic. 
Article 10 
With the aim of improving the quality and circumstances of life, the 
environment and living conditions in the Community and Yugoslavia, pooling 
technical knowhow on environmental matters and encouraging cooperatio~ .0 n 
ecological problems, the Community and Yugoslavia shall exchange information 
on developments in their respective policies and shall encourage the joint 
implementation of specific priority schemes. 
Article 11 
The Community and Yugoslavia shall encourage exchanges of information on 
developments in their respective fisheries policies and the implementation of 
projects of mutual interest with the aim of promoting and strengthening 
cooperation in this sector. 
Article 12 
1. In the context of financial cooperation, the Community and Yugoslavia 
shall exchange information on and undertake joint analyses of their medium-term 
economic policies, balance-of-payments trends and the policies which determine 
them, and capital market trends in European centres, with the aim of 
promoting the activities of economic agents. 
They shall exchange information in the Cooperation Co,.1nci1 on f!'eneral conditions 
capable of affectinf" capital flot-rs earmarked for financing- investment pro.iects in 
various ~ectors of mutual interest. 
2. The Community shall participate in the financing of capital projects 
of mutual interest which take account of the objectives of this Agreement, 
under the conditions laid down in Protocol No 2 on financial cooperation. 
Article 13_ 
1. The Cooperation Council shall periodically define the general guidelines 
of cooperation for the purpose of attaining the aims set out in this Agreement. 
2. The Cooperation Council shall be responsible for seeking ways and means 
of establishing cooperation in the areas defined by the Agreement. 
TITLE II 
TRADE 
Article 14 
In the field of trade, the object of this Agreement is to promote trade 
between the Contracting Parties, taking account of their respective levels of 
development and the need to ensure a better balance in their trade with a view 
to improving the conditions of access for Yugoslav products to the Communi t;v 
market. 
• t 
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A. INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 
Article 12 
Subject to the special provisions la:i.d do>m in respect of certain products 
in th:i s Title and in Protoe;ol n" 1, product.}; originating in Yugoslavh 1-1li.ich are 
not listed in Annex II to the Treaty establishing the European Community 
or in Annex A to this Agreement shall be imported into the Community 
free of quantitative restrictions and measures having equivalent 
effect, and of customs duties and charges having equivalent effect. 
Article 16 
'!he arrangements provided for in Article 1 of Protocol n° 7 to the Act 
concerning the conditions of accession and the adjustments to the 
Treaties of 22 January 1972, on imports of motor vehicles and the 
motor vehicle assembly industry in Ireland, shall apply to Yugoslavia for 
the period specified in the said Article. 
Article 17 
1. '!his Agreement shall not affect the provisions of the Agreement 
concerning trade in textiles between Yugoslavia ann the Community 
concluded in the framework of the Arrangement regarding International 
Trade in Textiles. 
2. No later than six months before the expiry of the abovementioned 
Agreement, the Contracting Parties shall determine the arrangements to 
be applied to textile products subsequently. 
Article 18 
1. Customs duties on imports into the Community of the products listed 
below shall be abolished in stages in accordance with the timetable set 
out in paragraph 2. 
CCT heading 
number 
28.20 
73.02 
2. 
12 
Description 
Hydrogen; rare gases ; other non-metals: 
A. Hydrogen 
B. Rare gases 
C. Other non-metals: 
I. Oxygen 
III. Tellurium and arsenic 
IV. Phosphorus 
v. Other 
Aluminium oxide and hydroxide; artificial corundum: 
A. Aluminium oxide and aluminium hydroxide 
Ferro-alloys: 
B. Ferro-aluminium, ferro-silico-aluminium and 
ferro-silico-mangano-aluminium 
E. Ferro-chromium and ferro-silico-chromium: 
II. Ferro-silico-chromium 
G. Other 
Other base metals, unwrought, and articles thereof; 
cermets, unwrought, and articles thereof: 
B. Cadmium: 
I. Unwrought; waste and scrap 
Timetable Rate of reduction 
On the date of entry into force of the Agreement 40% 
On1 January 1982 80% 
On1 January 1984 100% 
• ' t 
• 
• 
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3. The basic duty to be used for calculating the reductions provided 
for in paragraph 2 shall be that actually applied at any given time in 
respect of third countries. 
4• This Article shall also apply to the products listed in Annex IV to 
Protocol No 1 under the conditions laid down in that Proto';ol. 
Article 19 
Customs duties on imports into the Community of the products listed in 
Annex B shall be those indicated for each of them in that Annex. 
Article 20 
1. For certain _products which it considers to be sensitive, the Communi t:v 
reserves the right to call upon the Cooperation Council to determine such 
special conditions for access to itP market as ma:v prove ne~essar:v. 
The Cooperation Council shall determine the conditions in questionWithin 
a period not exceeding three months from the date of notification. Failing 
a decision by the Cooperation Council within that period, the Community 
may take the necessary measures. However, such measures may not be wider 
in scope than those applicable in respect of the products in question 
pursuant to the provisions of Protocol No 1 under the conditions laid 
down in that Protocol. 
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2. For the purposes of applying paragraph 1, the Contracting Parties shall hold 
periodic exchanges of infonnation in the Cooperation Council before detennining, 
if appropriate, special conditions for access by the products concerned to the 
respective markets of the Parties. The Contracting Parties shall exchange infor-
mation in particular on trade flows and medium-and long term production and export 
forecasts • 
.3. '!he Cooperation Council shall examine periodically the measures 
taken under paragraph 1 to'ascertain whether they are compatible with 
the objectives of the Agreement. 
B. AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS 
Article 21 
Customs duties on imports into the Community of the products 
originating in Yugoslavia which are listed below shall be reduced to 
the level indicated for each of them: 
CCT heading 
number 
01.01 
Description 
Live horses, asses, mules and hinnies: 
A. Horses: 
II. Fbr slaughter (a) 
Duty 
applicable 
1,6 et, 
(a) Entry under this subheading is subject to conditions to be determined 
by the competent authorities. 
(3) 
COT heading 
number 
08.10 
08.11 
08.12 
12.03 
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Description 
Stone fruit, fresh: 
c. Cherries: 
ex I. From 1 May to 15 July 
- Morello cherries 
ex II. From 16 July to 30 April 
- Morello cherries 
Fruit (whether or not cooked), 
preserved by freezing, not containing 
added sugar: 
ex D. Other: 
- Korello cherries 
Fruit provisionally preserved (for 
example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in 
brine, in sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutions), but unsuitable 
in that state for immediate consumption: 
ex E. Other: 
- Morello cherries 
Fruit, dried, other than that falling 
within heading No 08.01, 08.02, 08.03, 
08.04 or 08.05: 
ex G. Other: 
- Morello cherries 
Seeds, fruit and spores, of a kind 
used for sowing: 
E. Other 
Fruit preserved by freezing, containing 
added sugar: 
ex A. With a sugar content exceeding 
13% by weight 
- Morello cherries 
Dnt;r 
ap~;>licable 
1<>% with a 
minimum amount 
of 3 EUA per 
100 kg net 
weight {a) 
12% {a) 
4% 
4% 
18% + (L) 
(a) In addition to the customs duty, a countervailing charge is applicable 
under certain conditions. 
CCT heading 
number 
20.03 
(cont'd) 
22.09 
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Description 
ex B. Other: 
- Morello cherries 
Spirits (other than those of heading 
' ' 
No 22.08); liqueurs and other 
spirituous beverages; compound 
alcoholic preparations (known as 
"concentrated extracts") for the 
manufacture of beverages : 
c. Spirituous beverages: 
IV. Vodka with an alcoholic 
strength of 45·4% vol. or 
less and plum, pear or cherry 
spirit (excluding liqueurs), 
in containers holding: 
ex Ill-) Two litres or less: 
Duty 
applicable 
18% 
0.3 EUA per 
- Plum spirit marketed under the hl per % 
name "Slivovica" accompanied by a degree of 
certificate of authenticity to be drawn alcohol + 
up by the competent authorities 3 EUA per 
hl (a) 
(a) Within the Limits of an annual Community tariff quota of 5 420 hectolitres. 
Article 22 
1. The treatment set out in the following paragraphs shall be applied to 
wine of fresh grapes falling within subheadings 22.05 ex C I a) and ex C II a) 
of the Common Customs Tariff originating in Yugoslavia and imported into the 
Community provided that, subject to the special provisions set out in this 
Article, the import pr1ces of such products plus the customs duties actually 
levied are not less at any given time than the Community reference prices for 
such wine. 
2. For the wine referred to in paragraph 1 the customs dut;v on imports into 
the Community shall be reduced by 30% within the limits of ?n a~nual' Community 
tariff quota of 12 000 hectolitres. 
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3. 1be wines to which the tariff reduction provided for in paragraph 2 
applies shall be specified by exchange of letters between the respective 
authorities of the Contracting Parties after it has been ascertained that 
Yugoslav legislation on wine covered by a designation of origin is 
equivalent to the relevant Community legislation. 
Article 23 
1. For tobacco of the "Prylep" type falling within subheading 24.01 B of the 
Common Customs Tariff, originating in and coming from Yugoslavia, customs 
duties shall be suspended at the rate of 7 tfo ad valorem with a minimum amount 
of 13 :mu and a maximum of 45 :mu par 100 kg. 
2. The import treatment specified in paragraph 1 shall be applied to tobacco 
of the "Prylep" type accompanied by a certificate of origin and of authenticity, 
within the limits of an annual Community tariff quota of 1 500 tonnes. 
3. The respective competent authorities of the Contracting Parties shall adopt 
by exchange of letters the provisions and procedures relating to the certificate 
of origin and authenticity referred to in paragraph 2. 
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Article 24 
1. The amount of the levy on imports into the Community of the products 
defined in the list given in Annex C may not exceed: 
- 5% of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price 
is more than 104% of the guide price but not more than 106% of that price; 
- 15% of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price 
is more than 102% of the guide price but not more than 104% of that price; 
- 5o% of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price 
is above the guide price but not more than 102% of that price; 
- 75% of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price 
is not less than 98% of the guide price but not more than that price; 
- 8o% of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price 
is not less than 96% of the guide price but less than 98% of that price; 
_ 8.5% of the basic levy if it is ascertained that. the Community market price is 
. . 
not less than 90 fa of the guide price but less than 96 % of that price; 
- 90 % of the basic levy if it is ascertained that the Community market price is 
less than 90 % of the guide price. 
• 
• 
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2.(a) Yugoslavia shall supply the competent authorities of the Community 
with all relevant information on export prices, quantities and presentation 
of the products exported (live animals, carcases, quarters). 
(b) Yugoslavia shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that the 
free-at-frontier offer price, plus the customs duty and the reduced levy, 
remains equivalent to t~at resulting from application of the normal levy. 
(c) To help stabilize the internal Community market, Yugoslavia shall 
maintain adequately phased deliveries and shall take all measures 
necessary to ensure a balanced expansion of its exports to the Community, 
in particular by exercising effective control over each consignment by 
means of a document certifying that the goods originated in and came from 
Yugoslavia and correspond exactly to the descriptions in Annex C. 
The text of that certificate shall be agreed between the competent 
authorities of the two Parties. 
(d) The arrangements for implementing subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c) 
shall be determined in the context of the cooperation to be established 
between the competent authorities of Yugoslavia and the Community. 
(e) The levy reductions shall apply only to a quantity of 2 900 tonnes 
per month when the Community market price is less than 98% of the guide 
price. 
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Article 25 
1. Should specific rules be introduced as a result of implementation 
of its agricultural policy or modification of the existing rules, or 
should the provisions on the implementation of its agricultural policy 
be modified or expanded, the Community may modify the arrangements laid 
down in the Agreement in respect of the products concerned. 
In such cases the Community shall take appropriate account of the 
interests of Yugoslavia. 
2. If the Community, in applying paragraph 1, modifies the arrangements 
made by this Agreement for products covered by Annex II to the Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community, it shall accord imports 
origin~ting in Yugoslavia an advantage comparable to that provided for 
in this Agreement. 
3. Any modification of the arrangements made by this Agreement shall be 
the subject, at the request of the other Contracting Party, of 
consultations within the Cooperation Council. 
C. COMMON PROVISIONS 
Article 26 
The products originating in Yugoslavia referred to in this Agreement 
may not enjoy more favourable treatment when imported into the Community 
than that applied by the Member States among themselves. 
Article 2~ 
In the field of trade Yugoslavia shall grant the Community treatment no 
less favourable than most-favoured-nation treatment. 
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Article 28 
This Agreement shall not affect the application of the specific 
. 
arrangements governing the movement of goods laid down in frontier 
agreements previously concluded between one or more Member States 
and Yugoslavia. 
Article 29 
1. The Contracting Parties shall inform each other when this Agreement 
is signed of the provisions relating to the trade arrangements they 
apply. 
2. Yugoslavia shall be entitled to introduce into its trade 
arrangements with the Community new customs duties or charges having 
equivalent effect and new quantitative restrictions or measures 
having equivalent effect and to increase the duties or charges and 
the quantitative restrictions or measures having equivalent effect 
applied to products originating in or going to the Community, in so far 
as such measures are necessitated by Yugoslavia's industrialization 
and development. In accordance with the objectives of the Agreement, 
the measures selected by Yugoslavia shall be those which least harm 
the trade and economic interests of the Community. 
3. Yugoslavia shall inform the Community of the measures in question so 
that appropriate discussions may be held on them at a suitable time. 
4. The Cooperation Council shall examine periodically the measures 
taken by Yugoslavia under paragraph 2. 
Article 30 
The concept of 'originating products' for the purposes of implementing 
Titles II and Ill and the methods of administrative cooperation relating 
thereto are laid down in Protocol No 3. 
Article 31 
In the event of modifications to the nomenclature of the customs tariffs 
of the Contracting Parties affecting p~ducts referred to in this Agreement, the 
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Cooperation Council may adapt the tariff nomenclature of these 
products to conform with such modifications, provided the real 
advantages resulting from this Agreement are maintained. 
Article .3? 
The Contracting Parties shall refrain from any me~sure or practice of 
an internal fiscal nature establishing, whether directly or indirectly, 
discrimination between the products of one Contracting Party and like 
products originating in the territory of the other Contracting Party. 
Products exported to the territory of one of the Contracting Parties 
may not benefit from the repayment of internal taxes in excess of the 
amount of direct or indirect taxes imposed upon them. 
Article 33 
Payments relating to commercial transactions carried out in accordance 
with foreign trade and exchange regulations and the transfer of such 
payments to the Member State of the Community in which the creditor 
is resident or to Yugoslavia shall be free from any restrictions. 
Article 34_ 
The Agreement shall not preclude prohibi~ions or restrictions on 
imports, exports or goods in transit justified on grounds of public 
morality, public policy or public security; the protection of health 
and life of humans, animals or plants; the protection of national 
treasures of artistic, historic or~haelogical value; the protection 
of industrial and commercial property, or rules relating to gold or 
silver. Such prohibitions or restrictions must not, however, 
constitute a means of arbitrar.y discrimination or a disguised restriction 
on trade between the Contracting Parties. 
Article 35 
1. If one of the Contracting Parties finds that dumping is taking place in 
trade with the other Contracting Party, it may take appropriate measures 
• ~ 
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against this practice pursuant to the Agreement on implementation of 
Article VI of the General Agreement on ~ariffs and Trade, in accordance 
with the procedures laid down in Article 38. 
2. In the event of measures being taken against subsidies the Contracting 
Parties undertake to observe the provisions of the Agreement on the 
interpretation and application of Articles VI, XVI and XXIII of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. 
Article }6 
If serious disturbances arise in any sector of the economy or if 
difficulties arise which might bring about a serious deterioration in 
the economic situation of a region, the Contracting Party concerned may 
take the necessary safeguard measures under the t'Ondi tions and in 
accordance with the procedures laid down in Article 38. 
Article 37 
In the event of a Contracting Party subjecting imports of products 
liable to give rise to the difficulties referred to in Article 36 to an 
administrative procedure, the purpose of which is to provide rapid 
information on the trend of trade flows, it shall inform the other 
Contracting Party. 
Article )8_ 
l. In the cases specified in Articles 35 and 36 before taking the 
measures provided for therein or, in cases to which paragraph 2 applies, 
as soon as possible, the Contracting Party in question shall supply 
the Cooperation Council with all relevant information required for a 
thorough examination of the situation with a view to seeking a solution 
acceptable to the Contracting Parties. Consultations shall take 
place in the Cooperation Council before the Contracting Party concerned 
takes the appropriate measures, should the other Contracting Party so 
request. 
2. Where e:-·ceptional circumstances requiring immediate action make 
prior examination impossible, the Contracting Party concerned may, 
in the situations specified in Articles 35 and 36, apply forthwith 
such precautionary measures as are strictly necessary to remedy the 
situation. 
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3. In the selection of measures, priority must be given to those 
which least disturb the functioninG of the Agreement. Such measures 
must not exceed the limits of what is strictly necessary to counteract 
the difficulties which have arisen. 
The safeguard measures shall be notified immediately to the 
Cooperation Council, which shall hold periodic consultations on 
them, particulaly with a 'view to their abolition as soon as 
circumstances permit. 
Article 39 
In the event of a sudden and very subst~ntial worsening of the trade 
imbalance which is liable to jeopardize the smooth functioning of the 
Agreement, the Contracting Parties ~hall hold special consultations to 
examine the difficultt-s that have arisen, with a vieH to keeping the 
Agreement functioning as normally as pos~ible. 
Article 40_ 
\fuere one or more Member States of the Community or Yugoslavia is in 
serious difficulties or is seriously threatened with difficulties 
as regards its balance of payments, the Contracting Party concerned 
may take the necessary safeeuard measures. In the selection of 
measures, priority must be given to those which least disturb the 
functioning of the Agreement. They shall be notified immediately 
to the other Contracting Party and shall be the subject of periodic 
consultations within the Cooperation Council, particularly with a 
view to their abolition as soon as circumstances permit. 
TITLE III 
Provisions relating to the free zone established 
by the Agreements signed at Osimo 
Article 41 
In the implementation of cooperation the Community 
and Yugoslavia shall give particular attention to activities 
which come within the scope of the Agreements signed 
t 
• 
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at Osimo on 10 November 1975 by the Italian Republic and the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. 
In particular, as regards the list of projects that' are to 
receive financial assistance in the context of cooperation, the 
Contracting Parties shall take account of their mutual interest 
in attaining the objectives of the said Agreements. 
Article 4s 
1. Without prejudice to the possible application of the safeguard 
clause, the Commu.'1it;}', within the framework of Community provisions 
governing free zones, and Yugoslavia shall grant free access to their 
respective markets to products that have obtained originating status t'll'i thin 
the meaning of Protocol n° 3 in the said zone. 
2. They shall, in so far as possible, avoid applying to those products ~eh 
measures as they might take pursuant to Article 20, Article 29 or Protocol no 1. 
Article 43_ 
For the purposes of the implementation of Articles 41 and 42, the 
Community and Yugoslavia shall cooperate closely in the Cooperation 
Council, particularly in order to take stock of progress on projects 
for developing the zone, in accordance with the objectives of the 
Agreement signed at Osimo. 
TITLE IV 
COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF LABOUR 
Article '44 
The treatment accorded by each Member State to workers of Yugoslav 
nationality in employment in its territo~ shall be free from any 
discrimination in working conditions or remuneration based 0~1 
nationality in relation to its own nationals. 
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Yugoslavia shall accord the same treatment to workers who are nationals 
of a Member State and employed in its territory. 
Article 45 
1. Subject to the provisions of the following paragraphs, workers 
of Yugoslav nationality and any members of their families living 
with them shall enjoy, in the field of social security, treatment free 
from any discrimination based on nationality in relation to nationals 
of the Member States in which they are employed. 
2. All periods of insurance, employment or residence completed by 
such workers in the various Member States shall be added together 
for the purpose of pensions and annuities in respect of old age, 
death and invalidity, and also for the purpose of medical care for 
the workers and for members of their families resident in the Community. 
3. The workers in question shall receive family allowances for members 
of their families who are resident in the Community. 
4. The workers in question shall be able to transfer freely to 
Yugoslavia at the rates applied by virtue of the law of the debtor 
Member State or States, any pensions or annuities in respect of old age, 
death, industrial accident or occupational disease, or of invalidity 
resulting from industrial accident or occupational disease. 
5. Yugoslavia shall accord to workers who are nationals of a Member 
State and employed in its territory, and to the members of their 
families, treatment similar to that specified in paragraphs 1, 3 and 4• 
Article 46 
1. Before the end of the first year following the entry into force 
of this Agreement, the Cooperation Council shall_adopt provisions to 
implement the principles set out in Article 45. 
• 
• 
• 
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2. The Cooperation Council shall adopt detailed rules for administrative 
cooperation providing the necessary management and control guarantees for 
the application o,f the provisions referred to in paragraph 1. 
Article 47_ 
The provisions adopted ~y the Cooperation Council in accordance with 
Article 46 shall not affect any rights or obligations arising from 
bilateral agreements linking Yugoslavia and the Member States where 
those agreements provide for more favourable treatment of nationals 
of Yugoslavia or of the Member States. 
TITLE V 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 48 
1. A Cooperation Council is hereby established which shall have the 
power, for the purpose of attaining the objectives set out in the 
Agreement, to take decisions in the cases provided for in the Agreement. 
The decisions taken shall be binding on the Contracting Parties, which 
shall take such measures as are required to implement them. 
2. The Cooperation Council may also formulate any resolutions, 
recommendations or opinions which it considers desirable for the 
attainment of the common objectives and the smooth functioning of the 
Agreement. 
3. The Cooperation Council shall adopt its rules of procedure. 
Article 49 
1. The Cooperation Council shall be composed of representatives of the 
Community and its Member States, on the one hand, and of representatives 
of Yugoslavia, on the other. 
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2. Members of the Cooperation Council m~ be represented as laid down 
in its rules of procedure. 
3. The Cooperation Council shall act by mutual agreement between the 
Community on the one hand and Yugoslavia on the other. 
Article 50_ 
1. The office of President of the Cooperation Council shall be held 
alternately by each ef the Contracting Parties as laid down in the 
rules of procedure. 
2. Meetings of the Cooperation Council shall be called once a year 
by its President. 
The Cooperation Council shall hold whatever additional meetings 
m~ be necessar.y, at the request of either Contracting Party, as laid 
down in its rules of procedure. 
Article 51 
1. The Cooperation Council shall be assisted in the performance of its 
duties by a Cooperation Committee. 
2. It may decide to set up any other committee that can assist it in 
carrying out its duties. 
3. In its rules of procedure, the Cooperation Council shall determine 
the composition and duties of such committees and how they shall function. 
• 
• 
-
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Article 12 
Where, in the course of the exchanges of information provided for in this 
Agreement, problems arise or seem likely to arise in the general 
functioning of the Agreement, particularly in the trade field, 
consultations shall take place between the Contracting Parties in the 
Cooperation Council with a view to avoid1ng market disturbances in so far 
as possible. 
Article 53 
Either Contracting Party shall, if so requested by the other Contracting 
Party, provide all relevant information on any agreements it concludes 
cor3aining tariff or trade provisions, and on any amendments to its customs 
tariff or external trade arrangements. 
Where such amendments or agreements have a direct and specific impact 
on the functioning of the Agreement, appropriate consultations shall be 
held within the Cooperation Council at the request of the other Contracting 
Party so that the interests of the Contracting Parties may be taken into 
consideration. 
Article 54 
1. When the Community concludes an association or cooperation agreement having 
a mrect and specific impact on the functioning of the Agreement appropriate 
consultations shall be held within the Cooperation Council so that the 
Community may take into consideration the interests of the Contracting 
Parties as defined by this Agreement. 
2. In the event of a third State acceding to the Community, appropriate 
consultations shall be held within the Cooperation Council so that the 
interests of the Contracting Parties as defined by this Agreement may be 
taken into consideration. 
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Article 75_ 
1. The Contracting Parties shall take any general or specific measures 
required to fulfil their obligations under this Agreement. They shall 
see to it that the objectives of this Agreement are attained. 
2. If either Contracting Party considers that the other Contracting Party 
has failed to fulfil an obligation under this Agreement, it may take 
appropriate measures. Before so doing, it shall supply the Cooperation 
Council with all relevant information required for a thorough examination 
of the situation with a view to seeking a solution acceptable to the 
Contracting Parties. 
In the selection of measures, priority must be given to those which least 
disturb the functioning of this Agreement. These measures shall be notified 
immediately to the Cooperation Council, which shall hold consultations on them 
if the other Contracting Party so requests. 
Article 56~ 
1. Any dispute which arises between the Contracting Parties concerning 
the interpretation of this Agreement may be placed before the Cooperation 
Council. 
2. If the Cooperation Council fails to settle the dispute at its next 
meeting, either Party may notify the other of the appointment of an 
arbitrator; the other Party must then appoint a second arbitrator within 
two months. For the purposes of the application of this procedure, the 
Community and the Member States shall be deemed to be one Party to the 
dispute. 
The Cooperation Council shall appoint a third arbitrator. 
The decisions of the arbitrators shall be taken by majority vote. 
Each Party to the dispute must take the measures required for the 
implementation of the arbitrators' decision. 
• 
• 
(4) 
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Article 57 
In the fields covered by this Agreement: 
the arrangements applied by Yugoslavia in respect of the Community 
shall not give rise to any discrimination between the Member States, 
their nationals, or their companies or firms, 
the arrangements applied by the Community in respect of Yugoslavia 
shall not give rise to any discrimination between Yugoslav nationals, 
companies or firms. 
Article 58 
1. In the field of trade, the progressive removal of barriers affecting the 
bulk of trade between the Contracting Parties shall be carried out in stages. 
The first stage is to last five years running from the date of ent~ into force 
of the trade arrangements. 
2. One year before the expiry of the arrangements laid down in Title II, 
the Contracting Parties shall enter into negotiations in accordance with the 
procedure adopted for the negotiation of this Agreement, in order to determine 
the trade arrangements to be applied subsequently in the light of the results of 
this Agreement and the economic situation in Yugoslavia and the Community, 
account being taken inter alia of Yugoslavia's level of development, with a view 
to making mutual progresn to attain the objective stated in paragraph 1. 
Article 59 
Protocols Nos 1 1 2 and 3, Annexes A, Band C and the declarations and exchanges 
of letters which appear in the Final Act shall form an integral part of thi~ 
Agreement. 
Article 60 
This Agreement is concluded for an unlimited period. Either Contracting 
Party ~1ay denounce this Agreement by notifying the other Contracting Party. 
This Agreement shall cease to apply six months after the date of such notification. 
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Article 61 
This Agreement shall apply, on the one hand, to the territories in 
which the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community is 
applied and under the conditions laid down in that Treaty and, on 
the other hand, to the territory of Yugoslavia. 
Article 62 
This Agreement is drawn up in duplicate in the Danish, Dutch, English, 
French, German, Italian and Serbo-Croat languages, each of these texts 
being equally authentic. 
Article 63 
This Agreement will be approved by the Contracting Parties in accordance 
with their own procedures. 
This Agreement shall enter into force on the first d~ of the second month 
following notification that the procedures referred to in the first 
paragraph have been completed. 
t 
• 
CCT 
headinr: 
number 
05.03 
ex 05.09 
05.1 3 
1 3.02 
1 3.03 
1,1.01 
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ANNEX A 
concerninG the products r~re~~o in Article 15 
Description 
Horsehair and horsehair waste 1 whether dr not put up on a 1 a;ver or 
between two layers of other material: 
B: Other 
Ivory, tortoise-shell horns, antlers, hooves, nails, claws and beaks, 
unworked or simply prepared but not cut to shape, ans wa~te and powder 
of these products; whalebone and the like, unworked or simply prepared 
but not cut to shape, and hair and waste of these products 
-Ivory, tortoise-shell, tortoise-hooves 
Natura] sponges 
Shellac, seed lac, stick lac and other lacs; natural gums, resins, 
gum-resins and baJs~s: 
ex B: other 
- shellac, seed lac, stick lac ~~d other lacs 
Ve~etable saps and extracts; pectic substances, pectinates and 
pectates; a~ar-agar and other mucilap,es and thickeners, derived 
from veretable products: 
A: Ve~etable saps and extracts: 
VI. Of hops 
ex B. Pectic substances,pectinates and pectates: 
- Pectic substances and pectinates 
C. Agar-a{!:ar and other muci lages and thickeners, derived from 
vegetabJe products 
Vefetable materials of a kind used primarily for plaitin~ (for example, 
cereal straH, cleaned bleached or dyed, osier, reeds, rushes, rattans, 
bamboos, raffia and lime bark): 
CCT 
heading 
number 
14.01 
(oont 1 d) 
ex 14.02 
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15.0'3 
1 5.16 
17.02 
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Description 
A. Osier 
II. Other 
B. Cereal straw, oleane~bleaohed or dyed 
ex C.: Other: 
- For example, bamboos, reeds and the like, rattans, rushes and 
the like, other than unworked or not further worked than split 
Vegetable materials, whether or not put up on a layer or between two 
layers of other material, of a kind used primarily as stuffing or as 
padding (for example, kapok, vegetable hair and eel-grass) 
Put up on a layer or between two layers of other material 
Other 
- Vegetable hair 
-Kapok : 
- Other than unworked 
Vegetable products not elsewhere specified or included : 
other than raw vegetable materials of a kind used for dyeinr, or 
tanning, hard seeds, pips, hulls and nuts, of a kind used for 
carving (for example, oorozo and dom) 
put up on a layer or between two layers of other materia 1 
Wool grease and fatty substances derived therefrom (inoludinp J anolin) 
Animal and vegetable oils, boiled, oxidised, dehydrated, sulphurised, 
blown or polymerised by heat in vacuu1n or in inert gas, or other11ise 
modified 
Glycerol and glycerol lyes 
Spermaceti, crude, pressed or refined, whether or not coloured; beeswax 
and other insect waxes, whether or not coloured 
Vegetable vmxes, whether or not coloured: 
B. Other 
Other sugars in solid form; sugar syrups, not conte.ininr added flavourin,!C 
or colourinr: matter; artificial honey, whether or not mixed uith natura 1 
hone·r; carame 1: 
A. Lactose and lact0se syrup: 
I. Containinp·, in the dr;)' state, 9r;/o or more by weirLt of the pure 
product 
B. G'>ucose and rlucose syru,): 
I. Contau1ing 1 in the dr~r state, 9r;J/o or more by weigbt of the pure 
product 
• 
• 
• 
CCT 
head in£' 
nu,n1ler 
1''-.05 
1).02 
19.07 
21.02 
21 .03 
21 .04 
21 .os 
21 .06 
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Description 
Cocao paste (in bulk or in block) 1 lvhether or not defatted 
Cocoa butter (fat or oil) 
Cocoa powder 1 uns>veetened 
Malt extract; preparation:o: of flour 1 meal, starch or malt extract, of a 
kind uued as infant food er for dietetic or culinary purposes, containing 
less than 50}0 by weight of cocoa 
Macaroni 1 spDf':hetti and similar products 
Tapioca and sago; tapioca and sae;o substitutes obtained from potato or 
other starches 
Bread, ships' biscuits and other ordinary bakers' wares, not containing 
added sugar, hone;v, ege;s, fats, cheese or fruit; communion •·mfers, cache~ 
of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, rice paper 
and simi1ar products 
Pastry, biscuits, cakes and other fine bakers' wares, whether or not 
containin~; cocoa in any proportion 
Extracts, essences or concentrates, of coffee, tea or mate and 
preparations with a basis of those extracts, essences or concentrates; 
roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes and extracts, 
essences and concentrates thereof 
Mustard flour and prepared mustard 
Sauces; mixed condiments and mixed seasonings 
B. Sauces with a basis of tomato puree 
C. Other 
Soups and broths, in liquid, solid or powder form; homogenised composite 
food preparations 
Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
B. Inactive natural yeasts: 
I. In tablet, cube or similar form, or in immediate packings of a net 
capacity of 1 kg or less 
II.Other 
C. Prepared baking powders 
CCT 
heading 
number 
21.07 
22.02 
22.03 
22.06 
22.08 
ex 22.09 
22.10 
24.02 
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Description 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
F. Flavoured or coloured sugar syrups 
G. Other: 
I. Containing no milkfats or containing less than 1.5~; by weight of 
such fats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less than S% by weight of 
sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
ex 1 • Containing no starch or containing J.ess than '5~:, by 
weight of starch: 
- excluding protein hydrolysates, autolysed yeast 
and cabbage palm terminal buds 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and flavoured aerated waters, and other 
non-alcoholic beverages, not including fruit and vegetable juices 
falling within heading No 20.07 
Beer made from malt 
Vermouths, and other wines of fresh grapes flavoured with aromatic 
extracts 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, undenatured, of a strength of 80°vol or 
higher;denatured spirits (including ethyl alcohol and neutral spirits) 
of any strength 
Spirits (other than those of heading No 22.08); liqueurs and other 
spirituous beverages; compound alcoholic prepatations (known as 
"concentrated extracts") for the manufacture of beverages: 
- excluding plum spirit marketed under the name "Slivovica" 
Vinegar andsubstitutes for vinegar 
Manufactured tobacco; tobacco extracts and essences 
Acyclic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or 
nitrosated derivatives 
Casein, caseinates and other casein derivatives; casein glues: 
A. Casein 
C. Other 
• 
CCT 
heading 
number 
35.02 
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Description 
Albumins, albuminates and other albumin derivatives: 
A. Albumins: 
II. Other 
a) Ovalbumin and lac:talbumin 
Dextrins and dextrin glues;· soluble or roasted starcnes; starCh r,lues 
T. D-Glucitol (sorbitol) other than that falling within subheading 
29.04 C III. 
CCT 
heading 
number 
17.04 
18.06 
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ANNEX B 
Concerning the tariff arrangements and rules applicable to certain 
goods resulting from the processing of agricultural products referred 
to in Article 18 
Description 
Fatty acids; acid oils from refining; fatty alcohols: 
A. Stearic acid 
B. Oleic acid 
D. Fatty alcohols 
Sugar confectionery, not containing cocoa: 
A. Liquorice extract containing more than 1CJJ, by 
weight of sucrose but not containinF, other added 
substances 
B. Chewing gum containing by weicht of sucrose 
(includin~ invert sugar expressed as sucrose) 
C. lihite chocolate 
D. Other 
Chocolate and other food preparations containine 
cocoa: 
A. Cocoa powder, not otherwise sweetened than by 
the addition of sucrose, containing by weight 
of sucrose 
B. Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and 
other ices 
C. Chocolate and chocolate goods, whether or not 
filled; su~r confectionery and substitutes 
therefor made from sugar substitution products, 
containing cocoa 
D. Other 
I. Containing no milkfats or containing less 
than 1.5% by weight of such fats 
a) In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 500 g or less 
Duty 
applicable 
vc with a max of 
23% 
(vc with a max of 
(27% + ads 
( vc 1·d th a max of 
(27% + ads 
VC 
(vc with a max of (27% + ads 
(vc with a max of 
(27% + ads 
(vc with a max of 
(27'/'o + ads 
• 
CCT 
headin:o: 
number 
1';.06 
(cont'd) 
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Description Duty 
applicable 
D. I. b) Other 
-In immediate packinc;G of a net capacity of 
more than 500 e; but not more than 1 kg vc 
- In immediate packin{"S of a net capaci t;y of 
more than 1 kc; ff/o + VC 
II. Containing by weight of milkfats: 
a) 1.5% or more but not more than 6.5%: 
b) 
1. In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 500 g or less 
(vc with a max of 
(27% + adG 
2. Other: 
In immediate packings of a net capacity VC 
of more than 500 v: but not more than 1 k 
In immediate packings of a net capacity 8'/o 
of more than 1 kg 
More than 6.5% but less than 26%: 
1. In immediate packings of a net capacity of vc 
500 g or less 
2. Other: 
In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of more than 500 g but not more than 1 kg vc 
• 
In immediate packings of a net capacity 
+vc 
of more than 1 kg (!/, + vc 
c) 26% or more: 
1. In immediate packings of a net capacity of vc 
500 g or less 
2, Other: 
In immediate packin~s of a net capacity 
of more than 500 g but not more than 1 kg vc 
In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of more than 1 kg efo + vc 
CCT 
heading 
number 
21.06 
21 .07 
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Description 
Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roastinG of 
cereals or cereal products (puffed rice, corn flakes 
and similar products) 
Natural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking 
powders: 
A. Active natural yeasts: 
I. Culture yeast 
II. Bakers 1 yeast 
III.Other 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
A. Cereals in grain or ear form, pre-cooked or other-
Duty 
.applicable 
VC 
VC 
wise prepared vc 
B. Ravioli, macaroni, spaghetti and similar products, 
not stuffed, cooked; the foregoinr, preparations, 
stuffed, whether or not cooked vc 
C. Ice-cream (not including ice-cream powder) and 
other ices vc 
D. Prepared yoghourt; prepared milk, in powder form, 
for use as infants• food or for dietetic or 
culinary purposes 
E. Cheese fondues 
G. Other 
I. Containing no milkfats or containing less than 
1.5% by weight of such fats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less than 
5%: by weight of sucrose (incJuding invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
ex 1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5~ by weight of starch 
protein hydrolysates, autolysed 
yeast 
cabbage palm terminal buds 
VC 
vc with a max of 
25 EUA per 100 kg 
net 
• 
CCT 
heading 
number 
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Description 
G.I. a) 2. Containing byweight of starch: 
aa) 5% or more but less than 32% 
bb) 32% or more but less than 45% 
cc) 45% or more 
b) Containing 'J'/o or more but less than 15% by 
weight of sucrose (includin~ invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
Duty 
applicable 
VC 
VC 
VC 
than 5% by weieht of starch vc 
2. Containing by weight of starch: 
aa) 5% or more but less than 3~ 
bb) 32% or more but less than 4~. 
cc) 45fo. or more 
c) Containing 15% ·or more but less than 3o% by 
weieht of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containin0 no starch or containing less 
VC 
VC 
VC 
than 'J'/o · by 1veight of starch vc 
2. Containin;'" b~r 1veight of starch: 
aa) 'f/o or more but less than 32%. 
bb) 32% or more but less than 45% 
cc) fl, 5% or more 
d) Containine 30% or more but less than 5·Jfo by 
weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1 • Containin.n: no starch or containing less 
VC 
VC 
VC 
than 5% . by vmi,coht of starch vc 
COT 
heading 
number 
21.07 
(oont 1d) 
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Description 
G.I. d) 2. Containing by weight of starch: 
aa) 5% or more but less than 32% 
bb) 32% or more 
e) Containing 50%. or more but less than 85% 
by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
Duty 
applicable 
VC 
VC 
than 5% by weight of starch vo 
2. Other vo 
f) Containing 85% or more by weight of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucrose) vc 
rr. Containing 1 • 5% or more but less than 6% by 
weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less than 
5% by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Containing by weight of starch: 
aa) 5% or more but less than 32% 
bb) 32% or more but less than 45% 
eo) 45% or more 
b) Containing 5% or more but less than 15% by 
weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
VC 
VC 
VC 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Containing by weight of starch: 
aa) 5% or more but less than 32% 
bb) 32% or more 
VC 
VC 
• 
I 
CCT 
headinr 
number 
21 .07 
(cont'd) 
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Description 
G.II. c) Containing 15% or more but less than 30% 
by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
Duty 
applicable 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Containing by weight of starch: vc 
aa) 5% or more but less than 32% vc 
bb) 32% or more vc 
d) Containing 30% or more but less than 50% 
by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing 
less than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Other vc 
e) Containinf 50% or more by weight of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucros0 vc 
III. Containing 6%) or more but less than 12% ·by 
weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less 
than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar ex·pressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Containing by weight of starch: 
aa) 5% or more but less than 32% 
bb) 32% or more 
b) Containing 5% or more but less than 1 5% 
by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
VC 
VC 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
CCT 
heading 
number 
21.07 
(cont'd) 
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Description 
G.III. b) 2. Other 
c) Containing 13% or more but less than 3o% 
by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
Duty 
applicable 
VC 
than 5.% by weight of starch vc 
2. Other vc 
d) Containing 30% or more but less than SO% 
by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than S% by weight of starch vc 
2. Other vc 
e) Containing SO% or more by weight of sucros 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucros vc 
IV. Containing 12% or more but less than 18% by 
weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less 
than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than s% by weight of starch vc 
2, Other vc 
b) Containing ?% or more but less than 1~ 
by weight of sucrose (including invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than S~ by weight of starch vc 
2, Other vc 
c) Containing 1S% or more by weight of sucros 
(including invert sugar expressed as vc 
sucrose) 
• 
CCT 
heading 
number 
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Description 
G. V. Containing 18% or more but less than 26% by 
weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less than 
5% by weight of sucrose (included invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
Duty 
applicable 
than 5% by weight of starch vc 
2. Other vc 
b) Containing 5% or more by weight of sucrose 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucrose) vc 
VI. Containing 26% or more but less than 45% by 
weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less than 
5% by weight of sucrose (inc]udine: invert 
sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1 • Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by weight of starch: 
-In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less vc 
- Other &fa + vc 
2. Other: 
In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less vc 
Other 6% + vc 
b) Conta1ning s% or more but less than 25% by 
weight of sucrose (including invert sugar 
expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by wei~ht of starch I 
-In immediate packinr:s of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less vc 
- Other 6% + vc 
2. Other 
- In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less 
Other 
VC-
6'/o + VC 
CCT 
heading 
number 
21.07 
(cont'd) 
Description 
G. VI. c) Containing 2~ or more by weight of sucrosE 
(including invert sugar expressed as sucrosE 
In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less 
- Other 
VII. Containing 45% or more but less than 65% 
by weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less 
than 5% by weight of sucrose (including 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% · by weight of starch 
- In immediate packings of a net capaci-
Duty 
applicable 
VC 
6% + VC 
ty of 1 kg or less vc 
- Other 6% + vc 
2. Other 
In immediate packin~s of a net capaci-
ty of 1 kg or less vc 
- Other 6% + vc 
b) Containing 5% or more by weight of sucrose 
(includinp, invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose): 
1. Containing no starch or containing less 
than 5% by weight of starch 
In immediate packings of a net capaci-
ty of 1 kg or less vc 
Other 
2. Other 
6% +VC 
In immediate packings of a net capaci-
ty of 1 kg or less vc 
Other 6% +VC 
VIII. Containing 65% or more but less than 85% 
by weight of milkfats: 
a) Containing no sucrose or containing less 
than 5% by weight of sucrose (includin~ 
invert sugar expressed as sucrose): . 
In immediate packings of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or less vc 
Other 6% + VC 
CCT 
headinr_: 
number 
21.07 
(cont 1 d) 
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Description 
G.VIII. b) Other 
In immediate packings of a net capacity 
Duty 
applicable 
of 1 kc or less vc 
- Other 
IX. Containing 85% or more by weight of 
milkfats 
In immediate packincs of a net capacity 
of 1 kg or more 
- Other 
6% +VC 
VC 
6'fa + VC 
CCT 
heading 
number 
01 .02 
02.01 
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ANNEX C 
concerning the products referred to in Article 24. 
Description 
Live animals of the bovine species: 
A. Domestic species: 
II. Other: 
a) Not yet having any permanent teeth, of a weiRht of not less 
than 350 kg but not more than 450 k."', in the case of male 
animals, or of not less than 320 kG but not more than 420 k~ 
in the case of female animals (a) 
Meat and edible offals of the animals falling within heading No 01.01 1 
~.02. 01.03 or 01.04, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A. Meat: 
II. Of bovine animals: 
a) Fresh or chilled 
1. Carcases, half-carcases or "compensated" quarters: 
aa) Carcases of a iveieht of not less than 180 kg but not more 
than 270 kg and half-carcases or "compensated" quarters, 
of a weight of not less than 90 kg but not more than 135kg 
with a lovJ degree of ossification of the cartilap,es (more 
especially those of the s~nphysis pubis and the vertebral 
apophyses), the meat of which is of a light pink colour 
and the fat of which, of extremely fine structure, is 
white to light yellow in colour (a) 
2. Separated or unseparated forequarters: 
aa) Separated fonquarters of a weight of not less than 45 kg 
but not more than 68 kg, with a low degree of ossification 
of the cartilae,-es (more especially those of the vertebral 
apophyses), the meat of which is of a light pink colour 
and the fat of which, of extremely fine structure, is 
white to light yellow in colour (a) 
(a) Entry under this subheading is subject to conditions to be determined by the competent 
authorities. 
• 
• 
CCT 
headinc 
number 
02.01 
(cont'd) 
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De'scription 
A. II.a) 3. Separated or unseparated hindquarters: 
aa) Separated hindquarters of a weight of not less than 45 kg 
but not more than 68 kg (not less than 38 k~ but not more 
than 61 ke: in the case of "Pistola" cuts), with a low 
degree of ossification of the cartilages (more 
especially those of the vertebral apophyses), the meat 
of which is of a light pink colour and the fat of 
which, of extremely fine structure, is white to light 
yellow in colour (a) 
(a) Entr~y- under thi;.; subheading is subject to conditions to be determined by the competent 
authorities. 
-~-
PROTOCOL No 1 
on the products referred to in Article 15 
Article 1 
1. Imports of the products specified in Annexes I, II, III and IV shall 
be subject to annual ceilings above which the customs duties actually 
applied in respect of third countries may be reintroduced in accordance 
with the provisions of the following paragraphs, the ceilings fixed for 
the year of entry into force of the Agreement being indicated against 
each product. 
2. Once the ceiling set for imports of a product is reached, the customs 
duties referred to in paragraph 1 may be reintroduced in respect of 
imports of the product in question until the end of the calendar year. 
When imports into the Community of a product subject to a ceiling reach 
75% of the amount laid down,the Community shall inform the Cooperation 
Council. 
3. If, during two consecutive years, imports of a product subject ~o a 
ceiling have been less than 80% of the amount laid down, the Community 
may suspend the ceiling in question. 
4• As from the second year following the entry into force of the 
Agreement, the amounts of the ceilings given in Annexes I to IV shall 
be increased annually by 5%, except for those specified in Annex II·A, 
for which the rate of increase in the amounts of the ceilings shall be 
the same as for the voluntary restraint levels set for the same product 
under the Agreement on trade in textiles between Yugoslavia and the 
Community concluded in the framework of the Arrangement regarding 
International Trade in Textiles. 
In the event of short-term difficulties, however, the Community reserves 
the right to extend for a period of one year the ceiling or ceilings set 
for the preceding year. 
I 
• 
- ~ -
Article 2 
1. The Community reserves the right to modify the arrangements 
applicable to the products specified in Annex III: 
- upon adoption of a common definition of origin for petroleum products 
from third States or associated countries, 
- upon adoption of decisions under a common commercial policy, or 
- upon establishment of a common energy policy. 
2. In that event the Community shall ensure that imports of these 
products will enjoy advantages equivalent to those provided for in 
this Agreement. 
Consultations on the measures taken in implementation of this 
paragraph may be held within the Cooperation Council at the request of 
the other Party. 
3. Subject to paragraph 1, the Agreement shall not affect the non-tariff 
rules applied to imports of petroleum products. 
CCT 
heading 
number 
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ANNEX I 
concerning certain industrial products 
Description 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
31.02 (l) Mineral or chemical fertilisers, nitrogenous : 
(1) 
31.05 
39.03 
40.11 
B. Urea containing more than 45 ~by weight of nitrogen on 
the dry anhydrouF product 2 000 
c. Other 18 000 
other fertilisers; goods of the present Chapter in tablets 
lozenges and similar forms or in packings of a gross 
weight not exceeding 10 kg, 30 000 
Regenerated cellulose; cellulose nitrate, cellulose 
acetate and other cellulose esters, cellulose ethers and 
other chemical derivatives of cellulose, plasticised or 
not (for example, collodions, celluloid); vulcanised fibre 
B. other : 
I. Regenerated cellulose : 
II. Cellulose nitrates : 
Rubber tyres, tyre cases, interchangeable tyre treads, 
inner tubes and tyre flaps, for wheels of all kinds : 
B. other : 
II. Other : 
-Of the kind u~ed on bicycles, cycles with 
auxiliary motor, moto~cycles or moto~scooters; 
tyre flaps (separately consigned); tyre cases 
with sewn-in inner tubes, for racing bicycles 
- other 
1 000 
2 000 
2 800 
(1) YugoslaV1a may not export to Italy quanti ties exceeding those bound 
under the GATT. 
• 
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CCT 
h· ... 1~ine; 
number 
42.03 
44.18 
64.01 
64.02 
Description 
Articles of apparel and clothine acces~ories, of leather 
or of composition leather 
A. Articles of apparel 
B. Gloves, including mittens and mitts 
II. Special, for sportr. 
III. Other 
c. Other clothing acces~:ories 
Plywood, blockboard, l~inboard, battenboard and similar 
laminated wood products (including veneered panels and 
sheets); inlaid wood and wood marquetry 
Reconstituted wood, being wood shavings, wood chips, 
sa1t1dust, wood four or other ligneous waste agglomerated 
with natural or artificial resins or other organic binding 
substances, in sheets, 'blocks or the like 
Footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or artifi-
cial plastic material 
Footwear with outer sole·s of leather or composition leathel 
footwear (other than footwear falling within heading 
N° 64.01) with outer soles of rubber or artificial plastic 
material : 
A. Footwear with uppers of leather 
B. Other 
Ceiling-
(tonnes) 
250 
22 000 
340 
400 
138 
CCT 
heading 
number 
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Description 
Unworked draNn or blown glass (including flashed glasP), 
in rectangles 
Illuminating glassware, signaling glassware and optical 
elements of glass, not optically worked nor of optical 
glass : 
A. Articles for electrical lighting fittings : 
II. Other (for example, diffusers, ceiling-lights, 
I 
I 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
4 000 
bowls, cups, lam-shades, globes, tulip-shaped pieces) 1 500 
I 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, or iron (other than 
of cast iron ) or steel, excluding high-pressure hydro-
electric conduits. 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of copper 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, of copper; hollow , 
bars of copper 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes and sections,of 
aluminium; wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of aluminium 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of zinc, 7inc foil; zinc 
powders and flakes : 
Electrical goods of the following descriptions : generator 
motors, converters (rotary or static), transformers, 
rectifiers, and rectifiers and rectifiyingapparatus, 
inductors : 
B. other machines and apparatus : 
1. Generators, motors (whether or not equipped with 
speed reducing, changing or step-up gear) and rotary 
converters 
c. Parts 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
Insulated (including enamelled or anodises) electric wire I 
cable, bars, strip and the like (including co-axial cable)' 
:~-::::ror not fitted with connectors' 
1 
8 000 
600 
1 650 
1 000 
2 200 
1 900 
2 750 
1 200 
1 600 
I 
I 
--j 
j 
CCT 
heading 
number 
85.25 
87.10 
87.14 
94.01 
I 
J 
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Description 
Insulators of any mater.ial 
Cycles (including d~li v,ery tricycles), not motorised 
other vehicles (including trailers), not mechanically 
propelled, and parts th•:lreof : 
B. Trailers and semi-trailers : 
n. other 
Chairs and other seats (other than those falling within 
leading N° 94.02), whether or not convertible into beds, 
and parts thereof : 
B. other 
ex II. Other : 
- excluding seats Epccially designed for motor 
vehicleE' 
other furniture and parts thereof 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
250 
545 
1 500 
5 000 
4 400 
Catec;ory 
of 
product( 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
55.09 
56.07 A 
60.04 
B I 
II a) 
b) 
c) 
IV b) 
60.05 
A I 
d) 
II b) 
61.01 
B V d) 
e) 
61 .02 
CCT 
headine 
number 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
1 aa) 
dd) 
2 ee) 
1 aa) 
dd) 
2 dd) 
4 bb) 
11 aaa) 
bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
22 bbb) 
ccc) 
ddd) 
eeej 
B II e) 6 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
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ANNEX II 
concerning certain textile products 
Description 
Cotton yarn, not put up for retail 
Unit 
sale tonnes 
Other woven fabrics of cotton tonnes 
Woven fabrics of synthetic textile 
fibres (discontinuous or waste) tonnes 
Shirts, T-shirts, lightweight fine 1000 p. 
knit roll, polo or turtle necked 
jumpers and pullovers, undervests 
and the like, knitted or crocheted, 
not elastic or rubberized, other 
than babies' garments, of cotton or 
synthetic textile fibres; T-shirts 
and lightweif(ht fine knit roll 1 pole 
or turtle necked jumpers and pull-
overs of regener~ted textile fibres, 
other than babies' garments 
Jerseys, pullovers, slip-over.s, 
>-.raistcoats, t1'iinsets, cardira11S 1 
bed-jackets and j~pers, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberizec 
of wool, of cotton or of man-made 
fibres 
1000 p. 
II- A 
Cei lin,:,s 
1980 
3 747 
4 5901 
359 
1 1 34 
275 
Men 1 s and boys 1 \voven breeches, 1000 p. 163 
shorts and trousers (including 
slacks); women's, girls' and infant<' 
woven trousers and slacks of •mol, 
of cotton or of man-made fibres 
1
of which other than unbleached or bleached . '<;% maxr!1UDJ ' / Oo 
Cate.:or,\ CCT 
of hea.din~ 
product::: nurnber 
'7 6::.os I 
A II b) !: a.n) 
61 .02 
B II e) 7 bb) 
cc) 
dd) 
8 61 .C3 A 
9 55· 08 
62.02 
B. III a) 1 
12 60.03 
A 
B I 
II b) 
c 
]) 
15 B 61 .02 
B II e) 1 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
2 aa) 
bb) 
cc) 
22 
33 
44 
55 
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II - A (continued) 
Description Unit 
Blouses and shirt~louses, b1itted 1000 p. 
crocheted (not elastic or rubberized 
or c·Ioven, for Ho::1e;1 1 girls and 
infants, of 1-mol, of cotton or of 
1.1an-rC~ade .fi ores 
Men's a..>1d boys' shirts, vwven, of 
'10ol, of cotton or of man-macie 
fibres 
Hoven cotton terry fabrics; toilet 
and kitchen linen of \·/Oven cotton 
terry fabrics 
1000 p. 
tonnes 
StockinGs, ttnder stockin~s, socks, 1000 
ankle-socks, sockettes and the like, pairs 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic 
or rubberized, other than ivomen' s 
stockings of synthetic textile 
fibres 
Cei linr,s 
19eo 
619 
202 
1 288 
1-Jomen.'s, girls' and infants' woven 1000 p. 138 
overcoats, raincoats and other 
coats, cloaks and capes, jackets and 
blazers, other than garments of 
category 15 A (of impregnated, • 
coated, covered or laminated woven 
fabric) 1 of v10ol 1 of cotton or of 
man-made fibres 
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II - A (continued) 
Cateeory CCT 
of heo.ding Description Unit Ceilinrc 
product:: number 1)'90 
16 61 .01 Men's and boys' vroven suits (in- 1000 P• 143 
B V c) 1 eluding co-ordinate suits consisting 
2 of two or three pieces 1 \vhich are 
3 ordered, packed, consigned and 
normally sold together) of wool, of 
cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
excluding ski-suits 
18 61.03 Men's and boys' vmven under garments tonnes 50 
B other than shirts, of wool, of 
-' 
c cotton or of man-made textile fibres 
24 60.04 Men's and boys' pyjamas, knitted or 1000 p. f6G 
B IV b) 1 bb) crocheted, of cotton or of synthetic 
d) 1 bb) textile fibres 
25 60.04 Homen's, girls 1and infants' (other 1000 p. 209 
B IV b) 2 aa) than babies') knitted or crocheted 
bb) pyjamas and nightdresses, of cotton 
d) 2 aa) or synthetic textile fibres 
bb) 
48 53.07 Yarn of combed sheep's or lambs' tonnes 209 
53.08 wool (worsted yarn) or of combed 
B fine animal hair, not put up for 
retail sale 
52 ss.o6 Cotton yarn, put up for retail sale tonnes 66 
67 60.05 Clothing accessories and other tonnes 159 
A II b) 5 articles (except garments), knitted 
B or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubberized 
60.06 Articles (other than bathing 
BII costumes) of knitted or crocheted 
III fabric, elastic or rubberized, of 
wool, of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres 
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II - A (continued) 
Caterory CCT 
of heading Description Unit Ceilinc,s 
product:: number 1980 
73 60.05 Track suits of knitted or crocheted 1000 p, 238 
A II b) 3 fabric, not elastic or rubberized, 
of v10ol, of cotton or of man-made 
textile fibres 
f----,·· "' 
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II- B 
... 
Categor:JI COT 
of heading Description Unit Ceilings 
producte number 1980 
22 56.05 Yarn of discontinuous or waste tonnes 263 
A synthetic fibres, not put up for 
retail sale 
23 56.05 Yarn of discontinuous or uaste tonnes 153 
1? regenerated fibres, not put up 
retail sale 
for 
33 51 .04 ,· Hoven fabrics of strip or the like tonnes 186 
A III a) of polyethylene or polypropylene, 
less than 3 m wide 
62.03 \'/oven sacks of such strip or the 
B II b) 1 like 
37 56.07 Hoven fabrics of regenerated tonnes 599 
B textile fibres (discontinuous or 
waste} 
56 56.06 Yarn of synthetic textile fibres tonnes 25 
A (discontimlous or waste), put up 
for retail sale 
57 56.06 Yarn of regenerated textile fibres tonnes 1 
B (discontinuous or waste), put up 
for retail sale 
-
59.04 T1vine 1 cordage, ropes and cables, tonnes 1 750 
plaited or not 
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ANNEX III. 
concerning certain petl'(>leum products 
-·---~----~---·-~·---------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------~ 
CCT 
hcaclin,~ 
nur1bcr 
27.10 
Description 
Petrolewn oils and ,oils obta:ined from bituminous minera'lft 
othe~ than crude; preparations not elsewhere specified 
or included, containing not less than 70% by-weight of 
petrpleum oil-s ·or of oi'l's o'Qtained from bituminous 
minerals, these oils being_ the basic constituents of the 
preparations: 
A. Light oils: 
III- For other purposes 
B. Medium oils: 
III - For other purposes 
C.- Heavy oils 
I - Gas oils: 
c) For other purposes 
II - li\l.el oils: 
o) For other purposes . 
III - Lubricating oils; other oils: · 
· Ceilings 
c) To be- mixed in accordance with the terms of . ., 
Additional Note 7 to Chapter 27 (a) 
d) For other purposes 
Petroieum ~ase·s. and _other gaeeous. hydrocarbons: 
A.· Propane of a purity not less than 99",; 
I -For use as a power or he~ting fuel 
B. Other : 
I. Commercial propane and oom.'llercial butane: 
~) For other purposes 
{a) Entry under this subheading is subject to .conditions to be 
dete~ined by the competent authorities. 
. . 
CCT 
headints 
number 
27.12 
27.13 
27.14 
ANNEX III (continued) 
Description 
Petroleum jelly: 
A. Crude: 
III - For other purposes 
B. Other 
Paraffin wax, micro-crystalline wax, slack wax, 
ozokerite, lignite wax, peat wax and other mineral 
waxes, whether or not coloured: 
B. Other 
I - Crude: 
c) For other purposes 
II - Other 
Petroleum bitumen, petroleum coke and other residues 
of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous 
minerals: 
C. Other: 
II - Other 
~eilings 
J425,000 
tonnes 
t 
(6) 
CCT 
heading 
number 
2R.05 
73.02 
76.01 
78.01 
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ANNEX IV 
concerning certain primary products 
Description 
Alkali and alkaline-earth metals; rare earth metals, 
yttrium and scandium and intermixtures or interalloys 
thereof; mercury: 
D. Mercury: 
I - In flasks of a net capacity of 3~.5 kg (standard 
weihht), of a fob value, per flask, not ex-
ceeding 224 EU:A 
Ferro-alloys: 
A. Ferro-manganese: 
II. Other 
C. Ferro-silicon 
D. Ferro-silico-manganese 
E. Ferro-chromium and ferro-silico-chromium: 
I. Ferro-chromium 
Of which, ferro-chromium containing, by weight, not 
more than 0.10 % of carbon and more than 30 % but 
not more than 90 % of chromium (low-carbon ferro-
chromium) 
Unwrought aluminium; aluminium waste and scrap 
A. Unwrought 
Unwrought lead (including argentiferous lead); lead 
waste and scrap: 
A. Unwrought: 
II. Other 
Unwrought zinc; zinc waste and scrap: 
A. Unwrought 
CeiJinr;s 
1~ tonnes 
60 tonnes 
4 000 tonnes 
600 tonnes 
1 000 tonnes 
500 tonnes 
1 750 tonnes 
650 tonnes 
550 tonnes 
PROTOCOL No 2 
on financial cooperation 
between the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the European Economic Community 
Article 1 
The Community shall participate, within the framework of financial 
cooperation, in the financing of projects designed to contribute to the 
economic development of Yugoslavia and of mutual interest to the Socialist 
I 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the Community. 
Article 2 
1. For the purposes specified in Article 1, and for a neriod of five 
years from the date of entry into force of trre financial cooperation, an 
aggregate amount of 200 million European units of account CEUA) may be 
committed in the form of Loans from the European Investment Bank, herein-
after called 'the Bank~ granted from its own resources. 
2. The amount fixed in paragraph 1 shall be used to part-finance 
specific capital projects submitted to the Bank by banks or organis~tions 
of associated labour having their seat in Yugoslavia. 
3. Projects shall be examined for eligibility and loans granted in 
accordance with the detailed rules, conditions and procedures laid down 
by the Bank's Statute. 
Article 3 
1. The amounts to be committed each year pursuant to Article 2 sha11 be 
distributed as evm"Clzr a.o p<Y.dble throughout the period of application of.this 
P:rot -.col. During tlw initial per.i.<•d of application,how•wer,a proportionately 
higher amount may, within reasonable limits, be committed. 
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2. Any funds not committed by the end of the perfod referred to in 
Article 2(1) may be used, until exhausted. In that event the funds 
shall be used under the same conditions as provided for in this 
Protocol. 
Article 4 
Loans granted by the Bank shall be subject to terms as to duration 
established on the basis of the economic and financial characteristics 
of projects; the interest rate shall be that applied by the Bank at 
the time of signature of each loan contract. 
Article 5 
Aid contributed by the Bank for the execution of pro.iects may take the form 
of cofinancing in which, in_.particular, Yugoslav banks and the credit bodies 
and institutions of Member States or of third States, or international finance 
organizations, would take part. 
Article 6 
Organizations of as~ociated labour established in accordance with Yugoslav 
law, whether or not including the participation of foreign investors in the 
form of a joint venture, shall have access on equal terms to the financing 
earmarked.for financial cooperation. 
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Article 7 
The execution, management and maintenance of projects financed within 
the framework of financial cooperation between the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia and the European Economic Community shall be the responsi-
bility of the beneficiaries referred to in Article 2 (2). 
The Bank shall ensure that its financial aid is expended in accordance 
with the agreed allocations and under optimum economic conditions. 
Article 8 
1. Participation in tendering procedures and other procedures for the award of 
contracts shall be in accordance with the Bank's normal practice. 
2. Yugoslavia shall apply to contracts awarded for the execution of 
projects financed within the framework of financial cooperation fiscal 
and customs arrangements at least as favourable as those applied in 
respect of other international organizations. 
Article 9 
Yugoslavia shall take the necessary measures to ensure that interest 
and all other payments due to the Bank in respect of loans granted in 
the context of financial cooperation are exempted from any taxes or 1 evi es 
imposed by the federal authori tie~, the republics, the autonomous provinces 
or the comimmal authorities. 
Article 10 
Where a loan is accorded to a beneficiary referred to in Article 2 (2), 
the provision of a guarantee by the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia may be required by the Bank as a condition of the grant of 
the loan. 
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Article 11 
Throughout the duration of the loans accorded pursuant to this Protocol, 
Yugoslavia shall undertake to take all necessa~ measures, in conformity 
with its national legislation, to make available to debtors enjoying such 
loans and to guarantors of the loans the foreign currency neces8a~ for the 
payment of interest, commission and other charges and repayment of the 
principal. 
Article 12 
The results of financial cooperation may be examined within the 
Cooperation Council. 
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PROTOCOL No 3 
CONCERNING THE DEFINITION OF THE 
CONCEPT OF "ORIGINATING PRODUCTS" AND METHODS 
OF ADMINISTRATIVE CO-OPERATION 
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TITLE 1 
Definition of the concept of 
"originating products" 
ARTICLE 1 
For the purpose of implementing the Agree~ent, the following products, on 
condition that they were transported directly within the meaning of Article 
5, shall be considered as : 
1. products originating in Yugoslavia: 
(a) products wholly obtained there; 
(b) products manufactured in Yugoslavia incorporating materials other 
than those of (a) above, providing such materials have undergone 
sufficient working or processing there within the meaning of 
Article 3(1). 
However this condition shall not apply to materials originating 
in the Community under the terms of paragraph 2 below when they 
undergo further working or processing in Y~oslavia providing this 
processing exceeds the insufficient working or processing Listed 
in Article 3(3). 
2. products originating in the Community: 
(a) products wholly obtained there; 
(b) products manufactured in the Community incorporating materials other 
than those of (a) above, providing such materials have undergone 
sufficient working or proce~ng there within the meaning of Article 
3 ( 1) • 
However this condition shall not apply to materials originati1g in 
Yugosla\1ia under the terms of paragraph 1 above when they undergo 
further working or processing in the Community. 
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3. The products set out in List C of Annex IV shall be temporarily excluded 
from~the scope of this Protocol. Nevertheless, the arrangements regarding 
administrative cooperation shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to these 
products. 
ARTICLE 2 
The following shall be considered as "wholly obtained" either in 
Yugoslavia or in the Community, within the meaning of Article 1 (1) (a) 
and ( 2) (a) : 
(a) mineral products extracted from their soil or from their seabed; 
(b) vegetable products harvested there; 
(c) Live animals born and raised there; 
(d) products from Live animals raised there; 
(e) products obtained by hunting or fishing conducted there; 
(f) products of sea fishing and other products taken from the sea by 
their vessels; 
(g) products made aboard their factory ships exclusively from products 
referred to in subparagraph (f); 
(h) used articles collected there fit only for the recovery of raw 
materials; 
(i) waste and scrap resulting from manufacturing operations conducted 
there; 
(j) goods produced there exclusively from products specified in 
subparagraphs (a) to (i). 
ARTICLE 3 
1. For the purpose of implementing the provisions of Article 1 (1) (b) 
and (2) (b), the following shall be considered as sufficient working or 
processing : 
• a 
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(a) working or processing as a result of which the goods obtained receive 
a classification under a hearling other than that covering each of the 
products worked or processed, except, however, working or processing 
specified in List A in Annex II, where the special provisions of that 
List apply; 
(b) working or processing specified in List B in Annex III. 
"Sections", "Chapters" and "headings" shall mean the Sections, 
Chapters and headings in the Customs Co-operation Council Nomenclature for 
the Classification of Goods in Customs Tariffs. 
2. When, for a given product obtained, a percentage rule Limits in List A 
and List B the value of the materials and parts which can be used, the total 
value of these materials and parts, whether or not they have changed heading 
in the course of the working, processing or assembly within the Limits and 
under the conditions Laid down in each of those two Lists,, may not exceed, 
in relation to the value of the product obtained, the value corresponding 
either to the common rate, if the rates are identical in both Lists, or to 
the higher of the two if they are different. 
3. For the purpose of implementing Article 1 (1) (b) and (2)(b), the 
following shall always be considered as insufficient working or processing 
to confer the status of originating product, whether or not there is a 
change of heading : 
(a) operations to ensure the preservation of merchandise in good condition 
during transport and storage <ventilation, spreading out, drying, 
chilling, placing in salt, sulphur dioxide or other aqueous solutions, 
removal of damaged parts, and Like operations); 
(b) simple operations consisting of removal of dust, sifting or screening, 
sorting, classifying, matching (including the making up of sets of 
articles), washing, painting, cutting up; 
(c) (i) changes of packaging and breaking up and assembly of 
consignments; 
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Cii) simple pl2cing in bottles, flasks, bags, cases, boxes, fixing 
on cards or boards, etc., and all other packaging operations; 
Cd) affixing marks, Labels or other Like distinguishing signs on products 
or their packaging; 
(e) simple mixing of products, whether or not of different kinds, where 
one or more components of the mixture do not meet the conditions Laid 
down in this Protocol to enable them to be considered as orioinating; 
(f) simple assembly of parts of articles to constitute a complete article; 
(g) a combination of two or more operations soecified in subparagraphs (a) 
to (f); 
(h) slaughter of animals. 
ARTICLE 4 
Where the Lists A and B referred to in Article 3 provide that goods 
obtained in Yugoslavia or in the Community shall be considered as origina-
ting therein only if the value of the products worked or processed does 
not exceed a given percentage of the vaLue of the goods obtained, the values 
to be taken into consideration for such a percentage shall be : 
- on the one hand, 
as regards products whose imoortation can be proved: their customs value 
at the time of importation, 
as regards products of undeterminated origin : the earliest ascertainable 
price paid for such products in the territory of the Contracting Party 
where manufacture takes place; 
- and on the other hand, 
the ex-works price of the goods obtained, Less internal taxes refunded or 
refundable on exportation. 
• 4 
• 
• 
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ARTICLE 5 
1. For the purpose of implementing Article 1, originating products whose 
transport is effected without entering into territory other than that of the 
Contracting Parties are considered as transported directly from Yugoslavia 
to the Community or from the Community to Yugoslavia. However, goods 
originating in Yugoslavia or in the Community and constituting one single 
consignment which is not split up may be transported through territory 
other than that of the Contracting Parties with, should the occasion arise, 
transhipment or temporary warehousinq in such territory, provided that the 
crossing of the Latter territory is justified for geographical reasons 
and that the goods have remained under the surveillance of the Customs 
Authorities in the country of transit or warehousing, that they have not 
entered into commerce of such countries nor been delivered for home use 
there and have not undergone operations other than unload·ing, reloading 
or any operation designed to maintain them in good condition. 
2. Evidence that the conditions referred to in paragraph 1 have been 
fulfilled shall be supplied to the responsible customs authorities in the 
Community or in Yugoslavia by the production of : 
(a) a through bill of lading issued in the exporting country covering 
the passage through the country of transit; or 
(b) a certificate issued by the customs authorities of the country of 
transit : 
- giving an exact description of the goods; 
- stating the dates of unloading and reloading of the goods or of 
their embarkation or disembarkation, identifying the ships used; 
- certifying the conditions under which the goods re~ained in the 
transit country; 
(c) or failing these, any substantiating documents. 
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TITLE II 
Arrangements for administrative co-operation 
ARTICLE 6 
1. Evidence of originating status, within the meaning of this Protocol, 
of products is given by a move~ent certificate EUR. 1 of which a 
specimen is given in Annex V to this Protocol. 
However, the evidence of originating status, within the meaning of 
this Protocol, of products which form the subject of postal consignments 
(including parcels), provided that they consist only of originating 
products and that the value does not exceed 1,000 units of account per 
consignment, may be given by a form EUR. 2, of which a specimen is given 
in Annex VI to this Protocol. 
Up to and including 30 April 1981 the European Unit of Account to 
be used in any given national currency of a Member State of the Community 
shall be equivalent in that national currency of the European Unit of 
Account as at 30 June 1978. For each successive period of two years it 
shall be the e~uivalent in that national currency of the European Unit 
of Account as at the first working day in October in the year immedia-
tely preceding that two year period. 
Revised amounts replacing the amounts expressed in EUA mentioned 
above and in Article 17 (2), may be introduced by the Community at the 
beginning of any successive two year period if necessary and shall be 
notified by the Community to the Customs Cooperation Committee not Later 
than one month before they shall come into force. These amounts shall be, 
in any event, such as to ensure that the value of the Limits as expressed 
in the currency of any Member State shall not decline. 
If the goods are invoiced in the currency of another Community Member 
State the importing Member State shall recognizo the a~ount notified by 
the Member State concerned. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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2. Without prejudice to Article 3 (3), where, at the request of the 
person declaring the goods at the customs, a dismantled or non-assembled 
article falling within Chapters 84 or 85 of the Customs Co-operation 
Council Nomenclature is imported by instalments on the conditions Laid 
down by the competent authorities, it shall be considered to be a single 
article and a movement certificate may be submitted for the whole article 
upon importation of the first instalment. 
3. Accessories, spare parts and tools despatched with a piece of 
equipment, machine, apparatus or vehicle which are part of the normal 
equipment and included in the price thereof or are not separately invoiced 
are regarded as one with the piece of equipment, machine, apparatus or 
vehicle in question. 
4. Sets in the sense of the General Rule 3 of the Customs Co-operation 
Council Nomenclature shall be regarded as originating when all component 
articles are originating products. Nevertheless, when a set is composed 
of originating and non-originating articles, the set as a whole shall be 
regarded as originating provided that the value of the non-originating 
articles does not exceed 15 % of the total value of the set. 
ARTICLE 7 
1. A movement certificate EUR. 1 shall be issued by the customs authori-
ties of the exporting State when the goods to which it relates are 
exported. It shall be made available to the exporter as soon as actual 
exportation has been effected or ensured. 
2. In e~ceptional circumstances a movement certificate EUR. 1 may also 
be issued after exportation of the goods to which it relates if it was 
not issued at the time of exportation because of errors or involuntary 
omissions or special circumstances. In this case, the certificate shall bear 
a special reference to the conditions in which it was issued. 
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3. A movement certificate EUR. 1 shall be issued only on application 
having been made in writing by the exporter. Such application shall be made 
on a form, of which a specimen is given in Annex V to this Protocol, which 
shall be completed in accordance with this Protocol. 
4. A movement certificate EUR. 1 may be issued only where it can serve 
as the documentary evidence required for the purpose of implementing the 
Agreement. 
5. Applications for movement certificates EUR. 1 must be preserved for at 
Least two years by the customs authorities of the exporting country. 
ARTICLE 8 
1. The movement certificate EUR. 1 shall be issued by the customs 
authorities of the exporting State, if the goods can be considered 
"originating products" within the meaning of this Protocol. 
2. For the purpose of verifying whether the conditions stated in 
paragraph 1 have been met, the customs authorities shall have the right to 
call for any documentary evidence or to carry out any check which they 
consider appropriate. 
3. It shall be the responsibility of the customs authorities of the 
exporting State to ensure that the forms referred to in Article 9 are duly 
completed. In particular, they shall check whether the space reserved 
for the description of the goods has been co~pleted in such a manner as to 
exclude all possibility of fraudulent additions. To this end, the 
description of the goods must be indicated without Leaving any blank Lines. 
Where the space is not completely filled a horizontal Line must be drawn 
below the Last Line of the description, the empty space being crossed 
through. 
4. The date of issue of the movement certificate must be indicated in the 
part of the certificate reserved for the customs authorities. 
• 
• 
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ARTICLE 9 
Movement certificates EUR. shall be made out on the form of which 
a specimen is given in Annex V to this Protocol. This form shall be printed 
in one or more of the Languages in which the Agreement is drawn up. Certifi-
cates shall be made out in one of these Languages and in accordance with 
the provisions of the domestic Law of the exporting State; if they are 
handwritten, they shall be completed in ink and in capital Letters. 
Each certificate shall measure 210 x 297 mm, a tolerance of up to plus 
8 mm or minus 5 mm in the Length may be allowed. The paper used must be 
white-sized writing paper not containing mechanical pulp and weighing not 
Less than 25 g/m2. It shall have a printed green guilloche pattern 
background making any falsification by mechanical or chemical means 
apparent to the eye. 
The exporting States may reserve the right to print the certificates 
themselves or may have them printed by approved printers. In the Latter 
case, each certificate must include a reference to such approval. Each 
certificate must bear the name and address of the printer or a mark by which 
the printer can be identified. It shall also bear a serial number, either 
printed or not, by which it can be identified. 
ARTICLE 10 
1. Under the responsibility of the exporter, he or his authorized 
representative shall request the issue of a movement certificate EUR. 1. 
2. The exporter or his representative shall submit with his request any 
appropriate supporting document proving that the goods to be exported are 
such as to qualify for the issue of a movement ~ertificate EUR. 1. 
ARTICLE 11 
A movement certificate EUR. 1. must be submitted, within five months 
of the date of issue by the customs authorities of the exporting State, to 
the customs authorities of the importing State where the goods are 
entered. 
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ARTICLE 12 
Movement certificates EUR. 1 shall be submitted to customs authorities 
in the importing State, in accordance with the procedures laid down by that 
State. The said authorities may require a translation of a certificate.They 
may also require the import declaration to be accompanied by a statement 
from the importer to the effect that the goods meet the conditions required 
for the implementation of the Agreement. 
ARTICLE 13 
1. A movement certificate EUR. 1 which is submitted to the customs 
authorities of the importing State after the final date for presentation 
specified in Article 11 may be accepted for the purpose of applying 
preferential treatment, where the failure to submit the certificate by the 
final date set is due to reasons of force majeure or exceptional 
circumstances. 
2. In other cases of belated presentation, the customs authorities of 
the importing State may accept the certificates where the goods have been 
submitted to them before the said final date. 
ARTICLE 14 
The discovery of slight discrepancies between the statements made in 
the movement certificate EUR. 1 and those made in the documents submitted 
to the customs office for the purpose of carrying out the formalities for 
importing the goods shall not ipso facto render the certificate null and 
void if it is duly established that the certificate does correspond to the 
goods submitted. 
ARTICLE 15 
It shall always be possible to replace one or more movement certifi-
cates EUR. 1 by one or more other movement certificates EUR. 1 provided 
that this is done at the customs office where the goods are Located. 
• 
• 
• 
[7) 
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ARTICLE 16 
Form EUP.. ?, a specimen of which is given in Annex VI, shall be completed 
by the exporter or, under his responsibility, by his authorized representa-
tive. It shall be made out in one of the Languages in which the Agreement is 
drawn up and in accordance with the provisions of the domestic Law of the 
exporting State. If it is handwritten it must be completed in ink and in 
capital Letters. If the goods contained in the consignment have already been 
subject to verification in the exporting country by reference to the 
definition of the concept of "originating products" the exporter may refer 
to this check in the "Remarks" box of form EUR. 2. 
Form EUR. 2 shall be 210 x 148 mm. A tolerance of up to plus 8 mm or 
minus 5 mm in the Length may be allowed. The paper used shall be white 
paper dressed for writing not containing mechanical pulp and weighing not 
Less than 64 g/m2. 
The exporting States may reserve the right to print the forms them-
selves or may have them printed by printers they have approved. In the 
Latter case each form must include a reference to such approval. In 
addition, the form must bear the distinctive sign attributed to the 
approved printer and a serial number, either printed or not, by which it can 
be identified. 
A form EUR. 2 shall be completed for each postal consignment. 
These provisions do not exempt exporters from complying with any other 
formalities required by customs or postal regulations. 
ARTICLE 17 
--.. --
1. Goods sent as small packages to private persons or forming part of 
travellers' personal Luggage shall be admitted as originating products 
without requiring the production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or the 
completion of a form EUR. 2, provided that such goods are not imported by 
way of trade and have been declared as meeting the conditions required for 
the application of these provisions, and where there is no doubt as to the 
veracity of such declaration. 
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2. Importations which are occasional an~ consist solely of goods for the 
personal use of the recipients or travellers or their families shall not be 
considered as importations by way of trade if it is evident from the 
nature and quantity of the goods that no commercial purpose is in view. 
Furthermore, the total value of these goods must not exceed 90 European 
Units of Account in the case of small packages or 285 European Units of 
Account in the case of the contents of travellers' personal Luggage. 
ARTICLE 18 
1. Goods sent from the Community or from Yugoslavia for exhibition in 
another country and sold after the exhibition for importation into 
Yugoslavia or into the Community shall benefit on importation from the 
provisions of the Agreement on condition that the goods meet the 
requirements of this Protocol entitling them to be recognized as 
originating in the Community or in Yugoslavia and provided that it is 
shown to the satisfaction of the customs authorities that : 
(a) an exporter has consigned these goods from the Community or from 
Yugoslavia to the country in which the exhibition is held and has 
exhibited them there; 
(b) the goods have been sold or otherwise disposed of by that exporter 
to someone in Yugoslavia or in the Community; 
(c) the goods have been consigned during the exhibition or immediately 
thereafter to Yugoslavia or to the Community in the state in which 
they were sent for exhibition; 
(d) the goods have not, since they were consigned for exhibition, been 
used for any purpose other than demonstration at the exhibition. 
2. A movement certificate EUR. 1 must be produced to the Customs 
authorities in the normal manner. The name and address of the exhibition 
must be indicated thereon. Where necessary, additional documentary 
evidence of the nature of the goods and the conditions under which they 
have been exhibited may be required. 
• 
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3. Paragraph 1 shall apply to any trade, industrial, agricultural or 
crafts. exhibition, fair or sirnilar public show or display which is not 
organized for private pu'rposes in shops· or busirtass premises with a view 
I . , ' 
to the sale of foreigll goods,·-and dur:ing wh:i,ch the goods remain under 
custom$ control. 
ARTICLE 19 
1. \fuen a certificate i~ issued within the meaning. of Article 7, (2) o~ 
this Protocol after the goodE~ to -whi.ch ~t ·l ... elates have act·r).ally been 
· expot~ted, the exporter ·mur:;t in the application refe:rred tq in Ar-ticle 
7 (3) of this Protocol 
- ir1clicate, the place and date of exporta.tion of 'th~~ goods ·to which the 
. 1 
certificate relate·8; 
- certif,y ths:t no mov:ement certificate J!lTR. 1 was issued. at the time of 
export~.~.tion ·of the eoods· i11.questiot1, an.d state. the. rea.sonH. 
2. The cu:ftomr~ authori.tief, may i'ssue ··a movement certi~icat'e WR. 1 
ret·roDpectiye:ly only after· verifying .. that the :iliformation supplji~d in ·. 
·the exporte1··'s ·a.ppliqation agree:~~ t.vi th thc\t .in the _oorrenpo:ndil::.g file.· 
Certificat'es · is·sued · retr·o;:.:;pectively must ?e en,domed: .w:i. th one· of the 
followine phranes : ·''NA?HTRl\J?t1LICH. AUSGES.TElJ}'·,' _ 1'DEL~VRE A POSTERJ;ORI"-, 
"RILASCif!.TO A POST~OT~I" • "AFGIDEVN~ A PO~T~.oRJ:n, -~'IS~E~ RETROSP:EXJ-
. TIVELY", "UDSTEIYP ~£1tF~.~~N'JDJ~:" ,.·'~l~DA}O NAKNA;DNQ" •. 
t' 
·, 4-RTICLE 20 1 
. In the event of the -theft, loss or ~estruction of a movement cerli-
fi'~a.'te· .:E}J;R. '1, the exporter may. apply t.O the CUStOmS 'authori ti0B v~hich 
. iBsued · i <~or .a,.dupl'ic'ate. m~de oat on the basis of the. export documer1ts 
· iri · thei r~::iit?ss·essi on. 
. ~ ': _) ~ .. :: . ~· 
..... 
; 
; 
:-·;_· 
·. ·.. . ·. ~~/ 
~. "!;. 
·'' . 
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The duplicate issued in this way must be indorsed with one of the follo-
. wing tr1ords : "JlJPLIKAT", "Jl.JPLICATA", ".IlJPLICATO", "llJPLICAAT", 
"IDPLICATE". 
ARTICLE 21 
~goslaviaand the Community shall take all necessaiy steps to ensure that 
goode traded under cover of a mov-ement certificate :&JR. ·1, and .which 
in the course of transport use a free zone situated in their territory, 
are not replaced 'by other goods and that they d.o not undergo h-9-nd.ling 
other than nonnal opE.~:rations designed to prevent their deterioration • 
. ARTICLE 22 
In order to ensure the proper a,pplication of thiG Title, Yugoslavia 
arJ.d the COIJiTfJltni:Ly sha,lf assif3t ea.c:h other, ~hrough their respccti ve 
C\l~~toi~Jc adn::i.niDtra.tinns, in checkine the authenticity of movement certi-
fic:1."tc:; EJTH. 1 and the accu.racy of the information concerning the actual 
ori.j1, ot· tho prochtotn concerned :-tn<l. the declarations by· exporters on 
ARTICLE 23 
Pcn~:t1 U. e~: nhnll be imposed on .r.tn;/ person who, in order to enable 
t;oorlf: t. o ln? ~1 cc ept rd. .'J.P. (~li trl1Jl e for preferential treatment, draw::-:: up or 
ca·;_lSC~f) to be dr8;vm. ur.lt (:)ither a. dOnl..lJOCnt vJ'}lich COntains incorrect parti-
CUJ;~.J'f; for the p 1lrpo::;r; of ol)t:1jning a movem~-:nt cert:i.fi.eate EIJR. 1 or a 
fon0 ~TR. 2 ~ont~ininG insor~ect particulars.· 
.• ' 
t 
, ARTICI.E 24 
1. Subsequent verifipations of movement certificates El.TR. 1 and of 
fonns EIJR. 2 ·shall be car.ried. out at random or. whenever the· customs 
,· ' 
authorities of the importing State· have reasonab~e doubt as to· the 
authenticity. of the document or the accU.rd.9Y' ·of the infonnati on regarding 
the true origin of the goods -in· question. 
2. For the purpose or·· implementing paragraph 1, the customs authorities 
of the importing State shall return the movement certificate· :EllR. 1, or 
the form EIJR. 2, or a photocopy ·thereof, to ·the I customs authon. ties of 
the exportjng State, giving,·_where appropriate, the ·reason~ .. of form or< 
subAtance for an inquiry. The invoice, if it has been submitted, or a 
copy thereof shall be attached. to 'the fonn IDR. 2 and the customs autho-
. . . 
ri ties shall forward any infonnati on that has yeen obtained suggesting 
' . . 
·that the particulars given on the said certifi'cates or the said. form are 
i nacc:ura t e. 
· , If the cuBtoms authorit'ieo of the import.ing State deeide to ~u.spend 
execution of the Aer·eemcnt while awai t:i ng the i·ernt1ts of th~~ ve1'ifi ca>tion, 
' ' ' ' ·:. ·. . ,. . .·' 
they sha~ll offer to relE~ase the goodo ·to the importer .subjec_t to any pre-
cautionary meaHures judged necenf'l,~.ry. 
3. The customs a~thoritit:;f-; of "the importine St'ate shall be informed of fne 
. sults of the verificatioli ctB quickly e.s possible. Ther;e reRi1ltH rrnist bt~ such ·a.s to 
• make it poss:i.ble t.o detenoine WhE·ther the CliEpUt.ec.i riiOVbrnfmt· cer·tific<:•.te 
11JR. 1 o:r form :ElTR •. 2 a.ppli~s to thE; goods .,~,otu.;"t~1y expo:r·ted 7 and whe-th(~r 
these goods c:0.11,, in· f~lct 1 qu~1.lify fo1·· the' api)1.i ou1~ioq of ·the~ prcfE:I'er:tial·, · . 
arrarJGernE:nts. 
WhEm s·11ch di.HpDten · C(:l.r"ncd .. ·be Ff.rttlE-d 1)e:t~,T6f.n the cuntomc authoriti er::~ 
of the importirJ.l; st~~~.te n.na tho~e of t}n:: exportit;JG State, or \"rhen 1;hE-y-· 
l:~df;~ a question as to the· i.nterp:ret~.tion of this rr~..~tocol, thc~y r::lE-1.11 be 
t~1'tbmt ~~ted,, ·t.o t1l e Gu.::;tomr; G(;-opEr[;ti on Comrt:i tt E;t=~. 
caF':E:s thE: ccttl.L=mtcmt of di8p"Llt.es bf't1·resn .t}Hi_ importor and t¥1B 
of t},.f;; :i r: pcrt1 r:Jj.S St:d; H sh/-l;l:t, 'b~-: urtder ~thf;, i cgi ~~l;a:-i on.' 
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ARTICLE 25 
The Cooperation Council may decide to amend the provisions of this 
Protocol. 
ARTICLE 26 
1. A Customs Coopr;ration Committee shall be set up, charged with 
carrying out administrative cooperation with a view to the correct 
and uniform application of this Protocol and with carrying out any 
other task in the customs field which may be entrusted to it. 
2. The Committee shall be composed on the one hand of experts of the 
Member States and of officials of the departments of the Commission 
of the European Communities who are responsible for customs questions, 
and on the other hand of experts nominated by Yugoslavia. 
ARTICLE 27 
The Community and Yugoslavia shall take any measures necessary to enable 
movement certificates EUR.1 as well as forms EUR.2 to be submitted, in 
accordance with Articles 11 and 12 of this Protocol, from the day on 
which it enters into force. 
ARTICLE 28 
The Community and Y~goslavia shall each take the steps necessary to 
implement this Protocol. 
ARTICLE 29 
The contracting parties agree to take the necessary steps to a~oid deflection 
of trade when this Protocol is applied. The Cooperation Council shall examine, 
at the request of either party, and decide, within a reasonable period, on 
the adopt1on of appropriate measures in the context of this Protocol. 
ARTICLE 30 
The Annexes to this Protocol shall form an integral part of it. 
• 
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Affi'I~LE ~1-
The provisions of the Ag:r~een1en:t may be applied to. goods which comply 
\vi th the provisions o:f Ti.tle I c:md 'ti>Thich on the d.-'lte o,r· e.ntry into force 
of the Agreement ,are ei the·r in traltsit. or are in the· Comrt,uni ty or in 
YugoBla.via in. temporary sto:rage in. ·bonded wa:r·ehouses or. i:h fr.eo zones, 
subj<~ct 'to the subm:i.sHion to the Customs authorities of t.he importing· 
St2vte \·ti th) n fou::r · monthfj of' ·that .d,ate of a; certificate NJR. 1 endorBed ' 
ret ro~;Qectl. vely ny the com pet ~nt . authori t.i es of the exporting ·State 
togethE:r with the. do9umen'L13 showi;ne tha,t the good~-; have bee:n transported 
eli r~ctly. 
The endor·r-;em;:~nt ·1~<=:.fe:c·rec3. i.o iv" Ar~ti.cles 19. and 20 shall be-· inserted in 
'f.. he "Hen.rtT·k.B" liox of the:~ 0'-=;Tti f:i ca'l: E:. 
. .•.. ..:~ ... ·· 
\·· ... 
. ~ ' 
' .~ 
.. -
. .· ... 
. ;I:" .
Note 1 
Note 2 
Note 3 
Note 4 
ANNEX I 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
- Articles 1 and 2 
The terms 'the Community' or 'Yugoslavia' shall also cover the 
territorial waters of the Member States of the Community or of 
~goslavia respectively. 
Vessels operating on the high seas, including factory ships, on 
which fish caught is worked or processed, shall be considered 
as part of the territory of the State to which they belong 
provided that they satisfy the conditions set out in Explanatory 
Note 5. 
- Article 1 
In order to determine whether goods originate in the Community 
or in ~goslavia it shall not be necessary to establish whether 
the power and fuel, plant and equipment, and machines and tools 
used to obtain such goods originate in third countries or not. 
- Article 3(1) and (2) and Article 4 
The percentage rule consitutes, where the product obtained 
appears in List A a criterion additional to that of change of 
heading for any non-originating product used. 
- Article 1 
Packing shall be considered as forming a whole with the goods 
contained therein. This provision, however, shall not apply 
to packing which is not of the normal type for the article 
packed and which has intrinsic utilization value and is of a 
durable nature, apart from its function as packing. 
• ~ 
t 
Note 5 
Note 6 
- Article 2 (f) 
The terms "their vessels" shall apply only to vessels: 
which are registered or recorded in a Member State or in 
Y..Jgoslavia; 
which sa1L under the flag of a Member State or of Yugoslavia; 
which are owned to an extent of at Least 50% by nationals of 
the Member States and y..Jgoslavia or by a company with its head 
office in a Member State or in Yugoslavia, of which the 
manager, managers, Chairman of the B~ard of Directors or of 
the supervisory Board, and the majority of the members of 
such Board, are nationals of the Member States or Yugbslavia 
and of which, in addition in the case of partnerships or 
Limited companies, at Least half of the capital belongs to 
the Member States or Y..Jgoslavia or to public bodies or national~ 
of the Member States or of Y..Jgoslavia; 
of which the captain and officers are all nationals.of the 
Member States or of YJgoslavia; 
of which at Least 75~ of the crew are nationals of the 
Member States or of Yugos La vi a. 
Article 4 
"Ex-works price" shall mean the price paid to the manufacturer 
in whose undertaking the Last working or processing is carried 
out, provided the price includes the value of all the products 
used in manufacture. 
"Customs value" shall be understood as meaning the customs 
value Laid down in the Convention concerning the Valuation 
of Goods for Customs Purposes signed in Brussels on 15 December 
1950. 
CCT 
hcJdmg 
No 
02.06 
03.02 
04.02 
04.03 
04.04 
07.02 
07.03 
07.04 
08.10 
08.11 
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ANNEX Il 
liST A 
List of working or processing operations wh1ch result in a change of tariff heading without conferring 
the status of originating p10ducts on the products undergoing such operations, or conferring this status 
only subject to certain conditions 
Products obtamed 
Meat and ed1ble meat offals (except 
poultry hver), salted, in brine, dned 
or o;moked 
F1sh, dned, salted or m bnne; 
smoked fl>h, whether or not cooked 
before or dunng the smok1ng process 
M1lk and cream, preserved, concen-
trated or sweetened 
Butter 
Cheese and curd 
Vegetables (whether or not cooked), 
preserved by freezing 
Vegetables provisionally preserved in 
bnne, m sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutwns, but not spec-
Ially prepared for immediate con-
sumption 
Dried, dehydrated or evaporated 
vegetables, whole, cut, slice·d, broken 
or m powder, but not further pre-
pared 
Fruit (whether or not cooked), pre-
served by freezing, not containing 
added sugar 
Frmt provisionally preserved (for 
example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in 
brme, in sulphur water or in other 
preservative solutwns), but unsuit-
able m that state for immediate 
consumption 
\Vorkmg or proces~mg that doe'i not confer 
the -.taruo;; of ongmaung products 
Salnng, plaang in bnne, drying or 
smoking of meat and cd1bie meat 
and ed1ble meat offals of heading 
Nos 02.01 and 02.04 
Drymg, salting, placmg in brine; 
smoking of fish, whether cooked or 
not 
Preserving, concentrating, or adding 
sugar to m1lk or cream of headmg 
No 04.01 
Manufacture from milk or cream 
Manufacture from products of head-
mg Nos 04.01 to 04.03 
Freezing of vegetables 
'Placing in brine or m other solutions 
of ~egetables of headmg No 07.01 
Drying, dehydration, evaporation, 
cuttmg, grmding, powdering of veg-
etables of heading Nos 07.01 to 
07.03 
Freezing of fruit 
Placing in brine or in other solutions 
of fruit of heading Nos 08.01 to 
08.09 
'-'orkmg or processmg that confers the 
status of ongmattng products when 
the followmg condnton~ are met 
CCT 
hcadmg 
l'o 
08.12 
11.01 
11.02 
11.04 
11.05 
11.07 
11.08 
11.09 
1 ~.01 
15.02 
15.04 
15.06 
Produch obtamcd 
Dcscnpuon 
Fruit, dried, other than that falling 
wnhm heading Nos 08.01 to 08.05 
Cereal flours 
Cereal groats and cereal meal; other 
worked cereal grams (for ex<)mple, 
rolled, flaked, polished, pearled or 
kibbled, but not further prepared), 
except rice fallmg wnhm headmg No 
10.06; germ of cereals, whole, rolled, 
flaked or ground 
Flour of the dned leguminous veg-
etables falling Within heading No 
07.05 or of the fruits falhng withm 
any headmg m Chapter 8; flour and 
meal of sago and of roots and tubers 
falhng within headmg No 07.06 
Flour, meal and flakes of potato 
Malt, roasted or not 
Starches; inuhn 
Wheat gluten, whether or not dried 
Lard, other pig fat and poultry fat, 
rendered or ·solvent-extracted 
Fats of bovine cattle, ~heep or goats, 
unrendered; rendered or solvent-ex-
tracted fats (including 'premier JU~') 
obtained from tho~e unrendered fat~ 
Fats and oils, of fish and mannc 
mammals, whether or not refined 
Other anim.1l oils and fats (mduding 
ncat's-foot o.l and fats from bones or 
wa,te) 
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\X1orkmg or pro~t·ssm~ that doec;; not confl'r 
the statu!'~ of ongmJtm~ produch 
Drying of fruit 
Manufacture from cereals 
Manufacture from cereals 
Manufacture from dned legumurous 
vegetables of heading No 07.05, 
products of headmg No 07.06 or of 
fruit of Chapter 8 
Manufacture from potatoes 
Manufacture from cereals 
Manufacture from cereals of Chapter 
10, or from pot a toes or other pro-
ducts of Chapter 7 
Manufacture from wheat or wheat 
flours 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 02.05 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing Nos 02.01 and 02:06 
Manufacture from fish or marine 
mammals 
Manufacn.re from products of 
Chapter 2 
\X orkmg or processmg that confers the: 
~tatuo, of ongmaung produ~..b y. hen 
tht· tollov.mg condHiorh Jrc met 
CCT 
hcadmg 
!'.o 
ex 15.1)7 
16.01 
16.02 
16.04 
16.05 
ex 17.01 
ex 17.02 
ex 17.02 
ex 17.03 
17.04 
18 06 
ex 19.02 
Produd<, ohtamcd 
Dec;cnptton 
f1xed vegetable oil~, flwd or sohd, 
crude, refmed or punfled, hut not 
mdudmg ..:hmawood od, myrtle-
'"' ax, ppan wax or m! of rung nuts, 
oleococca seeds or oltlcia seed;; also 
not mcludmg od' of a kind used m 
machmery or mcrh.lm..:al apphances 
or for mdw.tnal purpose~ other than 
the manufacture of edible products 
Samage; and the ill..c, of meat, meat 
off.!! or ammal hlood 
Other prepared or prc;crvcd meat 01 
meat offal 
Prepared or pre;erved fish, mcludmg 
caviar and caviar suhsmute~ 
Crustaceans and mollusc,, prepared 
or preserved 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, m sohd 
form, flavoured or coloured 
Other sugars, m solid form, 
flavoured or coloured 
Other sugars, in sohd form, not 
flavoured or coloured; sugar syrups, 
not flavoured or coloured; aniflcial 
honey, whether or not mixed w1th 
natural honey; caramel 
Molasses, flavoured or coloured 
Sugar confecrwnery, nor contaimng 
cocoa 
Chocolate and other food prep-
arations containing cocoa 
Malt extract 
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Workm~ or proccssm~ ihat does not confer 
the status of ongmaung product~ 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapters 7 and 12 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 3 
Manufacture from produ'cts of 
Chapter 3 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
flmshed product 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which ex-
ceeds 30% of the value oi the 
flmshed product 
Manufalture from any product 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
fimshed product 
Manufacture from other products of 
Chapter 17 the value of whKh ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
fmishcd product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 the value of which ex-
ceeds 30'Yo of the value of the 
fimshed product 
Manufacture from produas of he.ld-
mg No 11.07 
Workmg or proccs'!img that \..onfcrs the 
!:>tatu!> of ongm.Hmg product!:~ when 
rhe followmg condHion., are me-t 
• 
• 
-
l'X 19.02 
19.03 
19.04 
19.0~ 
19.07 
J'.I.OH 
20.01 
20.02 
20.03 
20.04 
ex 20.05 
Products obtatncd 
Preparations of flour, meal, starch or 
malt extract, of a kmd used as infant 
food or for dtetetlc or cuhnary pur-
pose~, contam111g less than 50% by 
wetght of cocoa 
Ma~arom, spagheto and Similar 
products 
T apwca and sago; tapioca and sago 
sub~ntutes obtamed from pot.lto or 
other starches 
Prepared foods obtamed by the swel-
ling or roawng of cereal~ or cereal 
product' (puffed nee, corn flakes 
and Similar product~) 
Bread, \htp'' biscuits and other ordi-
nary bakers' wares, not contammg 
added sugar, honey, eggs, fats, 
chee\e or frutt; communwn wafers, 
calhets of a kmd 'uaabk fr,r phar-
maceutical u,c, \ealmg wafers, nee 
p.tper and similar prodult\ 
f'a,try, hr~cum, lake' and other fine 
bakers' wares, whether or not con-
tammg cocoa in any proportiOn 
Vegetables arid fruit, prepared or 
pre~erved by vinegar or acetic ac1d 
with or without sugar, whether or 
not contaimng salt, spices or mus-
tard 
Vegetables prepared or preserved 
otherwtse than by vmegar or acetic 
acid 
Fruit preserved by freezmg, contam-
ing added sugar 
Frutt, fruit peel and parts of plant,, 
preserved by sugar ( dramed, glace or 
crystallized) 
Jams, fruit jelhes, marmalades, fruit 
purees and fruit pastes, being cooked 
prcparattons, contaming added sugar 
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\'forkmg or proce'''"l2: that doe' not ~.onlcr 
the \tatu~ ot ongmatlng prodw .. h 
Manufacture from cereals and de-
nvauves thereof, meat and m1lk, or 
m winch the value of products of 
Chapter 17 used exceeds 30% of the 
value of the ftmshed product 
Manufacture from potato starch 
Manufacture from any product other 
than of Chapter 17 (1) or rn which 
the value of the products of Chapter 
17 used exceeds 30':-'o of the value of 
the fimshed product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 11 
Manufacture from product' of 
Chapter 11 
Prderving vegetables, fresh or frozen 
or preserved tempcrarily or pre-
served in vinegar 
Preserving vegetables, fresh or frozen 
Manufacture frorr produtts of 
Chapter 17 of y•htch the value ex-
ceeds 30'Yo of the value of the 
frnished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value ex-
ceeds 30'}\, of the value of the 
fmtshed product 
Manufacture trom products of 
Chapt-.:r 17 of whtch the value ex-
ceed' 30% of the ·value of the 
finished product 
( 1) Th1~ rule doe\ nor apply where the use of ma1ze of rhe '7eo~ mdur.na' type or durum wheat IS con~.:erned. 
Workm~ or prnccs~mg that confe~ thc 
~tatu\ of on~matmg produd~ when 
the tollowmg condu10n.., arc met 
Manufacture from durum wheat 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
20.06 
ex 20.07 
ex 21.02 
21.05 
ex 21.07 
22.02 
22.06 
22..08 
22..09 
Products obtamed 
Descnpuon 
Fruit otherwise prepared or pre-
served, whether or not containing 
added sugar or spint: 
A. Nuts 
B. Other fru1ts 
Fruit juices (mcluding grape must), 
whether or not containing added 
sugar, but unfermented and not 
con taming sp1rit 
Roasted ch1cory and extracts thereof 
Soups and broths m hqmd, solid or 
powder form; homogemzed food 
preparatwns 
Sugar syrups, flavoured or coloured 
Lemonade, flavoured spa waters and 
flavoured aerated waters, and other 
non-alcoholic beverages, nor mclud-
mg frmr and vegetable jmces falling 
wJthm headmg No 2.0.07 
Vermouths, and other wme' of fresh 
grapes flavoured wnh aromatic ex-
tract~ 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral spmts, 
undenatured, of a ~trength of 80° or 
h1gher; denatured spmts (mcludmg 
ethyl alcohol and neutral spmts) of 
any strength 
Spmrs (other than those of headmg 
No 22.08); liqueurs and other 
spmtuous beverages; compound 
alcoholic preparations (known as 
'concentrated extracts') for the 
manufacture of beverages 
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Workmg or procesSing that does not confer 
the status of ongmaung products 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
fimshed product 
Manufacture from products vf 
Chapter 17 of wh.ch the value ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the 
fm1shed produce 
Manufacture from chicory roots, 
fresh or dried 
Manufacture from proitucts of hcad-
mg No 20.02 •· 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value ex-
ceeds 30% of the value of the' 
fimshed product 
Manufacture from fru1t juices (1 ) or 
in wh1ch the value of products of 
Chapter 17 used exceeds 30% of the 
va,lue of the fm1shed product 
Manufacture from products of head-
mg No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 22.05 
Manufacture from product' of head-
mg No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 22.05 
-
Manufacture from products of head-
mg No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 22.05 
, 
1) f h!<; ruk doc-o; not apply Y..here frua IUICe''i of pmeapple, hme anei gr.1pefru1t are concerned. 
Workmg or processing that confers the 
status of ongmatmg products when 
the followmg conditiOns are met 
Manufacture, without added sugar 
or spirit, in which the value of the 
constituent originating products of 
heading Nos 08.01, 08.05 ·and 
12.01, represents at least 60% of the 
value of the finished product 
• 
Products obtained 
CCT I 
heading I· Description 
NO I 
I 
22.10 
ex 23.0.1 
23.<» 
23.07 
ex 24.0.! 
· ex 28 .. 18 
30.1)3 
31.05 
Rc-.1Jun frum the nunut;~,turc of 
m.Jtte •urch (cxdudm~ ,nn.cntuu,! 
~tn·rm~t hquol'\), of .a rr••tfln "'" 
!C'III, ,.~t.ul.unf on thC' Jr, ptuJu.t, 
eli•«JIOJ~ 40'~o by V.CI~t 
OtJ..:.akc and other ~JLX" .n.rrt 
JrC'jt') rc\ulun~: frum rht c\lr.hth>n 
of •egC'tablc otl~ 
~wC'CtC'nC'J I or AjtC'; other prq• tr Jh<HU 
of a lunJ uw-J m o~mnul fC'c.lmg 
Aluminium sulphate 
Medicaments (includmg veterinary 
mediCaments) 
Other fertilizers; goods of the pres-
ent Chapter m rahlers, lozenges and 
sim1lar prepared forms or m p.Jck-
inl:-' of a gross we1ght nor cxcccdmg 
10 kg 
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Working or processing ~Jerking or processing 
that does not confer that confers the status 
the s~atus of origi- of originating products 
nat1ng products when the following con-
Manufacture from pro-
ducts of heading no 
08.04, 20.07, 22.04 
or 22.05 
!\hnul~.r.orr fr••m nuau ..r nuuc 
il .. JUr 
!'.fJnuf.Kturc from .crC'JI, and Jr. 
mnf producn, mtJt. m1lk.· IUjt.ar 
o~nd mola~' 
ditions are met 
:\f.Jnuf.Kturc from pro..fud\ ,;f 
hc.tdmg :-;,, H.O I of wh,,h Jt lrJ•t 
70"·:, by quJnmy arc ongm.111111: 
rroducts 
M.tnufJoll•re m 'lll'hllh thc \Wilt' of 
the proJ.u. I\ u.cd J,l<', not ~\(,,·rJ 
50":., IJf tht' v.1lur of the fuu.Jtc:J 
rrodll'~ .. 
Manuf.t<.1\lrr 10 wh11.h tht' 11.1luc uf 
the prcl<h,cr~ U'l .• ,l dll<'s not e~CC't'J 
50% of the: vJiuc of th.: full,heJ 
product 
Manufacture in which the vJiuc or 
the: producu u,c:J Jot'\ noc e,,,'<'J 
50'l'o of the value: of the fm1.1\cd 
product 
( 1) n... oule doa DOl apply wherr frwt 1wca of ptnupplc, lun< anJ graptfrwt aro ">named. 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
32.06 
32.07 
ex 33.01> 
35.05 
ex 35.07 
37.01 
37.02 
F.il4 
38.12 
Products obtamed 
Dec;;cnptlon 
Colour lakes 
Other colourmg 
products of a 
lummophores 
matter; in<:>rganic 
kind used a~ 
Aqueous distillates and aqueous 
solutwns of essential oils, mcludmg 
such products suitable for medicmal 
uses 
Dextrins and dextrm glues; soluble 
or roa<>ted starches; starch glues 
Preparations used for clanfying hecr, 
composed of pap.lin and bentonite; 
enzymatic prepar a nons for desizmg 
textiles 
Photographic plates and film m the 
flat, sensll11cd, unexpo<,cd, of any 
matcnal other than paper, papcr-
bo.ud or cloth 
Film m rolls, sen'>itlzed, unexposed, 
pcrfor.ucd or not 
Scn-;mlcd plate'> and film, rxpmcd 
hut not developed. negatl\'C or po"-
nvc 
DI'>mfcct.lnt<;, ImrctiCidc<;, fun-
giudt''>, rat poi'>nm, hcrhindc<;, anti-
sprouting product-;, plant growth 
rcgubtnr-; .md 'm11l.1r product,, put 
up m form-; or p.Kkmg' for s.1lc hy 
rct.1d or a~ preparation<, or as articles 
(for example, sulphur-treated hand-;, 
WJCb and candles, fly-papers) 
Prepared glazmg-;, prepared drr'>«mgs 
and prepared mord.1nts, of a kmd 
w.ed m the texnlc, paper, lc.Hher or 
hke mdustncs 
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Workmg or processmg that doe~ not confer 
the status of onganaung products 
Manufacture from materials of head-
ing No 32.04 or 32.05 (1) 
Mixing of oxides or salts of Chapter 
28 With extender~ such as barium 
sulphate, chalk, barium carbonate 
and satm white (I) 
Manufacture from essential oils (ter-
peneless or not), concretes, absolutes 
or resinmds (1) 
Manufacture from products of hcad-
mg No 37.02 (I) 
Manufacture from products of head-
mg No 37.01 (1 ) 
Manufacture from products of head-
mg No 37.01 or 37.02 (1) 
·;-
Workmg or procesSing that confers the 
status of ongmatmg products when 
the followang condmons are met 
Manufacture from maize or potatoes 
Manufacture in which the. ~alue of 
the produ~ts used does · nof exceed 
50% of the value' of the fmished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used doell not exceed 
SO% of the value of the fmished 
product 
Manufacture m which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the flmshed 
product 
! 1 , l"ht...,c pr••\J'ilon~ du nor :Jf'Piv 'Ah<·rr the produm are ohrame-d from produ\.'15 wh1ch have acqmred rhe status of ongmanng products m accordance wrth tl!e condtnons latd 
dov.n 1n Ll\t H 
• 
8) 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
38.13 
ex 38.14 
38.15 
38.17 
38.18 
ex 1R.19 
Product• obtameJ 
De~oocnptlon 
Pickhng preparations for metal sur-
faces; fluxes and other auxiliary 
preparations for soldering, brazing 
or welding; soldenng, brazmg or 
welding powders and pastes constst-
ing of metal and other materials; 
preparations of a kmd used as cores 
or coatings fo( welding rods and 
electrodes 
Ann-knock pr~arations, oxtdation 
mhtbitors, gum inhibitors, vtscosity 
improvers, anti-corrostve pre-
parations and similar prepared addi-
tives for mineral oils, excluding 
prepared additives for lubricants 
Prepared rubber accelerators 
Preparartons and charges for fire-
exnngutshers; charged ftre-exung-
utshmg grenades 
Composite solvent> and thinners for 
vJrnishes and stmtlar product> 
Chemtcal product; and prepar,ltlom 
of rhe chcmtcal or alhed mdusrne; 
(mdudmg those consisting of mtx-
rureo; of natural product;), not else-
where spectfie'd or mcluded; re>tdual 
products of the chemtcal or allted 
mdu>rne;, nor elsewhere spcctfted or 
mduded, excludmg: 
- 1-usel oil and dtppel's otl; 
Naphthenic actd; and rhetr 
warcr-msoluble ;alts; esters' of 
naphrhemc actds; 
Sulphonaphthcmc acids and thctr 
warcr-msolublc salt>; esters of 
sulphonaphthentc actds; 
Petroleum sulphonates, exclud-
mg petroleum ,ulphonates of 
alkalt metal;, of ammomum or 
of ethanolammes, thtophcnatcd 
>ulphomc acids of otls obtamed 
from bnummous mn1eral,, and 
thetr salt>; 
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Work1ng or proce••mg that doe< not confer 
the 1itatuo; of or1~tn.1tm~ products 
Workmg or processmg tliat confers the 
status of ongmatmg products when 
the followmg ~..ond1t10m .. are me-t 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not eYceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value ·of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fmished 
product 
lCT 
he.Hhng 
Nn 
ex 38.1 ':! 
(conr'd) 
ex 39.02 
ex 39.07 
40.0S 
41.08 
Dt'~..::npt10n 
l\1Ixrd alk}lhcmencs and mixed 
alk) lnapthh<1lcncs; 
Ion exchanger,, 
Gettns for vacuum tuhc<,; 
Refractor} ccml'nt<, or mortu' 
and 'Imilar compo,Itlon'; 
Albline Iron oxidL· for the 
punfiC<ltlon of gas; 
Carbon (excltJdmg that m artifi-
Cial graphite of he.1dmg No 
38.01) m metal-graphite or other 
compounds, m the form of sm.1ll 
plates, bars or other semi-manu-
factures 
Sorbitol other than that of head-
ing No 2'1.04 
Ammomacal gas hquor<o and 
>pent oxide produced m coal ga' 
punficatiOn 
Poh merization products 
Amdes of matenals of the kmds 
described m headmg Nos .39.01 to 
39.06 wnh the exception of fans and 
hand screens, non-mechamcal, 
frames and handles therefor and 
parts of such frames and handle.,, 
and corset busks and Similar >Up-
port., for article' of apparel or 
clothmg accessories 
Plates, sheets and strip, of un-
vulcamzed natural or synthetic rub-
her, other than smoked sheets and 
. crepe sheets of headmg No 40.01 or 
40.02; granules of unvulcamzed 
na rural or synthetic rubber com-
pounded ready for vulcanizatiOn; 
unvulcamzed natural or synthetic 
rubber, compounded before or after 
coagulation either With carbon black 
(wah or without the additiOn of 
mmcr.1l oil) or with silica (with or 
without the addition of mmcral 01l), 
m any form, of a kmd known as 
masterbatch 
Patent leather and Imitanon patent 
leather; metallized leather 
~ork1ng vr pro._t.,'img that dors not .:<.nter 
the sratu., of onc.m.ltlng product<; 
Worlon~ or processmg that ~o.·nnter<; tht: 
\t1!U'I ot ongmattll~ pw.Jud'i when 
tht· t,>lJowmg ~ond1t1ons an· met 
ManuLlLture m which the ~alue of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fimshcd 
product 
Manufacture m wluch the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fmished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fmished 
product 
Varnishing or metalhzing of leather 
of heading Nos 41.02 to 41.06 
{other than skm leather of crossed 
Indian sheep and Indian goat or kid, 
not further prepared than vegetable 
tanned, or tf otherwise prepared 
obviously unsuitable for immedtate 
use in the manufacrure of leather 
articles) in which the value of the 
skin leather used does not exceed 
SO% of .the value of the finished 
• 
• 
CCT 
head m~ 
No 
Produch obtained 
De"cnpt10n 
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\lorkan!i; or proce""1ng th.n doe\ not ~...onft:r 
the \tatu\ of onl!HlJtln~ produdo, 
\lork1pg or proccc;...,mg that u>ntt'r'l the 
statu\ of ongmat1ng prnJu~..r-. \\hen 
the to!lo\\- mg conJitH>n\ are met 
--~~ 
43.03 Arndes of furskm Makmg up from furskin in plates, 
.crosses and similar forms (headmg 
No ex 43.02) (I) 
ex 44.21 Complete wooden packing case~, Manufacture from boards not cut to 
boxes, crates, drums and simrlar srze 
packings, exccptm'g those made of 
frbreboard 
ex 44.28 Match splint~; wooden pegs or pins Manufacture from drawn wood 
45.03 
ex 48.07 
48.14 
48.15 
ex 48.16 
49.09 
for footwear 
Arttcles of natural cork 
Paper and paperboard, ruled, hned, 
or squar~d, but not otherwrse 
pnnted, in roll, or sheet~ 
Wnting blocks, envelopes, letter 
cards, plam postcards, correspon-
dence cards; boxes, pouches, wallets 
and wntmg compendrums, of paper 
or paperboard, containrng only an 
assortment of paper stationery 
Other paper and paperboard, cut to 
srze or shape 
Boxes, bags and other packing con-
tainers, of paper or paperboard 
Prcture postcards, Chnstmas and 
other picture· greeting cards, printed 
by any process, wrth or without 
tnmmings 
49.10 Calendars of any kind, of paper or 
paperboard, including calendar 
blocks 
50.04 ~ Srlk yarn, other than yarn of not! or 
other waste silk, not put up for retail 
sale 
50.05 (1) I Yarn spun from nor! or other waste 
silk, not put up for retail sale 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 49.11 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 4~.11 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 45.01 
Manufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO'Io of the value of the finished 
product 
Ma.nufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
SO'Yo of die value of the finished 
product 
., 
Manufacture from products other 
than tho~c of heading No 50.04 
M.mufacturc from products of 
he.1ding No 50.03 
(1) The')( prov1s1on\ do not apply where the produ'-1' arc c,ht.uncd from produ'-1~ whu:h ho1vc J~o.qU11'Cd the ,t:ltu' of or1gtnatm@ product, tn a .. cordancc w1th tt.c cond1hon~ la1d 
down m L1~r 8 
(l,j For yam composed of two or more textile !ILlterials, the condm~• shown m the hst must also b.. met •n respect of each of the headm!l' under wh1<h yams of the other teX111e 
matenals of wh1ch the maxed yarn as composed wo~ld be dasstfaed. llus nale, however, does not apply to any one or mon: mnu:d [exnle matenals whose weight does not 
exceec 10% of the total wesght of textile matenaJs Incorporated. 
CCT 
headn'lg 
Ni1 
Products ohrainC't! 
Description 
ex 50.07 (1) Silk yarr1 and yarn spun from noil or 
other waste silk, put up for rctai·l sale 
ex 50.07 (1) Imitation catgut of silk 
. 50~09 (2) 'Woven fabrics of silk, of noil ·or of · 
other waste silk 
51.01 (1) Yam of man-made fibres (continu-
ous)~ not put up for ~etail sale 
51.02 (1) Monofil, strip (artificial straw and 
the like) and tmttarion catgut, of 
man-made fibre materials 
51.03 (1) Yarn of man-made fibres (continu-
ous),: put up for retail sale 
( 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres 
(continuous}, including woven fah~ 
rics of monofil or strip of heading 
No 51.01 or 51.02 · 
52.01 (1) . Metallized yarn, being textile yarn 
spun with metal or coyered with 
metal by any process 
52.02 (\) Woven fabrics of metal thread·or.of 
metallized yain, of a kind used in 
articles of appai:d, as furnishing 
fabrics or the like 
. . .. . 
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Worl.:i'ng or processing thai dl!es~ not confer .. 
the status of originating produfts 
., I· 
Workip~ or processin~ that confc~ the 
status of originating products when 
the following conditions are met 
Manufacture from produ~ts of 
heading Nos 50.01 to'50.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No· 50.01 or of _heading 
No 50.03 neither carded nor combed 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 50.02 or 50.03 
Manufa~ture from-cliemk~l products 
·. or textile pulp · 
Manufactu.r~e from chemical products 
or textile ·pulp 
. Manufacture .from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or t-extile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical 
products, from textile pulp or from 
natural textile.-· fibres. discontinuous 
man-rttadc fibres (,r their waste, 
neirher carded nor combed 
Manufacture from Chemical 
. products, from -'textile pulp or from 
. ·natural textile fibres, discoritinuou's 
mari-made fibres or their waste 
~----------------~---- --~~~L---~----~~~----
. ' . . ' -
( 1) For yarn composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions sho.wn in the list must also be met in respect of each of the headinp under which yanis of the other textile 
materials-of ~hich the mixed yarn' is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not .apply to any one or more mixed textile materials Whose weisht does not 
exceed J 0 % of the-·toral weight of textile materials incorporated. . · 
. (2) For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be met in respect of each of~ headinp under,wllich fabric of the other· 
· textile materials of which the mixed fabric is composed would be classified. This nde, however, does not apply to any one or more cnixed textile materials whose weight does 
not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile materials incorporated. This percentage shall be increased: · . · 
- to 20 % where the material in question is yam made of polyurethane segmented with flexible sqpncnt5 of polyether, whether or not simped, fallins within headins Nos ex 
51.01 and ex 58.07, · , ' · · · . . 
- to 30 % where the material in· question is yam of a width hot exceeding 5 mm formed of a core consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or o.f a film of artificial ptas-
tic material whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and glued by means ofa transpan:nt or coloured glue between two films of 
·artificial plastic material. ' . . . · · . 
. •·. -. 
·•.· 
I 
Products obtamcd 
l CT 
l)cs~..nptlon 
5:\.06 ('f) Yarn of carded sheep's or lamb,' 
wool (woollen yarn), not put up for 
rctatl ;ale 
51.07 (f) Yarn of combed sheep's or lambs' 
wool (wor;rcd yarn), not put up for 
rcwl sale 
S.1.0R ('f) Yarn of fme amrn.tl hatr (carded or 
combed), not put up for ret.ul sale 
53.09 (1) Yarn of horsehatr or of other coar<,c 
ammal hatr, not put up for rct.lll sale 
Yarn of sheep's or lambs' wool of 
horsehatr or of other ammal hatr 
(fmc or coarse), put up for retail sale 
:3.11 (~) Woven fabncs of sheep\ or lambs' 
wool or of fmc ammal han 
:.3.12 !I) Woven fabnc<; of horsehatr or of 
other coarse am mal hatr 
:;4.(11 ('f) Flax or ramte yarn, not put up for 
retatl sale 
.i4.04 (1) Flax or ramic yarn, put up for retatl 
sale 
)4.05 (\! Woven fabrics of flax or of ramie 
i5.0S l'f) Cotton yarn, not put up for retail 
<;ale 
S S.06 11) Cotton yarn, put up for rctatl sale 
)5.07 (fl Cotton gauze 
55.08 ('l Terry towelling and stmilar terry 
fabrics, of cotton 
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Work1ng or procev .. mg th.tt don not Looter 
the .. ratus of ongmJtang produLt.., 
Workm,g nr prOL( \\JIIg th.lt Lonft:r.., tht' 
\tatu'> o! nngiO.tllrH~ produ .. h when 
thL fol!t)\\ lllg lOtldJtiOll\ .lfL mt't 
Manufacture from product'> of 
hcadmg No 53.01 or 53.03 
Manufacture from products of~ 
headmg No 53.01 or 53.01 
' Manuhcture from raw fme ammal 
h.m of hcadmg No 53.02 
Manufacture from raw coarse 
ammal hatr of headmg No 53.02 or 
from r.Jw hor<,chatr of hcadmg 
No 05.03 
Manufacture 
headmg Nos 
53.04 
from matcnals of 
05.03 and 53.01 to 
Manufacture from matenals of 
headmg Nos 53.01 to 53.05 
Manufacture from products of 
headmg Nos 53.02 to 53.05 or from 
hor.,ehatr of headmg No 05.03 
.. 
Manufacture ctthcr from products of 
hcadmg No 54.01 netther carded nor 
combed or from products of headmg 
No 54.02 
Manufacture from matenals of 
hcadmg No 54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
headmg No 54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from matt>rials of 
headmg No 55.01 or 55.03 
Manufacture from matenals of 
headmg No 55.01 or 55.03 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
(1) F<·r yarn (.Omposed of two or more textile marenals, the conditions shown m the list must also be met 1n respect of each of the headmgs under which. yarns of the other rexnle 
muenaJ-, of whiCh the mtxed yarn is composed would be classahed. 11us rule, however, does not apply to any one or more m1xed rexule matenals whose wetght does nor 
eJI ceed 10 % of the total we1ghr of rexttle matenals mcorporated. 
(') F<•r fahncs composed of two or more textile matenals, the cond1tions shown in tlus hst must also be met m respect of uch of tl-.: head1ngs under wluch fabric of th< other 
tettale rnatenals of whiCh the mtxed fabnc 1~ composed would be classifted. Tius rule, however, does not apply to any one or more m1xed rexttle matenals whose wetghr does 
nc•t exceed 10% of the total wetght of texttle matenals Incorporated. llus percentage shaH be mcreased: 
-- to 20% where the matenal m quesnon IS yarn made of polyurethane segmented With flex1hle ~gmcnts of polyether, whether or not gtmped, falhng wtthm headmg Nos ex 
51.01 and ex 58.07, 
-- to 30 % where the matenal1n question IS yam of a w1dth not exceedmg 5 mm formed of a core cons1stmg either of a dun stnp of alunnruum or of a ftlm of amfical plas-
nc matenal whether or not covered with alumtruum powder, this core havmg been Inserted and g1ued by means of ,1 transparent or coloured g1ue berween two £Urns of 
artJftcial plastiC matenal. 
CCT 
hr.1dm~ 
Nn 
Products obtamed 
SS.O<l (11 Other woven fahnc~ of cotton 
56.01 Man-made fibres (dtscontinuous), 
not carded, combed or otherwise 
prepared for spinnmg 
S6.02 Contmuous filament tow for the 
manufacture of man-made fibres 
(dtscontmuous) 
56.03 Waste (mdudmg yarn waste and 
pulled or garnctted rags) of man-
made fibres (contmuous or discun-
tmuous), not carded, combed or 
otherwise prepared for spinnmg 
56.04 Man-made ftbrc' (dtscontmuous or 
waste), carded, combed or otherwise 
prepJred for spmnmg 
Sf>.OS '1' Y.un of m.m-madc ftbrcs (discon-
tttlltom or W.l,tc), not put up for 
rrt.ltl '·'k 
56 06 ('f Yam of man-'made ftbre~ (dtscon-
tmuous or waste\, put up for retail 
sale 
56.0~ \t \X'ovcn fahncs of man-made ftbre~ 
(dl\contmuom or w.1src\ 
5-:'.0f> If Yarn of JUte or of other tcxttle basr 
fthrcs of headmg No 57.03 
ex 'i7_()~ of, I Y.un of true hemp 
ex s-.o- (1 ) Yam of other vegetable texttle ftbres, 
exdudmg yarn of true hemp 
- 1oo-
Workmg or processmg that does not confer 
the status of on~onatong products 
Worlong or processmg that ("onfer; the 
status of ongmatmg products when 
the followong condouons are met 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.lH 
Manufacture from chemical produCts 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or texule pulp 
Manufacture from chemiCal products 
or texttle pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or texttle pulp 
Manufacture from products of 
headtng Nos 56.01 to 56.03 
Manufacture from raw jute, Jute tow 
or from other raw textllC bast fibres 
of headmg No 5~.03 
Manufacture from true hemp, raw 
Manufacture from raw vegetable 
textile f1bres of heading Nos 57.02 
to 57.04 
~f For varn compo<;cd of r. .. n or more texttle matmals, rhe cond1t1ons shown tn the IJSt must also be met1n repect of each of the headmgs under whu:f\ yams of the other text1le 
rrurcn.1:., (•t wht~..-h the mt!{ed \Jrn 1s composed would be class1hed llm rule, howrver, does I"J)t apply to any one or more mixed texnle matenals whme we1ght doR not 
exceed 10" .. of the total wetght of tcxtde matena\, mcorporated • 
, ~,, f-or fa~rh" wmpor,cd or rv..o or more te~tlle m.atenals, the condmom shown 10 thJs hst must al~ be met m respect of each of the headmg5 under whJCh fJbnc of the otf'IM' 
tu.td~ m;Ht n..ll<i <Jf "ht~.. h the m1xed fal·mc 1s ~..omposed would be clasMfted Th1s rule, however, doc!t not apply to any one or more m1xed texnlc m3tenals whose wetght doe! 
not exr_t"t'li 10", ot the totJI "e1ght of textile matenals Incorporated 11us percentage sh3ll be 1natased 
t'l :ry·,, "here the. matenal m quC"~tion IS yarn made of pol}·urethane segmcmed Wtth flex1ble segments of polvcthcr, whether or not gtmped, fJ!Img wtthrn he:-~dmg Noo; 
ex ~ l 01 and n. s~ 1)7; 
ro -)!)"" .,.here the materJalJn qu(_st1cm J<i ~ arn of a \o\'tdth not tx(.ecdJng 5 mm formed of a core cono;;JstJng c1ther of a rh m stnp of .1lunumum or of :t f1lm of :tmfit1.tl piJ!ttJC 
matf'Tt.d \o\.hrther or nnt covered w1th aiUJmmum powder, th1s core havmg been mserted and ~lued by ml'Jns of a transparent or coloured glue ht'f\ltCLn two film~ ot arnh-
oJI riJq1c mJtenal 
• 
I 
CCT 
hcadmg 
No 
Products obtamed 
ex 57.07 Paper yarn 
57.10 (2) Woven fabrics of jute or of other 
textile bast fabrics of heading No 
57.03 
ex 57.11 (2) Woven fabrics of other vegetable 
textile fibres 
ex 5"' .11 Woven fabrics of paper yarn 
'i iUll (1) Carpets, carpetmg and rugs knotted 
(made up or not) 
5R.02 ('fJ Other carpets, carpenng, rugs, mats 
and mattmg, and 'Kelem', 
'Sclmmacks' and 'Karamamc' rugs 
and the hke (made up or not) 
5H.04 (4) Woven pile fabrics and chenille fah-
ne, (other than terry towelhng or 
similar terry fahncs of cotton falling 
w1thm hcadmg No 55.08 and fahncs 
fahng wuhm headmg No 58.05) 
'iH.(I5 (11 Narrow woven fabrics, and narrow 
fahncs (holduc) consistmg of warp 
wuhout weft assembled hy means of 
an adhesive, other than goods fallmg 
wuhm headmg No 58.06 
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Workmg or pro(.C'i\IOg that doL"" not ~...onfer 
thr \tJtu\ of ori.'!Jnatlng produLt" 
\\orkmg or pro(€'S'itni!: thJt Lonf~..r'i the 
~tatus ot ongmatm~ produ\. t\ "hen 
the folio\\ mg (OOdlfiOO'i .are met 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 47, from chemical products, 
textile pulp or from natural textile 
fibres, discontinuous man-made 
f1 'res or their waste, neither carded 
nor combed 
Manufacture from raw jute, JUte tow 
or from other raw texnle bast fibres 
of headmg No 57.03> 
Manufacture from materials of 
headmg No 57.01, 57.02 or 57.04 or 
from coir yarn of headmg No 57.07 
Manufacture from paper, from 
chem1cal products, textile pulp or 
from natural textile fibres, 
c:Iscontinuous man-made ftbrcs or 
their waste 
Manufacture from materials of 
headmg Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 51.01, 
53.01 'to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to .56.03 or 57.01 to 
57.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 51.01, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
~5.04, 56.01 to 56.0.~ 57.01 to 
'7.04 or from co1r yarn of hcadmg 
Ne 57.07 
Manufacture from materials of 
hcadmg Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03, 57.01 to 57.04 or 
from chemical products or textile 
pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
headmg Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
:.6.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 57.04 or 
from ~hem1cal products or textile 
pulp 
11 For rnoducts LOmpmt:d of two or mon tt:Xflle matenal\, the cond1t1ons shown 1n rh1s hst mu~t also he met m re...pect of e~hh of the head!Of:i under wh1ch fabnc of the other 
tcxtdl m.ltcn 1l" of wht~..h th<.. mJxed prodtH."t IS t.ompo .. ~J would be d.is.,lfJed Th1~ rule. howrvcr, doe~ not apply ro any on( or more mtxt'd rexnle matcnals whr)";t: \HJ~ht 
Jots not nleed 10'" of the tnt.ll \HJght of texnle matenalc; tnLorporated. Tht~ pcrcent.1gc ~hall bt: tn~.rea~ed. 
- tn lO",. when_ the matenal m quec;tJon ~~yarn m.1de of polvurlthane segmented with flcxthlc !.egments of polyether, v.hethcr or not g1mped, falling wtrhm head1ng Nos 
e' ) 1 01 and ex 58.07; 
- tll 1
1
1"" when· t~ll, matenal1n ques[lun ts yarn of a w1dth not exceed1ng 5 mm formed of a con cons1sttng etther of a th1n ~·np of alumJmum or of a him of JrtlftCial plasnc 
mattnJI \o\ht·rhe .. or not covered wtth alummtUm rcl\\-der, tht'i core havmg been mserted and glued by mean .. of .1 transparent or colourtd glue between rv.o blms of .unfi-
o tl pL.i'iriC matcnal 
11 For tonnes comp<md of rwo or more textile matenals, the condmons ;hown '" thl> hst mu•t ,al•o he met on re> peer ot each of the headong> und<r whoch fah ne of the other 
rextlit matenalo;. of whtch the mtxed fahnc IS composed would be dasfi.tfted Th1s rule however, doe'> not arply to any one or more muted texnle matenals whm.e wetght do~ 
nnt ncted 10'\, ol rhe totJI 'oHight of text1le matenals Incorporated Thts percentage !.hall he IOLreased· 
_ to 20"o ~hen: the matt:nalm questton as yarn made of polyurethane segmented w1th fltx1hlc 'iegments of rolyether, onhether or not gunped, falhng Wtth1n headmg Nos 
<X 51 OI and <'X 58 07, 
- to HP" where tht: watcnalm que\tlon ~~yarn of a w1dth not cxl..eldtng ~ mm formt·J of a core LOO'>I'>tlng Clthl.'r of J thtn smp of llumtntul'tl or of 3 fdm of amhctal plasrK 
matc-rtJI whether or not ~,.0vertd w1th alumtntum powder, thl\ Lorl h.1\111g hccn m<,ertcd aml glued hy meam of a tr.m ... puent or .. olnured glul' hctwn-n h~o fdrn' of .Htdi~ 
ual p!a.,tiC mJtenal 
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Products obt;un~·d Wo1 km~ or proccss1n,g th.u confers the 
Workmg or rro ... es-,mg that dOt:'lo not confer ~tatus of ongmaung products "'hen 
l 
the statu<; of ongm,nmg products the followmg conditions are met CCT 
-
__ h_e_o_d'_"_~ __ ----------~~D--t'' ... _"_P_"_"_"------------t-------------------------------~----------------~------------No __ 
\\',,,en i.Jbcl,, h.1dge., and tht· ltJ...c, 
ll'lt cmbrOJdcrcd, 1n the p1t'Cc, 111 
;tnp<, or cut to ;hapc or s1zc 
58.07 (1) Chemlle yarn lmcludmg flock 
chemlle yarni, g1mpcd prn (other 
than mct.llll!cd y.un of headmg No 
52.01 and g1mpcd horseha1r yarn); 
br.11ds and ornJmcntal tnmmmg'> m 
the p1cce; ta "ek pompoms and the 
ltkc 
'i8.08 (I) Tulle and other net fabncs (but not 
mcludmg wc.ven, kmtted or 
crocheted fabn"), plain 
58.09 (1) Tulle and other net fabrics (but not 
mcludmg woven, knitted or 
crocheted fabric,), f1gured; hand or 
mechamcally made lace, m the p1ece, 
m stnp' or m mot1f, 
58.10 Embroidery, in the p1ece, in stnp' or 
m mot1fs 
59.0 I (I) Waddmg and articles of waddmg, 
texttle flock and du<,t and m1ll neps 
ex 59.02 (1) Felt and art1cles of felt, with the 
·exception of needled felt, whether or 
not Impregnated or coated 
ex 59.02 (1) Needled felt, whether or, not Im-
pregnated or coated 
59.03 (1) Bonded f1brc fabncs, similar bonded 
yarn fabrics, and articles of such 
fabrics, whether or not Impregnated 
or coated 
Manufacture from matenals of 
headmg Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.0.5, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or from chemical 
product> or textile pulp 
Manufacture from marenals of 
headmg Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or from chemiCal 
products or rexnle pulp 
Manufacture from marenals of 
hcadmg Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or from chcm1cal 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from matenals of 
headmg Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture in wh1ch the value of 
the product used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture either from natural 
f1bres or from chenucal products or 
textile pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chem"ital products or 
textile pulp 
Manufacrure e1ther from natural 
f1bres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp or from fibre or 
continuous polypropylene filament 
of wh1ch the denommation of the 
filaments is less than e1ght denier and 
of which the value does not exceed 
40% of the value of the f1mshed 
product 
Manufacture either from narural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp ' 
( 1) For proJm:t< compo<ed of two or more texnle matmals, the cond1nons shown in cblumn 4 must be met m res~ of each of the telCtlle material• of wh•ch the m1xed product 
1\ comt'·~ ........ _ .. rute, however, does not apply ro any one or more mixed textile marenals whose ~ght does not exceed 10% of the total weiglu of textile materials ancor· 
por .Itt'd fht~ percentage o;hall be mcreased 
-- to lO% whrre the matenalm question IS yam made of polyurethane segmented with flexible sqpnents of polyether, whether or not g1mped, falling witlun heading Nos ex 
51.01 and ex 58 07; 
- to 30'Vo where the matenalm question Js yam of a Wldth nor exceedutg 5 mm formed of a core cons1sttng enher of a lhin strip of alummmm or of a film of amficiaJ plastic 
materul whether or not covered wnh alummmm powder, duo; core havtng been tnserttd and glued by means of a transparent or coloured glue betWeen two ftlms of artifi-
cial plastic marenal. 
CCT 
hcadmg 
No 
Produt.t<; ohtamcd 
Dc~cnptton 
59.04 (1) Twme, cordage, ropes and cables, 
planed or not 
59.0S (I) ]'.;cts and nettmg made of twme, 
cordage or rop~. and made up fish-
mg nets of yarn, twine, cordage or 
rope 
59.06 (1) Other articles made from yarn, 
twme, cordage, rope or cables, other 
than textile fahnc; and articles made 
from such fabric' 
59.07 Texnle fahncs co,!ted w1th gum or 
;trnylaceous suhstances, of a kind 
used for the outer covers of books 
and the hke; traung cloth; prepared 
pamting canvas; buckram and Simi-
lar fabrics for hat foundations and 
stmllar uses 
59.08 Textile fabncs Impregnated, coated 
covered or lammated with prepara-
tions of cellulose derivatives or of 
other art1f1oal plastic materials 
59.10 (1) Lmoleum and materials prepared on 
a textile base in a similar manner to 
linoleum, whether or not cut to 
shape or of a kind used as floor 
covenngs; floor coverings consisting 
of a coatmg apphed on a textile base, 
cut to shape or not 
ex 59.11 Rubberized textile fabrics, other than 
rubberized knitted or crocheted 
goods, with the exception of those 
consisting of fabric of continuous 
synthetic textile fibres, or of fabric 
composed of parallel yarns of con-
tinuous synthetiC textile fibres, im-
pregnated or covered with rubber 
latex, contammg at least 90% by 
weight of textile materials and used 
for the manufacture of tyres or for 
other technical uses 
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Worktng or proceo,o;mg rh.1t Jot~ not umfcr 
the statu~ of one,matmg prodUt .. ·t!-> 
\Xor~tn!! or proce"''ll~ th.H .._onter\ tht 
o,tatu., of ongmarmg produl.h ""hen 
· tht' folio\\ 1ng .. onJmon.., are met 
Manufacture e1ther from natural 
fibres or from chem1cal products or 
texnlc pulp or from coir yam of 
headmg No 57.07 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chem1cal products or 
textile pulp or from coir yarn of 
headmg No 57.07 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chem1cal products or 
texnle pulp or from co1r yarn of 
headmg No 57.07 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture either from yarn or 
from textile fibres 
Manufacture from yarn 
(1) For produl1~ lornpused of two or more texn1e matenal~, the condmon~ shown m column 4 muc;r he met 1n r~pe~o:t of c.Kh of the textile: m.nen.tls of wh1ch the m1xec.l produ1.'1 
t\ ~.ompo.,ed Th1~ rule, however, doe., not apply to any one or more m1xed teXtile matc:nals who.,c wetght doe-; not t•x.:ecd 10'~ .. of tht• tot.tl we1ttJtt of texnle m.uen.tls m~oor~ 
porJted. lh1" percentJgt· .,hall he mcn:a~ed, 
- to 20':, where tht· m.ltt•nalm qw: .. uon lti yam made of polyurethane 'tt'gmentcJ w1th flex1hle 'egmcnr.. or polyethcr, whNht:r or not g~mpt·d, f.tlhng w1rhtn hrJdtng Nm ex __ 
1101 and ex IS o-. 
ro ~()·~;, where rhe mJtl·n.tlln qut'\twn 1\ yJm of a Width not exceedmg ) mm formed of J .:ore ~ooO.,I\tmg elthl·r of .1 rhm 'tnp of .tlumumun or of J f1hn of Jmfti.IJI pl.bnl. 
matenal whtthcr or not uwcred \-•lth alum1mum powder. th1s l.."orr havmg hecn '"'erred and glued hy mc.ub of .1 tr'3n .. p.1rt'nt or ~.olourt·J glut· hetween rwo ftlm~ of Jrnfi~ 
aal pla-;rrc mateno~l. 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
ex 59.11 
59.12 
Prciducts obtamed 
De10cnpuon 
Rubberized textile fabrics, other than 
rubberized ~Ifted or crocheted 
goods,-. consi,tmg of fabnc of con-
tinuous 'synthetlc textile fibres or of 
fabnc composed of parallel yarns of 
continuous synthetic texttle fibres, 
Impregnated or CO\"ered With rubber 
latex, contam1ng at lea~t 90% by 
weight of textile materials and used 
for the'i'n'.mubcture of tyres or for 
other techmcal uses 
Textile fabrics otherwise 
nated or ttt.ned; pamted 
lw1ng . thealfital scenery, 
back-cl6ths ot the like 
Imprcg· 
canvas 
studw 
59.13 (1) Elastic"· fabncs and tnmmmg'> (other 
than kmtted or crocheted goods) 
cdn;~~tmg of textile matenals com-
bmed with rnhhcr thread, 
lt'xtde hosernpmg and 
tul'mg, With or Without 
.l"rinour or accessones of 
: m,;t,·ruls 
s1mdar 
hnmg 
other 
59.16 (') Transmission, conveyor or elevator 
belts or belting, of textile material, 
whether or not strengthened With 
mrt.1l or other matenal 
S':l 17: 11 Tcxulc fahnc~ and rcxtde article<,, of 
a kmd commonlv med In mathmcry 
or plant 
ex 
Chapter 
60 (1"1 
Kntttcd and crot heted goods, ex-
dudmg knitted or crocheted goods 
ohtamed hy sewmg or by the as-
sembly of p1eces of kmtted or 
crocheted goods (cut or obtained 
d~rectly·to shape) 
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Work,ny, or procl'~s;ng tlJat does uot confer 
~he statu~ " "'nglnatmg product~ 
Workulg or proces~mg that con'ft:rS:'rh~ 
status of ongmaung products' When 
the followmg condJtlons are met 
Manufacture from chemical products 
M.1nufacture from yam 
MamHacture from !In"gle yaw 
Manufacture from marcnals of 
headmg Nos 50.01 to 5P.O), 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or 51..01 ro 57.04 or 
from chem1cal p'rodhch '" rt xttle 
pulp 
Manufacture from matenals ol 
headmg Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or 51.01 to 57.04 or 
from chemtcal products or texnle 
pulp 
Manufacture from matenals of 
headmg Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 _to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or 57:01 to 57.04 or 
from chem1cal products or texnle 
pulp 
Manufacture frem natural fibres, 
carded or combed, from matenals of 
headmg Nos 56.01 to 56.03 from 
chem1cal products'or texnle pulp 
11 J h'r products compmeJ of rv.'o or mon. rexnlr marcnals, the t,.ondtnon~ shown m ~...n!umn 4 must he mt t 1il re<.rc..:t ot l J }. \)t t,~·t tt '<tile marrnals of whtch th(· mtxecf p~uct 1 ~ tnmpo'>l'd Thts rule, however, dot:'i not apply to anv one or more m1xed texttle matenals whose we1ght drv" r,(•f L),' · ( 1\ 1 P " {>t tht. tNJl ¥.etg,ht 0f tcxnle matenJh tn~...or-
por.ltt.d nll'i pcr._-cntJgt shall he tru.rea ... ed, 
_ to 20"
0 
wheH rhe matenal m que<>tJOn 1s yarn made of polyurethane segmented wtth flex1hle stgmems of polvether whether or not gtmped,falhng wttlun headtng Nos ex 
1101 and ex 58 o~. 
_ -to 3U"u \.\.htrt the matcnal 1n quc'it1on 1c, \'.un ot .1 w1dth not exreedmg) mm formrJ 1 .f 1 wre tOIL!>ISt1ng e1rher of a rh m srnr of a!ummntm or of a film of ;1mficnl pl.1snc 
marenJI wht.-rher or not 1..overed Y.1th dlumHHurn pov.der, th1s (Oft. hav1ng been ln..,crted Jnd glued hy meano.; nt a tran'ip,1rent or coloured glu( htffiCtrl rv.n fdm.; of amfi-
CJ,ll rLl'itlC nuren.ll . 
t 
\ 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
Products obtamed 
Descnpuon 
ex ·60.02 Gloves, mittens and mttts, kmtted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, 
obtained by sewing or by the as-
St~mbly of p1eces of knitted or 
crocheted goods (cut or obtained 
d~.,rel"tly to shape) 
ex 60.03 Smckings, understockmgs, socks, 
ankle-socks, sockettes and the hke, 
knitted or crocheted, not elastic' or 
rubberized, obtained by sewmg or by 
the assembly of pieces of kmtted or 
crocheted goods (cut or obtamed 
dmctly to shape) 
ex 60.04 Under garments, knitted or 
crocheted, not elastic or rubberized, 
obtained by sewmg or by the as-
!.embly of pieces of kmtted or 
crocheted goods (cut or obtamed 
dtrectly to shape) 
ex 60.0<; I Outer garments and other articles, 
kmtted or crocheted, not elastic or 
rubhcnzed, obtamed by sewmg or by 
the assembly of p1eccs of knitted or 
crocheted good' (cut or obtained 
dmctly to shape) 
ex f>O.Oti Other articles, kmtted or crocheted, 
elastic or rubhenzed (including elas-
tic knee-caps and elasttc stockings), 
ohtamcd by sewmg or by the assem-
bly of pteces of kmtted or crocheted 
good> (cut or oh tamed dtrecrly to 
shape) 
t"X 61.01 
Men\ and boys' outer garml'nts, 
excludmg fire re<;~>tant equtpment of 
cloth covered by fml of alummt7ed 
polyester 
• Ftre resistant equipcment of cloth 
covered by fml of alum1mzed poly-
ester 
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Work•ng or processmg that does not confer 
the slatus of on~tmaung produ<h 
' W'orlun~ or processmg that confers the 
statu' ot on~tnatlnJ!: produ~,..b when 
the' tollowmg ~ondmon"Jo an· met 
Manufacture from yam ~ 
Manufacture from yarn !"l 
Manufacture from yarn ('f) 
Manufacture from yam (1) 
Manufacture from. yarn (1) 
Manufacture from yam (1) (2) 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth of 
whtch the value does not exceed 
40% of the value of the fimshed 
product (1) ( 2) 
I.' I T nmmmr.~ .. and arc..,.sones (e.dudong ""'"ll' and mterlomng) whoch changetanff headmg do not remove~he ong1nanng sta'Us of the product olxa!ned 1'f du•r ...,..,, does nm 
exceed 10 (J of the total waght of all the texule matenals ancorporated 6 "' 
{ 11 The~ provl!llfmS do not apply where the products are obtamed from pnnted fabnc an acrordance With rhe condanons shown m L1 ~t B. 
C.CT 
heJdmg 
!\.n 
ex li 1.02 
ex li 1.02 
rx 61.02 
6UH 
61.04 
ex 61.05 
(X 61.05 
ex li 1.06 
ex 61.1)6 
li)JJ7 
6t.OY 
Products ohtamed 
De-:.c..·npt1on 
\'\'omen's, gtrb' and mfants' outer 
garments, not emhrmdered, exclud-
mg ftre reo;t<;t.lni cqutpmcnt of cloth 
e<l\crcd by fotl of alummtzed poly· 
e-rrr 
hrr resl'tJnt equtpmcnt of cloth 
covered by fntl of .!lummtzed poly-
ester 
\\'omen\, gtrls' and mfants' outer 
g.umcnts, cmhrmdered 
Men\ and boys' under garments, 
mcludmg collars, shtrt fronts and 
cuffs 
\\'omen's, gHls' and mf.1nts' under 
garments 
Handkerchtefs, not embrmdcred 
H.mdkerchtcfs, embrotdered 
Shawls, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, 
vetls and the ltkc, not embrotdered 
Shawb, scarves, mufflers, mantillas, 
vcds and the ltke, embroidered 
T1es, bow tie~ and cr,tvat~ 
Corsets, corset-belts, suspender-belts, 
brassieres braces, suspenders, garters 
and the like (mcluding such articles 
of knitted or crocheted fabnc), 
_____ ._ .. ~ether or not elastic 
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\l1ork1n~ or process1ng that does not confer 
tht: statu~ of ongm:Jtmg produu' 
\l'orkm~ or proce!->.,m_g that '-onfer~ the 
statu~ of ongHldtmg produds "ht'n 
the tollowmg <..ondU!Oil~ are mer 
Manufacture from yam (I) (2) 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth of 
which the value does not exceed 
40% of the value of the fmished 
product (1) (2) 
Manufacture from fabncs, not 
embroidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 40% of the value of 
the fimshed product (1) 
Manufacture from yam (I) (2) 
Manufacture from yam (1 ) (2) 
Manufacture from unbleached single 
yarn (1 ) (2) (l) 
Manufdcture from fabncs, not 
embrmdered, the value of whtch 
does not exceed 40% of the value of 
the flmshed product (1 ) 
Manufacture from unbleached single 
yarn of natural texttle fibres or 
discontmuous man-made fibres or 
their waste or from chemical 
products or textile pulp (1) (2) 
Manufacture. from fabncs, not 
embr01dered, the value of which 
does not exceed 40% of the value of 
the finished. product (1) 
Manufacture from ya~ (1) (2) 
Manufacnue from yarn (1) (2) 
(I) Tnmmmgs and acre,sones used (ndud1ng hrunwo .md 1nterlmmg) whu;h change ranff hcadtng do nor rcmo"e the ongmanng statu!t of rhc produCt obramed tf thClr we~ght 
dOt·~ not excrLd 10% of the total we1ght of the textile matenah~ mcorporated • 
~2) Thc.-.c provJ.-.JOO<; do not apply wht:re the produ~..-rs are obta•ncJ from pnntcd fabnc m accurdJnt:c w1th the conditions ~hown m L1st B. 
(l) Fur product!> obtamcd from two or more texttlc marenals, th1s rule does not apply to one or more of the m1xed textile matenals 1f Its or thea we1ght does nor exceed lO'~n of 
the total weight of all the textile matenals mcorporated 
\ ( 
CCT 
headmg 
No 
ex li 1.10 
ex li 1.10 
ex li 1.11 
ex lil.ll 
li2.01 
ex 62.02 
ex 62.02 
li2.03 
62.04 
Produd~ obtamed 
Dc~cripttun 
Gloves, mtttem, mitts, stockmgs, 
soch and sockettc>, not bemg kmt-
t,:d or crocheted goods, excludmg 
f. re resistant equtpment of cloth 
Lnvcred by foil of alumuuzed poly-
e,ter 
hrc resistant equtpment of cloth 
covered by fml of alumtmzed poly-
e,,ter 
Made up acce;>ones for arttclc> of 
.tpparcl (for example, drc"' shields, 
,boulder and other pads, belts, 
muffs, sleeve protectors, pockets) 
wtth the exceptwn of collars, tuck-
ers, fallals, bodtce-fronts, pbots, 
cuff;, flounLe>, yokes and stmtlar 
accessones and tnmmmgs for 
women's and gtrls' garments, em-
hrmdercd 
Collars, tucker,, fallals, bodtce-
fl onts, Jabots, cuff>, flounces, yokes 
·and ·stmtlar acccssones and trim-
nimgs";for women's and girls' gar-
ments, embrotdered 
Travelling rugs and blankets 
l~>ed !men, table !men, toilet linen and 
l<itchen linen; curtams and other 
l!urmshmg articles, not embroidered 
Bed !men, table !men, toilet !men and 
'kitchen !men; curtains and other 
fumtshing arttcles, embroidered 
Sacks and bag~, of a kind used for 
the packmg of good~ 
Tarpaulins, sails, awnings, sunblinds, 
tents and campmg goods 
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Worl..mg or pr<Kts,mg that do,e<o not vmfer 
the ~tatu' ot ongmattng product-. 
• 
Workm~ or prm.c\,ITlU. thJt ~onfLr.., rhe 
statu., of ongmaung proJu\.h wht.n 
the followmg ~o.ondttlon' an.· mt·t 
Manufacture from yarn (1) ( 2 ) 
Manufacture from uncoated cloth of 
whtch the value does not exceed 
40'Yo of the value of the ftmshed 
product (1) (2) 
Manufacture from yarn (1) (2) 
Manuf.Jcture from fahncs, not 
embrmdercd, the value of whtch 
does not exceed 40% of the value of 
the fnw.hed product (1) 
Manufacture from unblcached yam 
of ChapterS SO>'to,S6; (') (3) 
'.'' 
Manufa<.-rure, frbm unbleached single 
! yarn (2) (3,) 
. -·, 
Manufacture from fabrics, not 
embrOidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 40% of the value of 
the fmi shed product 
Manufacture from chemical 
products, texttle pulp or from 
natural texttle fibres, discontinuous 
man-made ftbres or thelf waste (2) (3) 
Manufacture from smgle unbleached 
yarn (2) (3) 
(I) Tnmmm~ and accc.!>sone!. U'iC'd (excludmg hrung and interhmng) wh11 .. h chan tanff headm do or h 
not exceed 10% of the total we&ght of all the texule marenals &n~:.orporated. ge g n remove t e ongmatJng statu~ of the product obtained &f theu weight does 
(:) These proviStons do not apply where the pr~ucts are obtaaned from pnnted fatmc in a'wrdancc With rhe condlnons shown 10 List B. 
1 I For products c•btamed from two or more text1le matenals this rule doe> not a 1 f h 
the rcJtal wcJghr of all the textile matenal., incorporated. ' pp y to one or more o t e m•xed textile matenals If Its or their we&ght does not exceed 10% of 
ccr 
headmg-No 
ex 62.05 
64.01 
64.02 
64.03 
64.04 
65.0~ 
65.05 
. ' 
6( •. 0] 
ex ~·o.l,-
"70.08 
Products obtamed 
Descnphon 
Other made up textile articles (in-
cludmg dress patterns) excluding 
fans and hand-screens, non-
mechanical, frames and handles 
therefor and parts of such frames 
and handles 
Footwear with outer soles and up-
pers of rubber or artificial plastiC 
matenal 
Footwear with outer soles of leather 
or compos1tton leather footwear 
(other than footwear fallmg w1thin 
headmg No 64.01) w1th outer soles 
of rubber or arttf1C1al plastic matenal 
Footwear •with outer ;oles of wood 
or of cork· 
Footwear w1th outer soles of other 
matenals 
Felt h.Hs and other felt headgear, 
hemg he.1dgear made from the felt 
hood~ and plateaux fallmg wtthm 
headmg No 65.01, whether or not 
!tned or tnmmed 
Hat~ and other headgear (includmg 
hJtr net~), kmttrd or crocheted, or 
made up from lace, felt or other tex-
tile fahnc m the p1t"cc (but not from 
o;tnp' i, whether or not ltncd or 
tnmmcd 
llmhrdlas and sunshades (includmg 
walkmg-o;ttck umhrellJs, umbrella 
tt'llt';, and garden and SIOlllar 'um-
hrrJi.lS) 
ca~t. rolled, drawn or blown glass 
lmdudmg flashed or wtrcd glass) cut 
to ~hape other than rectangular 
~hapc, or bent or otherwtse worked 
(for example, edge worked or en-
gr.wcdi whether or not o;urface 
ground or poltshed; mulnple-wallcd 
m;u i.ltmg glass 
S:~fety gb~s conststing of toughened 
or l.1mtnated glass. shaped or not 
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W orlting or processing that does not 
confer the status of origmatmg 
products 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers aff1xed to mner soles or to 
other sole components, but Without 
outer soles, of any material except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemblies of 
uppers affixed to inner soles or to 
other sole components, but Without 
outer soles, of any matenal except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemb!tes of 
uppers affixed to mner soles or to 
Qther sole components, but without 
outer soles, of any matet'ial except 
metal 
Manufacture from assemb!tes of 
uppers afftxed to mner soles or to 
other sole components, but wtthout 
outer soles, of any matenal except 
metal 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass of headmg Nos 70.04 to 
70.06 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass of headmg Nos 70.04 to 
70.06 
Working or processmg that confers 
the status of origmatmg products 
when the following cood•tions are met 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
40% of the value rJ. the fimshed 
product 
Manufacture from textile f1bres 
Manufacture etther 'from yarn or 
from texttle f1bres 
Manufacture in whtch the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fmtshed 
product 
! ) 
\ 
CCT 
headmgNo 
70.09 
71.15 
73.07 
73.08 
73.09 
73.10 
73.11 
73.12 
73.13 
73.14 
73.16 
P~:>ducts obtained 
Description 
Glass mirrors (including rearview 
mirrors), unframed, framed or 
backed 
Articles consistmg of, or incorporat-
ing, pearls, precious or semi-precious ' 
stones (natural, synthetic or recon-
structed) 
Blooms, billets, slabs and sheet bars 
(includmg tmplate bars), of iron or 
steel; pieces roughly shaped by forg-
ing, of iron or steel 
Iron or steel coils for re-rolling 
Universal plates of iron or steel 
Bars and rods (mcluding wire rod), 
of iron or steel, hot-rolled, forged, 
extruded, cold-formed, or cold-
fmished (mcludmg precision-made); 
hollow mmmg dnll steel 
Angle~ •• shapes and sections, of tron 
or steel, hot-rolled, forged, extruded, 
cold-formed or cold-finished; sheet 
pilmg of Iron or steel, whether or not 
dnlled, punched or made from as-
sembled elements 
Hoop and strip, of iron or steel, 
hot-rolled or cold-rolled 
Sheets and plates, of tron or steel, 
hot-relied or cold-rolled 
Iron or steel wire, whether or not 
coated, but not msulated 
Ratlway and tramway tra~k con-
struction material of Iron or steel, 
the followmg rails, check-rails, 
swttch blade~. crossings (or frogs), 
cro~si ng pieces, pomt rods, rack 
rails, sleepers, fish-plates, chairs, 
chair wedges, sole plates (base 
plates), rail clips, bed-plates, ties and 
other matenals spectaltzed for jom-
mg or ftxmg rails 
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W oriDDg or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating 
products 
Manufacture from drawn, cast or 
rolled glass of heading Nos 70.04 to 
70.06 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 73.06 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 73.07 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing No 73.07 or 73.08 
Manufacture from products of head-
mg No 73.07 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing Nos 73.07 to 73.10, 73.12 or 
73.13 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing Nos 73.07 to 73.09 or 73.13 
Manufacture from products of head-
ing Nos 73.07 to 73.09 
Manufacture from products of head-
mg No 73.10 
W orlwtg or processing that confen 
the status of originatmg products 
when the following cond11Jons are met 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fimshed 
product (1) 
Manufacture from products of head-
mg No 73.06 
( i) These proviSion-; do nc•t aprl} where rhe products are obtamed. from products whiCh have acqUJrtd the starus of ongmattng pr1>ducts an accordance wtth the condtn""s laid 
down 1n L1st B 
' 
CCT 
hearlmg Nt• 
73.1H 
74.03 
74.04 
74.05 
74.06 
74.07 
74.08 
74.10 
74.11 
Products oht:uned 
Descnpt1on 
Tubes and prpes and blank.s therefor, 
of rron (other than of <a~t rron) or 
steel, cxcludmg hrgh-pressurc hydro-
electnc condurt' 
Wrought bars, rod~, angles, shapes 
and ~cctrons, of copper; copper wrre 
Wrought plates, sheet' and strip, of 
copper 
Copper fori (whether or not em-
bossed, rut to shape, perforated, 
coated, printed, or backed wrth 
paper or other remforcmg matcnal), 
of a thrckncss (excludmg any back-
mg) not exceedtng 0 15 mm 
Copper powder~ and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks thercfor, 
of copper; hollow bars of copper 
Tube and pipe fittmgs (for example, 
JOints, elbows, sockets and flanges), 
of copper 
Stranded wrre, cables, cordage, 
ropes, plaited bands and the hke, of 
copper wrre, but excluding insulated 
electriC wires and cables 
Gauze, cloth, grill, netting, fencmg, 
remforcing fabric and similar ma-
terials (mcludmg endless bands), of 
copper wire; expanded metal, of 
copper 
74.15 Nails, tackj, staples, hook-nails, 
· sprked ·cramps, studs, sprkes and 
dr.awmg pms, of copper, or of rron 
or steel with heads of copper; bolts 
and nuts (includmg bolt ends and 
screw stUds), whether or not 
. threaded or tapped, and screws (in-
cludmg screw hooks and screw 
rtngs), of copper; rivets, cotters, 
cotter-pins, washers and spring 
washers, of copper 
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W orlung or processmg that does'hot . 
confer the status of ongmatmg · 
products 
W orbng or pmcessmg that confen 
• ., the status of ongmatmg products 
When the followmg condlhons are met 
Manufacture from products of head-
mg Nos 73.06 and 73.07 or headmg 
No 73.15 in the forms .speafted m 
headmg Nos 73.06 and 73.07 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fimshed 
product (1) 
Manufacture in whrch the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fmrshed 
product (1) 
Manufacture in whteh the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fmrshed 
product (1) 
Manufacture m which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fimshed 
product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufactuie;in which the value of 
the products 'used does not exceed 
50% of the· value of the finished 
product (1) ' 
Manufacture. in which· rbe value of 
the products'. used does not exceed 
50% of the value· of the finished 
product (1) 
" ":.· 
Manufacture in wtiich die value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value ..• 6f ·the finished 
product (1). 
(1) These provlSions do not apply where the products are obtamed from products which have acqmred the status of ongmatmg products 1n accordance with the conditions l11d 
down m L"t B. 
! 
l 
\ 
\ 
CCT I 
headmgNo , 
74.16 
74.17 
--tll) 
7'i.02 
75.03 
75.04 
75.05 
75.06 
76.02 
76.03 
76.04 
Products obtained 
Description 
Sprin~, of copper 
Cookmg and heating apparatus of a 
kmd used for domestic purposes, not 
elenncally operated, and parts 
thereof. of .:opper 
1.."rbt>r .1m.:les of .l kmd wmmonly 
u'ed for domestll: purp<"<''• ,,,mt.uy 
\\ .uc for mdonr ust', .md p.111~ of 
such ar!ldt'' .1nd w.1rc, ot copper 
Other arndc, oi copper 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, ~hapes 
and sectiofls, of mckel; mckel.w1re 
. 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of 
nrckel; nickel foil; mckel powders 
and :flakes 
Tubes and p1pes and blanks therefor, 
of ni(kel; hollow bars, and tube and 
pipe fmmgs (for example, JOint~, 
-elbows, sockets and flanges), of 
111ck'el 
'£Iectro'lplating anodes, of nickel, 
wrought or unwrought, includmg 
those produced by electrolysiS 
Other articles of nickel 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of alummium; 
aluminium wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of 
aluminium 
Aluminium foil (whether or not 
embossed, cut to shape, perforated, 
coated, printed, or backed with 
paper or other reinforcmg material), 
of a thickness (excluding any back-
ing) not exceeding 0·20 mm 
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W orlang or processmg that does not 
confer the status of ongmatmg 
products 
W orlong or processmg that confer> 
the status of ongtnatmg products 
when the followmg condthons are met 
Manufacture 'in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the· value of the finished 
prdduct (1) 
Manufacture m which the value of 
tire products used does not exceed 
SO~o of the \·alue of the finished 
p~nct (1); 
Manufacture il\- which the \·alue of 
the products used does not exceed 
50"?o of the value of the fimshed 
pr<>duct ('i 
M!lnufacture in which the value of 
die product~ uSed does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fimshed 
. produa (1j 
Manufa,'tllre in which the value of 
the products u~ed does not exceed 
SO'Y.. of the value of the finished 
·"flroduct (1) 
Manufacture in wh1ch the value of 
the product~ used does not exceed 
.5\)% of the value of the fimshed 
product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products ~ed does not exceed 
50°lo of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufacture m which the value of 
the products used·_ does not exce_~_. 
SO% of the ·valu"e of the fmi~ 
product (1) 
Manufacture i-b which the v~-or· 
the products .llsed does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufacture i~ which the val~ of 
the products used does not exceed 
50%· of the- value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used' does not exceed 
50% of the "\talue of the fimshed 
product ' • · 
ManUfacture In. which the value of 
the products u'se<i· does not exceed 
50% of the ~alue of the finished 
product 
(') These proVISIOns do not apply where the products are obtained from products whtch have aC£jUJred the status of ongmat.ng products in accordance with dlr condinons latd 
down m Lt.r B. 
ccr 
headmg No 
76.05 
76.06 
76.07 
76.08 
76.09 
7A.10 
7f>.11 
'i 6 1) 
7ii.lh 
Products obtamed 
Descnphon 
Alummium powders and flakes 
Tubes and pipes and blanks therefor, 
of aluminium; hollow bars of 
aluminium 
Tube and p1pe f1rtings (for example, 
JOints, elbows, sockets and flanges), 
of alummium 
Structures and parts of structures 
(for example, hangars and other 
bUilclmgs, bndges and bndge-sec-
twns, towers, lattice masts, roofs, 
roofing frameworks, door and wm-
dow frames, balustrades, p11lars and 
columns), of alummium; plate~, 
rods, angles, shapes, sectwns, tubes 
and the like, prepared for use m 
structures, of alumm111m 
Rc<;ervoir<;, tanks, vats and s1m!lar 
contamers, for any matenal (other 
than compressed or hquef1ed gas), of 
alumimum of a capacity exceedmg 
"lOO lltrn, whether or not lmcd or 
hcat·m~ulated, but not fitted w1th 
mechan1cal or thermal equ1pment 
( a,ks, drums, cam, boxe' and Slmi-
Llr contamers (mclud1ng ng1d and 
collaps1hle tuhul.u cont.1mcr<;), of 
.1lummlllm, of a de~cnptH>n com-
monlv used for the convey .m cc or 
pack1.ng of good~ 
Contamers, of alummlllm, for com-
prcsst'd or hqucf1ed gas 
StL1nded w1rc, cable~, cordage, 
rope,, pla1ted hands and the like, of 
alummlllm w1re, hut excludmg msu-
l.ncd clcctnc w1res and cable' 
Arndc~ of a kmd commonly used for 
domestic purpo<;es, samtary ware for 
mdoor use, and parts of such articles 
and ware, of alummmm 
Other articles of alummmm 
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Working or proc · that does not 
confer the sta~ origmating 
products 
Working or processing that confer.; 
the status of originatmg products 
when the foUowmg condittons are met 
Manufacture in wh1cn tne value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in .which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
prOduct 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the hmshed 
product 
Manllfactme in which the value of 
the ptoducts used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufa'cture in which the value of 
the products; used does not exceed 
50% of ,the value of the fm1shed 
produ•t ·' 
,'1,\.' ~ ' 
Manufacture in wh1ch the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50'Yo of the value of the hmshed 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the f1mshed 
product 
Manufacture in wh1ch the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of rhe fmished 
product 
Manufacture in whiCh rhe value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fimshed 
product 
Manufacture in wh1ch the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fm1shed 
product 
! 
CCT 
heading No 
77.02 
78.03 
78.04 
78.05 
78.06 
79.02 
79.03 
79.04 
79.06 
Products obtamed 
Descripbon · 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of magnesium; mag-
nesium wire; wrought plates, sheets 
and strtp, of magnesium; magnesium 
fml; raspings and shavings of uni-
form size, powders and flakes, of 
magnesium; rubes and pipes and 
blanks therefor, of magnesium; hol-
low bars of magnesium; other 
.utides of magnesium 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of lead; lead wire 
Wrought plate~, sheets and strip, of 
lead 
Lead foil (whether or not emhm~ed, 
cut to shape, perforated, coated, 
printed, or backed with paper or 
other reinforcing matenal), of a 
weight (excludmg any backing) not 
exceedmg 1·7 kg!m 2; lead powders 
and flakes 
Tubes and ptpcs and blanks therefor, 
of lead; hollow bars, and rube and 
pipe fittings (for example, joints, 
elbows, sockets, flanges and 
S-bends), of lead 
Other articles of lead 
Wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, of zmc; zmc wire 
Wrought plates, sheets and strip, of 
zinc; zmc f01l; zinc powders and 
flakes 
Tubes and ptpcs and blanks therefor, 
of zmc; hollow bars, and tube and 
p1pe fttnngs (for example, Joints, 
elbows, sockets and flanges), of zmc 
Other artides of zinc 
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W orlting or processing that does not 
roofer tbe status of originating 
products 
W orkmg or processing that confers 
the status of origmatmg products 
when the following conditi~~ fJE(' m~t 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fmished 
product 
Manufacture in w!uch the \·alue of 
the products used doe~ not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufacture m which the value of 
the products used does nor exceed 
50% of the value of the fmt>hed 
produ'1 (1) 
.. Manufacture m which the value of 
'·tlte product~ U\ed doe\ not exceed 
50% of the value of the fimshed 
product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the prml~,i?~~·used does not exceed 
50% of\ the)· value of the ftmshcd 
product 111 · 
Manufacture m which_}he value of 
the products used i:JQL's not exceed 
50% of the value of the ftmshed 
product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fimshcd 
product 
Manufacrure m whiCh the value of. 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacrure m ·which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fimshed 
product 
Manufacrure in whtch the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the ftmshed 
product 
(1) Th= proVl"ons do not apply where the products are obtamed from products whtch have acqwred the status of ongmanng produ<n m aa:md2m:r wtth rh< ::::0:::: ::m~ 
do>A n m Lst B. 
80.02 
80.03 
80.04 
80.05 
82.05 
82.06 
ex Charter 
84 
Wr<~ught bars, . rods, angks, shapes 
and s.:ction), .of tin; tin wire 
Wrought. plates, sheets and strip, of 
tin 
Tin f,·;jl (whether. or not. embos!>cd, 
lllf to· shape, perforated. coated, 
printt·d, or hacked with paper . or 
· other ·reinforcing . materi;;~l), of a 
weight (excluding any backing) not 
ex~eeJing 1 kglm1; tin powders and 
flakes· 
Tuhe!l and pipes and blanks therefor, 
of rio; hollow bars, and tube and · 
pipe finings (for example, joints, 
dbo\\'s, sockets and flan.ges), of rin 
lnttr(hangt•ahlc t()ol~ for hand tools, 
fur m h:hmt• tools nr fur puwer-opcr· 
arcd hand toclls (for example, fur 
pre'>sin,.;, · stampin,.;. drilling. t.tpping, 
threa~ing. boring, brn.1~hing. mil· 
ling. ~ulting. turning. Jrcs\ing. mor· 
. tieing· or screw·driving), including 
dies fur wire drawing. extrusion dies 
for metal, and rock drilling bits 
Knives and cutting blades, for 
machines or for mechanical ap-
pliances 
Boilers, ·Utachin~ry and mechanical· 
applia~s and·· parts . thereof, ex· 
eluding · ~efng~rators and refrigera· 
ring. equipment (electrical and ·other) 
(No 84. ~S) and sewing ma~hincs, 
indudinalumirure lf"ially cbignecf · 
~ JeWjftJ atachmn (a No 84.4~) . 
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Working or prornsing 1~111 rnnrrri 
tM 1ta1u1 of originatln:( prnducA. 
when th~ following conda~1vn1 an nlf't 
Manufa\."tUre in whid. the value uf 
the produ\."tS U!oc.~d c.ll.lcs nut cx\·ct·d 
SO'Yo of the:· value uf the fini!lhcd 
product 
Manufacture in whid, the value of 
th~ ·products used dot'S not exceed 
SO% of the value of ·the fini~hed 
product · 
, 
Manufacture in whid1 the value of 
the:· products used dues not rxccc.·d 
SO% of the value of die finiV.c:J 
product · 
Manufacture .in which the value of 
the products used do~s not ncrrd 
SO% of the. value of the fini!Jlcd 
product · 
Working. procn!)ing <tr a~;semhly:.-if( 
-whkh 'the value of the m.uerials ·apt'l.' 
pans used dun not c.ccttJ 40'Y~· of 
the val~:~e of the finish~d product (1) 
Working, processing ''r assembly in 
which the value of the materials .:and 
pans used does not ncccd 40% of 
the val~e of the linish~d produl"t (') 
· Wc'tking. pr()(e~sing ,,, a\semhly in 
which the value of the "'"''crialll and 
pans used does not e.<c«d 40% of 
·· the value of the finished product (J) 
(I) .Thf'.'l\" rro.a1111111 do nCJI 1pply wMre tM pfoduca ift ;obcainccf from ptCJduc:tl Wflidt hiVC acquifcd the IUf!ll of oriJjftlliftl pr0ducr1 (D ICCliJfdalla .aiJI !he ~ l4id . 
duwn e11l.1at8. . · · · . 
(') ~ p~~una .hall n:.X apply co rucJ dtmeml of h.ad.i"B ~ 84:.S9 untii.JI Dca:mbcr 1984~ . 
!t'" -. 
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·-· ~ .... ···-·-· 
Wurlu"- nr.l'"•"'lltJC th•l cotfti'M• 
.'IlK- st.du'l'ln on.:•••~tm.- pr••hul·• 
whf"l1 chc- fullo ... ml' lulllhl•unt Alf' .. ll•':' 
---~-+-----~--:-:-------......_+--------------:------·+--·-···-
84.U 
ex 84.41 
ex Chapter 
85 . 
85~14 
as.u 
Rcfrigrr3t~•rs · •.. and r~frigerarina 
equipm\."nt (elecrtkal and other) • . _: 
~ing machi~elf ·ind~cling ~miturc 
specially •' · . de$ipd. · for·· · sewing · 
madlinca · 
Elcctric.al nuchinery and equipment; 
pans thereof; excluding. products of 
hca.ding ,No 85.14 or 85.-15 
Microphones. and stands ih~refor; 
.loudspea~cr5; audio-frequency ~~~-· 
rri~ amplifiers . , · · · · · . 
· Ra·Jiotei~graphic and r;h.lintde-
phonu; .: tran!lmi,~ic.ni •utd rc~crtiun 
appara
1
tu,s; · radio-,hroad"a~ting ' and 
·· td(visicin rran"nission and reception 
apparatus (indudipg receivers incor-. 
-----
. ',.:· 
\\'c\rlm..:. prc•,f'\\111~ nr. ,h\l"ltt'''~ In 
·whu.h tht" ., .• 1hic ut tht•nnn ·(~h.:inJt · · 
ing mat,·ri.JI,:,ai1dr.1ft' U\t·,l ''~·~,. oui 
exct•eJ 40% nf rhc. ufuc .ut rht• 
finished rnkiu\:t, an~l rrnvid('J rh.u 
· at lc.l'-t SO% tn v~lu,· u the m.lrt·rs.tl .. 
a.od. r.ins c•r usc~ arc ori~m.iun~ 
produ"-rs · · · 
··working, pr·x·cssirr~ nr.a;."·mhl~· 1n 
whi(h the- ,.~hll' .,,f thl· nmHirl~m.u~ · · 
in~ lll.tt'~ri':~~o)•nd (';Hts U\l~\~ tf<lt:~ IIIII 
C'i\'4"\:,l 40~}V cit ·till·· v~tlm· ut 1 i"· 
filll\llt·c.f· prc~;u,;t, .llhf prm·h.f~·lf ll1.1!: 
at lr.t't SO'~·., in \,tlu~ i;i tl •. 
. m.ucri.tk·:t'ml r.uh{ 1) li'''''"' 
tht• ;r .. .,t·r·thh· ,, rlw ht·.td inJ.•·•t••r 
t•,.~,:ludn!) .ir,· ori~uutinJ:. l''; ,,! 
Lins, .trh.! · · ·· · . . · 
. - 'the thrt·~~J ·tcno,iun, ·~rn~hrr .m,f 
7it:J,tg mc~h~inisms. Jrc C!fl;!iH.H· 
. !llH prod~\.L'S 
Wnrkin~. pwc.:c,~in.: nr ...... c.·mhl} 111 • 
whi~h the v.iluc.· uf rht· nnn-nn~m.n: 
in~ matt·riat an,t paris u .. eJ ,f., r~ut 
exceed 40'•:-;.· ;,)£ ·the votl.ue ,,{ rh~ 
. finished proJu""t 
Wt;rkinJt_ · pHKl:\\lllf.! ur .tS\Cfllhly in . 
whi~h the v.tluc nf tl~c.'. llun-urt~m.U· 
ing matrri;tl~ arnl p.uh usec.l ,lun '";,, 
ex~ccd 40'!~. · ",f the ,. ·''"'' ul the . 
finished .rr·~hu:t; anti prm'lllt-tl rh.it: 
...:... at fl•J\f .~0% i~l \'.llul" ui rhe 
mateti;tk.anJ p.,·rh ( 1) u~c.·,l ·"f 
· origiil~,t~ng p·rcllhl,"t\o .tnd 
· ..;:..... thei·~3h:e of 'the nnn-nri~inJti·n~ 
. trailsistf~f$ U!"Cd. del('\ nor t"lh.c'e'l 
J'Yo of ;he v;ihic ·of rhe fini~t"J 
·produa: (2) , • ...... .., 
•• '. r '.~ • •· • 
· WNkin~· r,,.,...,,,int; or .... ~·tnhly in 
. whkh the \allur hf the nun-un~rn.u­
. ing n•<trc,rials •m,l r•lrh U~tl.c.fuc.·~ nut 
.n..:ct·-.1 40'1o of 1hc vo1lut of tht 
fh1ish:d pr&:.du-:t, 3nd prt)Vh.lcd rhar: 
' . 
C') In dttrrmi;.na thnalue of products. materi,als and pam. tJw fc.ilt"wift8 musr lito taun ant~'a«ctuntf .. . ... • . . ..• . • · · . . . • .. ·. 
(a) in ''"i'K' nfori(linaring prndu .. ,s. materials and pans. thdim Yff!f•.ablc: pna p.iid, ur the ~. wllich would be paid in. "• .Of ..S..Iat d1t .... ......._,.Oft.., term~ 
· of lUc '"""''Y •ilrre wnrlu.nJo pr«rnint~ or asaembly is cirncd out; · • . . : . . · 
(b)' in r~rn, uf other .rrndut.1S. matrriala and pan" the provilliom of Ar\J~lc 6 of this PrQlaaal cfcitcrminift8: · . · · · 
- .Jiw value of nnphnrd producra, · · ' ·. · · 
- 1hr \'IILIC of~,. of undcttrmiacd orilift. 
c,'t 'I1IK ,cr.--. i• noi aam11lariYc wi1h the 40%, 
·.· .~.:·_. 
CCT 
headmg No 
85.15 
(cont'd) 
Chapter 86 
ex Chapter 
87 
!P.09 
ex Ch.1ptcr 
9(1 
Products obtamed 
Descnption 
poraring sound recorders or repro-
ducers) and televiSIOn cameras; radio 
navigational aid appararus, radar 
appararus and rad1o remote-control 
apparatus 
Railway and tramway locomotives, 
rollmg-stock and parts thereof; rail-
way and tramway track fixtures and 
fmmgs; traffic s1gnallmg eqmpmenr 
of all kmds (not electrically powered) 
Veh1cles, other than railway or 
tramway rollmg-stock, and parts 
thereof, excluding products of head-
mg No 87.09 
Motor-cycles, auto-cycles and cycles 
frtted w1th an auxihary motor, w1th 
or wtthour s1de-cars; s1de-cars of all 
ktnds 
Optt-.11, photogr.lphiC, ('tnCtn.ltn-
gr.lphtc, mc.htmng, <"heckrng, prcct-
slon, mcd ll.ll and surgiCal msrru-
mcnb .1nd .lppar.nus and p:urs 
thereof. cxdudmg products of head-
mg ]\'"' 90.05, 90.('7 (except clecrn-
Cl!l~ rgmrcd tl:1shhulhs), 90.08, 
9t1.12 .md 90.21i 
Rcfracnng telescopes (monocular 
and hrnonrl.ul, prtsm.HJc or not 
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Worlung or processing that does not 
confer the status of originating 
products 
, 
1) In determJnJn~ the \aluc of produ<.:n. matenal" and part'i, rhe follo\\Ing mu<,t be taken mto account 
Working or processing that confers 
the status of origmatmg products 
when the followmg condittons are met 
at least 50% in value of the 
matenals and parrs (1) used are 
ongmating products, and 
the value of the non-originating 
transistors used does not exceed 
3% of the value of the ftmshed 
product (2) 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the materials and 
parrs used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the fimshed product 
Workmg, processing or assembly in 
whtch the value of the materials and 
parrs used does not exce.:d 40% of 
the value of the fmished product 
Workmg, processmg or assembly in 
wh1ch the value of the non-ongmar-
ing materials and parrs used does nor 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
fimshed product, and prov1ded that 
Jt leJst 50% m value of the materials 
and p.ms (1) used are ongmarmg 
products 
Workmg, processmg or assembly in 
which the value of the materials and 
parrs used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the fmished producr 
Workmg, processing or assembly m 
which the value of the non-ongmar-
mg m.ucnals and parts used does nor 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
fmrshed product, and provrded that 
at least 50% m value of the matenals 
and parrs (1) used arc ongmanng 
products 
(a\ 1n re~pe .... t ot onglflaung produ..._-,:.,, matenals and pam, the f1rst venf1able pnce pa1d, or the pncc \\oh1ch would be pa1d m case of sale, for the scud products on the remtory 
of the country \o\-herr work1ng., proct>SSI'lg or 3!.!.embly IS earned out, 
{h) 1n rnpcct ot other produn ... matenals and parts, the proviSIOn'> of Art1cle 6 of this Protocol determtrung 
-- the \ ,1lue of 1mported products, 
- thl .. \ aluc ot proJu~o.1:<; of undetermtned on gm 
[ 2\ 1lm r{'r~enn~t • ., not rumulanve wtth the 40"., 
I 
l 
I 
ccr 
heading No 
ex 90.07 
90.08 
90.12 
90.26 
ex Chapter 
91 
91.04 
Products obtamed 
Descriptaon 
Photographic cameras; photographic 
flashlight apparatus and flashbulbs 
other than discharge lamps of head-
mg No 85.20, with the exception of 
electrically ignited flashbulbs 
Cmematographic cameras, projec-
tors, sound recorders and sound 
reproducers but not including re-
recorders or film ed1ting apparatus; 
any combmation of these articles 
Compound optical microscopes, 
whether or not prov1ded w1th means 
for photographmg or proJecting the 
1mage 
Gas, liquid and electricity supply or 
production meters; calibrating 
meters then·for 
Clocks and watches and parts there-
of, excludmg products of headmg 
No 91.04 or 91.08 
Other clocks 
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Working or processmg that does not 
confer the otatus of originating 
· products 
W orlung or processing that confers 
the status of origmatmg productll 
when the followmg condat•ons are met 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non-ongmat-
ing materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
flmshed product, and provided that 
at least 50% in value of the materials 
and parts ( 1) used are originating 
products 
Workmg, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non-onginat-
mg materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
fimshf'd product, and provided that 
at least 50% in value of the matenals 
and parts (I) used are ongmatmg, 
products 
Working, pro.:es,mg or .1\~emhly m · 
wh1ch the value ot the'. non-otlgmat-
mg matenals and part~ u~ed does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
fm1shed product, and prov1ded that 
at least 50% m value of the materials 
and parts (1 ) used are origmatmg 
products 
Workmg, processmg or as~embly m 
wh~eh the value of the non-ongmat-
mg matenals and parts used does not 
exceed 40'Yo of the value of the 
f1mshed product, and prov1ded that 
at least 50% in value of the materials 
and parts (1 ) used are ongmanng 
products 
Workmg, processing or assembly m 
wh1ch the value of the matenals and 
parts used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the f1mshed product 
Workmg, processmg or a~semhly m 
wh1ch the value of the non-ongmar-
mg matenals and parts used does not 
exceed 40')(, of the value of the 
fm1shed product, and prov1ded that 
at least 50'i'o m value of the matenah, 
and parts (1) used are ongmanng 
products 
f 1) fn dnermmmg the value of prodw.:ts, matenal'i and pans, the follow1ng muo;t he taken anto account 
(a) lll'rr'pt'-1 of ongJnatang produL1!), mJtt'nal5 and part!i, the fmit vcnfaable pm.e pa1d, or the rru.r wha.h would he p21d an case of ~ale. for the s.ttd product~ on the trrntory 
11f !~u. u'unrry whe-re work1ng, prm_(')\lng or .1\I)Cmhly Ji!l l.arned out; 
'h, ,. ,,.~pr'd of tJ'th.t:r pmdul.f~, nJJfUJ Jlt~ Jt.d parh, tht' rm>VItiUO& nf Anlclt it of rhJ\ ProtiK.fll Jttt'rllllnJng.. 
tt,. .,,tlllr ,,f HUP'"'"d ptt.-lw h, 
rhr ..,;~lur of ptrl(ftH n of undr1rrmu1td Oflgln 
Products obta!n...-1 
---T-CCT 
headmg No Descnpt1on 
91.08 
ex Chapter 
92 -
92.11 
Chapter 93 
ex 96.01 
97.03 
Clock movements, assembled 
MtiSlcal instruments, sound recor-
ders or reprodt'• ,- .. televtston image 
and sound reo.: ricT', or reproducers; 
parts and accesvJI"l<'' of such articles, 
excludmg prorl~cts of heading No 
92.11 
Gramophones, dictating machines 
and other sound recorders or repro-
ducers, includmg record-players and 
tape decks, with or without sound-
heads; television tmage and sound 
recorders or reproducers 
Arms and ammunition; parts thereof 
Other brooms and brushes (includ-
ing brushes of a kind used as parts of 
machines); paint rollers; squeegees 
(other than roller squeegees) and 
mops 
Other toys; working models of a 
kind used for recreational purposes 
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W orlung or processmg that does not 
confer the status of ongmatmg 
products 
W orlang or processmg that confen 
the status of ongmatmg products 
when the foUowmg condillons are met 
\X'orkmg, processing or assembly m 
whtch the value of the non-ongmat-
mg materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
fimshed product, and provided that 
at least 50% m value of the matenals 
and parts (1) used are ongmating 
products 
Working, processmg or assembly in 
which the value of the materials and 
parts used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the finished product 
Working, proce~smg or assembly in 
which the value of the non-onginat-
ing materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the 
fimshed product, and provided that: 
at least 50% in value of the 
materials and parts (1) used are 
origmating products, and 
the value of the non-onginating 
transistors used does not exceed 
3% of the value of the finished 
product (2) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in wbiclf rhe value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fimshed 
product 
( 1) In detcrmmmg rhe value of products, materials and parts, the followmg must he taken into account: 
(a) in respect of originating products, matenals and pans, the first verifiable pnce paid, or the pnce which would be pud 1n case of sale, for the sud produm on the territory 
of the country where working, processing or assembly is earned out; 
(b) in r...,.ct of other products, matenals and parts, the prov1s.ions of Article 6 of this Protocol detennining: 
- the value of imponed products, 
- the value of products of undetennined origm. 
( 2) Tius percentage 11 not cumulative With the 40%. 
I 
~ 
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Products obtamed 
Working or processmg that does not W orkmg or processmg that confers 
confer the otatus of origmatmg the status of ongmatmg products 
CCT products when the followmg conrutions are met 
headmgNo Descnption 
98.01 Buttons and button moulds, studs, M:1nufacture in which the value of 
cuff-lmks, and press-fasteners, m- the products used does not exceed 
cludmg snap-fasteners and press- 50% of the value of the fm1shed 
stud~, blanks and parts of such product 
arttcles 
98.08 Typewriter and similar nbbons, Manufacture in which the value of 
whether or not on spools; ink pads, the products used does not exceed 
w1th or Without boxes soo~, of the value of the finished 
product 
--
ex 05.02 
CCT 
headmg No 
13.02 
ex 1S.10 
ex 17.01 
ex 17.02 
ex F.O"l 
ex 2l.O"l 
ex 22.09 
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ANNEX lil 
LISIB 
List of working or processing operations wh1ch do not result in a change of tariff heading, but which do 
confer the status of originating products on the products urdergoing ~uch operations 
F1mshed pro9ucts 
DelicnpttOn 
Prepar.ed p!gs 1 , hogs' and boars' IJ-istles 
or hair 
Shellac, seed lac, stick lac and other lacs; natural gums, 
resm~. gum-resms and balsams 
Fatty alcohols 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, m solid form, fla,oured or 
coloured 
Lacto~c, glucose, m.1plc or other sugars, m solid form, 
flavoured or coloured 
MoLw;c ~. flavoured or col,oured 
Prepared mustard 
\'{'j115ky nf an alcoholic strength of less than 50° 
Workmg or processmg that confet'i the status of 
ongtnattng product<; 
lncorpor anon of non-ongtr..mng materials and parts in 
bm!ers, machmcry, mechamc.1l appliances, etc., of 
Chapter' S4 to 92, m bnders and radiators of headmg 
No 73.37 and •n the product., contamed in heading 
Nos 97 07 and ·1~UJ3 doe' not make such products lose 
the;r o;tatu<, ot ·"'f'm.Hmg products, provided that the 
value of r~e,,· prodult' doe' not exceed S"lo of the 
value of tbc fmishcd product 
Preparation of pigs', hogs 1 and boars' brlst· 
"or hair by cleaning, disinfecting, sorting 
and straighten!rg 
Workmg, processmg or assembly m which the value of 
the non-ongmanng matcnab .md parr- u<;ed does not 
exceed 50"',. of the 'aim· of the fmi'hed product 
M.111ufacturc from fatty aCids 
Manufacture from beet sugar and cane sugar in solid 
form without tiJvounng or colounng of which the 
value doe'> not exceed 30% of the value of the fimshed 
product 
Manufacture from other sugars m sohd form without 
flavounng or colounng of which the value does not 
exceed 30% of the value ot the fmishcd product 
Manufacture from products Without flavounng or 
colounng of whtch the value does not exceed 30':;, of 
the value of the fFltshcd produn 
Manufacture from mustard flour 
Mannf.J..-ruc<· fr<·m J!cohol denvmg exdu•>~vcly from 
the <],qdl,wn:' nt ce•eals and m which the value of the 
non-ort[!tn,;r,n~ consntuent products doe' not exceed 
15% ot the 'alue of the fimshed product 
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·---~------..-----------..---..;;.;.----.,.....--....----.,..----..;_-------·---------·· . -~., .. , 
,.· 
.w~·~ P""~-' ehat rontrn 
&lw I&Mua Of on~na~!"J-~.Juc••, 
__ ....;.. ___ _.,_ __ ~-...--~~~----....... ~~-----t-------:-----~..;.....;.------·· -.. 
ex 25.16 
· ex .25.19. 
·:ex 2S.ll. · 
n . Chapt~rs 
18 to .)7 
ex 28 .• 13 
ex ·31.03 
Marble squared by $aWin. ~fa rhi~kn$ not ,cxe«djng . Sawinti'·into ~·'"' or 'v,1inin~ p,1J,tun~ .;un4fmt~ .m,1. 
· 25-cm · · . . ·. ·,- · , · "· · · . . · clt-anin~ of m.uhlr~ :·indudm~ mJrhlt· nut turtltt•r 
·, .· ,..· • t. • ' .,.-. • 
Granite,. por(,hyry~ basalt,· sa~dst~e ·and othet. monu~­
. mental and ·building stone, squared by sawing. of. a 
thickness not excecdlng 25 em · ·· · 
'workt:~ .th~n fOUf'~ty. \plit,. fC)li~hf~; ~'IU.lft'l '" .'a'U,~rt:\1' 
by ~wmg. of-a thu:kn~s rx~tfdlttg .!i .:m. • 
· _Sawit:~g of' ~ranirr,· .rorJ'ityry~ .ltJ.'-'1~ •. '·"'~''"'"'~ _Jn..l 
Other building .stone,_inL·IuJsn~ ~is~h. 'tunc.· nc•t- turdi\·r 
work~d than rou~hly •rht, rou~hly. ''lu·'"''' nr "1"·'"·,1 
·. by sawing. of a ihkknn~ rx.;c~mg !.i .:m · 
: Calcined. :Efol9!tlite; ·agglomerated doiC>rrii~e · (induding. . Ca1cin~tipn ·of unworkC'd Jolu~it(, 
tarreddolomitc;) . · · ; . · .. · : .. · ' 
Other mai;nesi~m. oxide, wh~thcr or nQt chemically · Mi'lni.if:~c:ttire 'from n3ruraJ *"·'~~nc~mln ,·.uh"n.&:c~ · 
·pure , . . (~~lgnesitc) · 
'! 
' ' ' 
· ~nh colours,· ~lcined _or J)QWd~ed 
r'roJucts ()( the ch~mical arid. allied in~,i.~tr.ics, 
cxduding ·sulphuric anhydride: (ex 28.13)~ 'ukincd, · 
cr,i-.hcd . and powtler.:d natural' .·aluminium c.lld:um . 
pht;,pharcS. trcart',d thennkally (ex 31.0.l). tannins (ex 
32.{)1), essential uils~ rninoiJs··and ~erpcnk ~y-pn.~duas 
. (e~. ~J.OI). preparations u~J for tenderiiing meat, · 
. preparation~ ~sed for d~rifying .beer coinpm.ed of .pa· 
pain and bentonite ~nd en~y~atl~ prepar~rions for ~e 
desizing ·of tc~'tll~s (ex 3$.07), . · · · 
. - ' - ' 
' ' 
Working or prQccssing U\ · ·,.,h~·h': ~hi' . -~:aluC' . ut thc-
non-originatirig· produ&.~s used JQts n()t rx~~d lO"~• uf 
che vaiue of the fmrshcd product · 
I . '• 1· ·. 
' \ 
Manufacru~ ftom sulph~r ·dkxide 
. . ' 
Calcined, cru!lihed and pbwdcrc:d. na.nlral aluminium · Cnu.hing and f'O\\'dcrii1g of caldnt•J n.t.nsr01l altsmlnium 
calci,um.phusphates, ttea.ted chermi~~IJY calL~um phosphates~ treated rt!c~i,~Uy 
!""·-··_. 
i' 
... • 
I .~ , ... ' 
. CCT . 
heading No 
ex 32.01: 
·ex 33.01 
ex 33.01' 
.ex 35.07 
ex Chap. 38 
ex 38.05 
ex 3.8.07 
ex 38.09 
ex .39.o2 
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Finished products 
. I , . . 
W otking ?r proce~sing that ~Pnfers th~ status of 
- originating pr9ducts · ' 
Description ' 
.. · 
Tannins (tannk. acids), ·Including· ~ater-extracted ' Manufacture from ·ia·rtiti~g _extr~cts~ of vegetable. o~gin 
gall-nut 'tannin, and their salts, _ethers, esters and ·other 
· deriyatives 
' Esset_nial oils. (terpencless or not), concretes and ahsol~ 
utes;. resinoids · · 
_Terpenic by~product$ ~f thi._deterpf~atJoll 
esseritfal ofls· 
Preparations .. used for. tenderizing. meat, preparations 
used for clarifying beet, .~ompose~ of papain .and ben-
tonite,· enzymatic preparations for th:c desizing of rex-
tiles · · ·· · · 
Manufacturt: fro~ ~nc~ntrates. of eSsential oils.. in fats, . 
.. in fixed ()ils;· or in waxes or the like, pbtained by cold 
· ~bsotption or by maceration 
Manuf acfure . from "issen_t fa l 4 f ts, concretes· and · 
'absolutes; resfnoids, 
Manufactuie • from · ·enzymes .. or . prepared ¢nzymes . of 
which the value ·does not exceed 50%· of the value of .. 
·the finished product · · 
. Miscellaneous chemical produ~s~ other tha'n refined . Working or pr~ssing in ~ich the value o{ the n~n-
tall oil (ex 38.05), spirits of sulphate turpentine, · ·originating materials used does not exceed 20%·ofthe 
purified (ex 38.07) and wood pitch (wood tar pitch} (~x value of ~e fini_shed product , . .· . . · · 
38.09)· 
' Refined- tali oil Refinmg of crude tall oil, 
Sulphate turp~ntine, purified , Purificatioh CQnsisting of the distillation or .refining of . 
raw sulphate ·turpentine " 
.. Wood pitch (w®d tar pitch) Distillarior;~ of w<>Od ta.r 
'."·· 
Artificial resins and plastic _materials, cellulose'_resters. - 'Working or prQCessing in which ~ val~e of ~e nori- ' 
and ethers; anicles thereof; exc~ting films oHonoiners originatin~ materials used does not exceed 20% of the 
(ex 39.02)' · · · · · · · value of the finished pr~u~ . . 
lonomer film 
• ••• t 
Manufacture from a therm~plastic partial salt whidi Is 
a· cop~lyme.r of ethylene and metacrylic acid partlY 
neutrali~ed ~ith met~l ions, mainly zinc and sodium .. 
ex 40.01 -~, .... ·. Slabs of crepe rubber. for ~oles. Lamination of crepe sheets of natural rub~r .. 
ex·4b:o7 
ex 4i;Ot 
.ex 41.o2 
ex 41.04··:~: 
.. ~· '• ,1, :' 
Vulcariized 'rubber threa~ and cord, textile c:o~ered 
... 
' . . 
Sheepskins and lambskins .wi.thout the wool 
Retinned . bovine cattle · leather _ (inclu~ing ·. buffaio · 
leather)' and equine leather prepared but not parch· 
ment-dtessed ·except leather falling 'within h~ding Nos · 
'' . 41.06 and 41.0B. · · ··~. 
. . . 
· Reta~ned sheepskin and lambskin leather, prepa.red but 
. not. parchment-4res5ed, ocept leather . falling ~thin 
headmg Nos 41.0~ and 41.08 . J . 
. . 
· .Retanned goatskin and' kidSkin leathet, PrePared . but 
. ·not . parchment-dressed, except leather· falling within 
.beading Nos 41.06_arid 41;08 
: ... 
. . 
Manufacrure from vulcanized rubber thread or cord, 
not textile covered 
il 
Removing wool from sheepskins and lambskins in the 
wool · · · , .·. 
Retanning. of. bovine cattle leather (including 'buffalo 
leather) and eqUine leather, not furdter prepared than 
tanned 
· Reranning of sheepskin and lambskin leather; not 
further prepared than. ranried. 
Retanning of goatskin :and kidskin leather, not _funber 
. ·prepared thari tanned · . _ · ,. · · 
ccr 
heading No 
ex 41.05 
ex 43.02 
ex 44.22 
ex 50.03 
ex 50.09 
1 
ex 51.04 
ex 53.11 
ex 53.12 
ex 54.05 I ex 55.07 ex 55.08 ex 55.09 ex 56.07 
ex 59.14 
ex 67.01 
ex 68.03 
ex 68.04 
ex 68.13 
ex 68.15 
ex 70.10 
70.13 
ex 70.20 
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F1nished products 
Desmptton 
Other kmds of retanned leather, prepared but not 
parchment-dressed, .except leather falling wtthm head-
ing Nos 41.06 and 41.08 
Assembled furskins 
Casks, barrels, vats, tubs, buckets and other coopers 
products and parts thereof 
Silk waste carded or combed 
Printed fabncs 
Incandescent gas mantles 
Feather dusters 
Arttcles of slate, mcluding articles of agglomerated slate 
Hand polishing stones, whetstones, oilstones, hones 
and the like, of natural stone, of agglomerated natural 
or artificial abrastves, or of pottery 
Arttcles of asbestos; articles of mixtures with a basis of 
asbestos or of mixtures with a basis of asbestos and 
magnesium carbonate 
Articles of mica, including bonded mica splittings on a 
suppot1 of paper or fabric 
Cut-glass bottles 
Glassware (other than articles falling in heading No 
70. t 9) of a kind commonly used for table, kitchen, 
toilet or office purposes, for indoor decoration, or simi-
lar uses 
. Articles made from glass fibre 
W orlaog or processmg that confen 
the status of ongmattog products 
Retanmng of other kinds of leather, not further pre-
pared than tanned 
Bleachmg, dyemg, dre,smg, cumng and assembling ut 
tanned or dre,sed fur,kms 
Manufacture frorr riven staves of wood, not further 
prepared than sawn on one princtpal surface; sawn 
staves of wood, of whtch at least one princtpal surface 
has been cyltndrtc.1lly sawn, not further prepared than 
sawn 
Carding or combing waste silk 
Prinnng ac..:ompamed by finishmg operations (bleach-
mg, dressing, drymg, steammg, burltng, mending, im-
·- pregnanng, sanfonzmg, mercerizing) of fabncs the 
value of wluch dces not exceed 47·5% of the value of 
the finished product 
Manufacture from tubular gasmantle fabric 
Manufacture from feathers, parts of feathers or down 
Manufacture of articles of slate 
Cutting, adjusting and gluing of abrasive materials, 
which, O\l<lng to thetr shape, are not recognizable as 
bemg mtended fo£ hand use 
Manufacture of arttcles of asbestos or of mixtures with 
a basis of asbestos, or of mixtures wtth a basis of asbes-
tos and magnesium carbonate 
Manufacture of atticles of mica 
Cutting of bottles the value of which does not exceed 
50% of the value of the fmtshed product 
Cutting of glassware the value of which does not ex-
ceed 50% of the value of the finished product or decor-
ation, with the exception of silk-screen printing, carried 
out enttrely by hand, of hand-blown glassware the 
value of which do·es not exceed 50% of the value of the 
fmtshed product 
Manufacture from unworked glass fibre 
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CCT 
kadahgNo 
ex 71.0.! 
ex 71.03 
ex ? l.CIS 
ex ?l.IJS 
ex 71.1)6 
ex ?l.i>7 
ex 71.07 
ex ?I 08 
ex 71.09 
n 71.09 
ex 71.10 
t'X 73.15 
ex 7Vll 
ex 74.01 
Fuuabftl producta 
Pre.:iou~ and semi-pr<·cious stones, c\lt or othcrw1~ 
wurkt·d, hut not mountt·d, set or strung (except un-
graded stones tcmpor.ml~· strung ior com·cnicnce of 
tr.tn,port) 
Syntht·u.: or r<'COil\triKtrd prcc10u~ or ~cmi-prcuou~ 
stonn, cut or orherWI\C workt·d, but not mounted, ~et 
or 'trung (except ungr.tdcd stone-; temporarily ~trung 
for .:onvcmcnce of transport) 
S1lver :tnd '1lvcr alloy,, indudmg ,ih·er gilt and 
plannum-plared s1lver, semi-manufactured 
S1lver, includmg SliVer g1lt and platinum-plated sliver, 
unwrought 
Rolled silver, semi-manufactured 
Gold, including platinum-plated gold, semi-manufac· 
rured 
Gold, includmg platinum-plated gold, unwrought 
Rolled gold on base metal or s1lver, semi-manufacrured 
Plarmum and other metals of the plannum group, semi-
manufJ<1'Ured 
f'!Jtmum and other metals of the platinum group, 
un" ruught 
Rolled plannum or other plannum group mt·tal~. on 
base metal or prcaous metal, semi-manufactured 
Alloy steel and h1gh carbon ~tee!: 
m the forms mcntwncd m headmg Nos 73.07 to 
7.1.13 
in the forms mennoned m headmg No 73.14 
lJnrefmed copper (b!J.,ter copper and other) 
Refined copper 
w.dl.,. .. lW'•"" 111 11 ... "'"''" 
tlw •t•u• of '"'"''\.almA l"'"lll' u 
~lan:li.1dure fr••n un''"r~ ,.,J 1 "d""' .m.l '<'fill· 
prc.-lou.; \!One~ 
t\ljnufh.:turc.: fro!ll u:1\\dr~t·~: '~nthru\. hr rc:~.o,, .tllht•·,) 
prc(JOU\ or ~l·nu·pr-.·""'Lh 'h•IH"' 
Rolhn~:, dr.l"ll'~· ht·.am~ ••r l:riiiJ',I)! of un"ruu~ht 
~1lver .tnJ ,J!n·r .tll<>), 
:\!In~ mg or .-ln1rolyu.; ~oep .• r.luon of un" rought "" ,·r 
and 'I her alloys 
Rollang, drawing, hc.ltlng or. grmdang of un" rou,.;ht 
rolled ,Jiver 
Rollmg, drawing, hcJilng or gnnJmg of unwrought 
gold, includmg pl:ltlnum·plll<'d golJ 
Alloying or clectrolytrc "1'Jr ation of u11" rouJ.:hl goiJ 
or gold alloys 
Rollmg. drawmg. beaung or gr.nd1n~ oi un .... rnua.:ht 
rolled gold on bao;e mt·t.ll or ~.IH~r 
Rollmg, drawmg, he.Hang or !!'""'"'): of nn"rnu;:h1 
pbnnum or otht·r mt't.ll, t·f thC" pl.llnHml pour 
Allm"n1g or dl'l.'lrtlh tiC !o<'pJr.!taon of llll\\!l>ll,_:ht 
piJtmum or o:hcr met.ll\ of th<· pl.liiiHirn group_ 
Roll1ng. dr,l\\'lll):, Ot'.lllllf or gnn.!nlg of un"ruu,.:ht 
rolled pl.ttllliiiTl or mlwr um\ '""):h: p!J:mum group 
metal~. on h.!'<' metal or r rt·do'" ntl'IJI 
M.muf.tl!nre from prothh h m 1hr tor m\ nwntionnf Ill 
ht·admg l"o 7.!.06 
Manuf.Kturc trom produ.·t, in the foram lllt'llllnnt·d m 
hcadmg :-.:o 7.l.On or ~ ~.117 
Smdung of roppa m.m,· 
1'1re·rdanmg or dc:ctr•>l~ra,· rt·finang of unr .. fnw,lu>ppt·r 
(bh~ter copper and other/ ~.uppn "a•tc or .,,r.tp 
ccr 
heading No 
ex 74.01 
ex 75.01 
ex 75.01 
ex 76.01 
76.16 
ex 77.02 
ex 77.04 
ex 78.01 
ex 81.01 
ex 81.02 
ex 81.03 
"" 81 04 
ex R2.09 
ex 83.06 
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Flmshed ptoducts 
Desmption 
Copper alloy 
Unwrought mckel (excludmg electro-plating anodes of 
heading No 75.05) 
Unwrought mckel except mckel alloys 
Unwrought aluminmm 
Other article5 of alummtum 
Oth~r articles of magnesmm 
Beryllium wrought 
Refmed lead 
Tungsten, wrought 
Molybdenum, wrought 
T anralum, wrought 
Other ha~e metal~. wrought 
Kmves w1th cuttmg blades, serrated or not (mcludmg 
prumng kmves) other than kmve~ falling Wlthm head-
mg No 82.06 
Indoor ornaments made from ba~e metal., other than 
st,Jtucttes 
Worlting or processmg that confer.; 
the status of originatmg products 
Fusion and thermal treatment of refmed copper, copper 
waste or scrap 
Refining by electwlysis, by fusion or chemically, of 
nickel mattes, nickel spe1ss and other intermediate 
products of nickel netallurgy 
Refining of waste by electrolysis, by meltmg or by 
chem1cal means of waste and ;crap 
. Manufacture by thermal or electrolytic treatment of 
unalloyed .J!umlmum, waste and scrap 
Manufacture in which gauze, cloth, grill, nemng, fenc-
ing, remforcing fabric and s1m1lar matenals (includmg 
endless bands) of .1lummmm wue, or expanded metal 
of alumimum, are used the value of which does not 
exce~d 50% of the value of the fimshed product 
Manufacture from wrought bars, rods, angles, shapes 
and sections, plate', 'hcets and strip, w1re, f01l, raspings 
and shavmg., of :t'l '•mn s1ze, powders and flakes, tubes 
and pipes and ,;;."~' therefor, hollow bars, of mag-
nesiUm, the value ' · v. h1ch does not exceed 50% of the 
value of the fm.-hlll product 
Rolling, drawing or gnndmg of unwrought berylliUm 
the value of wh1ch doe5 not exceed 50% of the value of 
the hmshed product 
Manufacture by thermal refmmg from bullwn lead 
Manufacture from unwrought tungsten the value of 
wh1ch does not ex;,eed 50% of the value of the f1mshed 
product 
Manufacture from unwrought molybdenum the value 
of wh1ch does not exceed 50°\, of the value of the 
hmshed product 
Manufacture from unwrought tantalum the value of 
whtch does not ex' eed 50% of the value of the ftmshed 
product 
1\1anufacture from other base metals, unwrought, the 
value of wh1ch does not exceed 50% of the value of the 
f1mshed product 
Manufacture from knife blades 
Working or proce·,smg m wh1ch the value of the non-
ongmanng matenals used does not exceed 30% of the 
value of the f1mshcd product 
ex 84.05 
1 I I. 
1 
ex. 84.08 
84.16 
ex 84.17 
84,U 
St~amcn~n~s (induding mnhilc.:c~gin~. but·n~r steam · Wor"l,,g, .rrck..-.... ang or .~ .. ~mt,J~· tn ,,J\,(h the ~.e 1 u,· ~.f. 
tra ... 1ors falling within hc:.h.ling No 87.0]: or mechan· .· dw pr,~im,:rl> u,.t·J J,ueuiur "~~·c.·c·J 4fr:· •• ui rht· \.thh.' "' 
icaUY. rr:'>P.dlc.-c,i road rollers) with sclf~conlain~ boilers ~he fiui!.ht.·J rr,.Ju~o.-1 . . . ' . . . 
Internal ~omhusrion ri,~o~ engin~ 
. F.ngi.nc$ and m~tors, excluding ,reaction engines and SotS 
turbmes . , .. .: · _ · 
"· 
. . 
. . . 
\'rqr,king •. rro,,:t's<>in~ ur ··'"'"'ani,l)· in'' i!~,h rhc '.alr:t· uf 
·the· m~th:ri:tls ;.tnd:p~trt!l u~c.·il<lilt'O lltil,,·~'"'t•,t 4tt",, uf 
rhe valut.·. of tht• fini~ht·,f rm~.h·:"'-t · 1 . . . ; • 
Wt~rking. ·pr-tx:'-"'i<>ingor as,t.·mhly in \,·hi~h tht·, .iha4' uf 
the non-urigir1;ttin,; m.uc.·ri.tl, :..n,J .p.ua .. 1i .. ,·.l ,J;,n unt 
c.·xt·c.·c.·tl 40':·;, -nf the.· V.,\luc u1' the.• tuia,hnl_ prcf.ha" 1. •UHI' 
·pmv.4.k·~l rh.tt adtal\t ~0% in \".llu~· ul ih..- rn.a.tt~r t.·'''· .trill 
parts ( 1 )1_u~eJ •1.re uri~-tmatiilf.t -rr_cl\lth"t\ · · 
catcriae~ing ··and similar ·rolling machine1. <nrher .· rhan 
mc1al~working .·and· rneral·rr.~lling.m••~hincs and gla!ts· 
working machines) and cylinders th~refor 
. · Working. .proc~~_sing or :., .. cmi'l)' i_n \\hic.h i}u· uluC' .,; 
the ncm-c)riginarintc m.ncrials .md -ran ....... ,.d ,f.,,·\ ncar 
. exceed 25% of the. value of th~ fini~..-J rrr'khll t 
\ . 
•, 
Mat7hinery. plant and ~in.tilar .Jabor.ttory cquiruncnt, · 
wheth.c:r or nor eleerrically hc~ued;. forth~ treatment of'· 
mat~rials h_y· a: ·rroce_ ~~ .. ll involving. a: <:~angc of tem. pera-
ture, fot wood_., paper pulp, paper, and paperboard 
manu(a""tu.ring industries: . . . . . . ·: . 
. ·Machinery for making or ·finishing -cellulosic pulp~ 
· pape~. or paperboard 
. P•r<• ,., r·•~rJ • curttng · mo.fiinn nf all kinJ.; . 
other m;u.henc-ry ~ur makmg ur. pa~r pulr, ·r~r.,·r or 
p.1~crhoard · · · · · •: . · 
Sewin~· n~achines, inc:ludtng ~miture Sp~ally design~ct 
for se~s. · · · .. -· :_ .: . . . •.... 
· Working: processing or. assemt.ly in; wh1a._Ja th·,~ , •• 1lul· u(' 
c~e n().n-originat,ng: mat.:riat~ ;~nd ·p;arh u~a.l Jut' .,,,, 
excee-d 25% of,he value of rh~ fir1ishc.·d rroJu~o.'t 
: •. : :,: ; "!: ~' . -~;. 
. . '·: :'i.~i~,;· 
Wtir:kiitg~ pr(l(essing l)f, ol\\C.'ntl>l) HI :~·hi .. :h the \t,J_Int 'ui 
the non-urigjnat.ing m.urri.tls an.J r.trh uw,hfnc's nul 
cx~t·,·~ 2.5'~·;, (lf tht.• ·\';thic uf ih,;·fu\i~oh, tf pruJt,Kt 
' ·: ' . . 
WtJrku•f!. pruu·,~n~ ur .t\\t'l~dt!)' ·tn ~;kh:h the• \ .. ,;tiC.' tif 
·rhe. nun·urt~Jfl.lling: m:uc:tial\ .unt rMh U'.(''J Ji"·' IUJI 
· ·exc.:rcd .15'!'1. ut thC' value.· of ttk- fmt.J\c." prtKiu,j 
•. ' ' •• '·· • 1 . :. 
Wt)rldng.pr:cK:es!t'in~ or ~ssC.~mhly in whidr rh_e \'iJNt' ul · 
. the nun·nriginating m<l~eriaJs and r~rto;' UotC'J Jot'\ flHI · 
cx\'c~·d 40•-;, .. c)( tlw ,.,due of th( tini .. tu·J t•rudau.], .iuil · 
rrc»\'ttkd that: • - I 
ar It·~''' .m" .. •r• -vatu,• ctf th,· u~.u ... ri.a1, '"''' p.n!' (.; 
usc.·,l fur otr.,a.·mhly uf 1hi.· ht.·.t.l fmnl••r c.•\t:lnd~."til ,,,,. 
origina~lng pruilut:ts . 
~ and rhe thread· ren~ion.. ~'ro'-hd ~nd zi~~ 
inec.hatllsmS are C)rigJnating prutf~l,'tS 
>: 
.i'l ln.Jttrniulllll~ tilt •alii(' "' r''"'"·"· m.U&'Tt.JIC .... , r;tn.,.tfl.:' '""~'11\'lllt: mu\f ._. t.alC"n1 uitu ~-••. 'litnt: . . . . . I • • • • • ' .. ·.- . . • . • 
(a: tn_rt 'i""'1 uf urt,:uuttn,_j't<-h. !•. m.tl< u.tf, ,trkl r.uh, rhr f,,,, \'rrtit.&HC' rn~ r~rJ, vr .. rlw J•ftt:C' whi .. -h ll&'tiuld M taid in QIC of wJe. few dw "'aJ rff)tJIM\ ltn ria- l('tt"tf•fl1 
. of fh(' C••_;·ntrt .\\!wrr "'utlo;n~. rt•iu'"'"!: nt' ol\wrnhlf ~~·l:drntoJ r'lut;· •. . . · . . . . 
(bl Inn.··~·! •·i l)fh.~r rmdt:·. t .... ra:accr.,:aJ. ~n.l ~an:., r~· rr·~ill.l~ of A~fkli 6 uf dna P~_otul dt1mnrmng: 
- rb.:_"~h•c of. •mr·.n~JJ" od•.t•:r" . . . · · 
- rhr uluC' (;t pr~illu . .-n ,·,f.i.mJcn:rmintd 11ri~n. 
• 
• 
,] 
12?- '-
~-----~-'MM __ ~_._wm----------~~--; 
ex 84.0J 
84,06 
ex 84.08 
84.16 
ex 84.17 
84.31 
84.33 
Steam engines (including mobile engines, but not steam 
tractors falling within heading No 87.01 or m~an­
ically propelled road rollers) with $Cif-contained boilers 
Internal combustion piston engines 
Engines and motors, excluding reaction engines and gas 
rurbines 
Calendering and similar rolling machines (other than, 
metal-working and metal-rolling machines and glass-
working machines) and cylinders therefor 
Machinery, plant and similar laboratory equipment, 
whether or not electrically heated, for the treatmpt of 
materials by a process involving a change of tempera-
ture, for wood, paper pulp, paper and paperooard 
· manufacturing industries 
Machinery for making or finishing cellulosi.: pulp, 
paper or paperboard 
Paper or paperboard cutting machines of all 'kinds; 
other machinery for making up paper pulp, par•·r or 
paperboard 
Woddllg or poc:euillg tbat coafen 
die statu• of originatiDg proclucta 
Worki~Jg, protessing or assembly in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 40% of the value of 
the finished ptoduct 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value ot 
the materials and parts used does not exceed 40% of 
the value of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value of 
the non-originating materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the finished product, and 
provided that: at least 50% in value of the ma.terials and 
parts (1) used·are originating products · 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value of 
fhe non;origiltating materials and parts used does not 
exceed 25% of the value of the finished product 
Working, processing or assembl~· in which the value.of 
the non-origi,nating materials and parts used does not 
exceed 2.5% bf the v.alue of the finished product 
. --:, 
........ :l 
1"U':.'f 
Working, processing or assen1bly in whic~ the value of 
the non-orig\nating materi<tls and parts used does not 
exceed 2.5'l'o .of the value of the finished produ~'t · 
Working, processing or assembl¥ in which the vaiue of 
the non-originating materials and pans used does not 
exceed 2.'% of the value of the finished prodU('t 
ex 84.41 Sewing machines, including fumiruri: specially designed !' Working, processing or assembly in which the \·alue of 
for sewing machines. with the exception of sewing. · the non-originating matrrials and pans u~ed does ncx 
ma.:hines (lock-stitch only) with heads uf a weight not' exceed 40% of the value' of the finished product 
ex 84.41 
exceeding 16 kg without motor or 17 kg induding the'' 
motor 
Sewing machines (lock-stitch only) with .heads of li 
weight not exceeding 16 kg without motor or, 17 kg 
including the motor 
Working, proce~ng or assembly in which the value of 
the non-origitiaring materials and pans used does not 
exceed 40'1o of .the value of the finished produc::r, and 
'provided thar: ' · . 
at lca~t si>·x, in value of the materi.1b and parts (1i 
used f1>r assemblv of tht· head (motor exduded) are 
originating products 
and the thread ten~ion, crochet and zigzag 
mech<~nism~ are originating products 
{') In <letem!imng the value of produ<"t<, mat<'flals,and part.._ the followong must he ta~n Into a.:<-ount: 
(a) on r••rccr of orogonating produ•"t<, mar. rial• and pam, the f1rst ver11iable pnce p4•d, or the proce whoch would he p>od on case of .ale, for the sa1.lproducrs on •he tcrntory 
~ of rhe country where worktng. proces~ing qr assembly is carnr:d out; · 
' (h) on (C'I""'t of other rrodii<Jt. ~teroals and pans, the provosl""' of Artode 6 of"'" Proiorol dct"""orung:. ' 
·- rhe value of Imported jll'oducts, . 
- the value ~f produ,1s of undetermined orogin. . , 
• ' .. 1. 
"'. !:.~ ,, 
. •' 
•' :-,1 
' d 
. n 
' i;\' 
' .. : ... 
... 
ccr 
headmgNo 
85.14 
85.15 
87.06 
ex 94.01 
ex 94.03 
ex 95.05 
ex 95.08 
ex 96.01 
ex 97.06 
ex ,8.11 
Fmished products 
Microphones and stands therefor; loudspeakers; 
audio-frequency electric amplifiers 
Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic transmission and. 
reception apparatus; radiO:.broadcasting and television 
transmission and reception apparatus. (including re-
ceivers' incorpotating sound recorders or reproducers) 
and television cameras; _radio navigational aid ap-
paratus; radar llpparatus and radio remote control 
apparatus 
Parts and a«cessories of the 'motor vehicles falling 
within heading No 87.01, 87.02 or 87.03 
Chairs and other seats (other than thpse falling within 
heading No 94.02) whether or not convertible into 
bed~, made of base metals 
Other fuJ;Jiiture of base metal 
Articles in tOrtoise shell, mother of pearl, ivQcy, bone, 
horn, coral,(natural or agglomerated) and other animal 
carving material 
Articles in vegerable carving material , (for example 
corozo), meerschaum and amber, natural or reconsri· 
ruted; jet (and mineral substitutes for jet) 
Brushes and brooms 
Golf c.lub heads, of wood or other materials 
Sf!!ok~ng pipes, pipe bowls, of wood, root or other 
matenals 
Working or processmg that confer.. 
the status or originating products 
' 
I< ,• 
Working, processing or assembly in 'which the value of 
the non-originating materials and parts used does not 
exceed 40% of the value of the finished product and 
provided that at least 50% of the materials and parts 
used are originating products (1) 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value of 
the ·non-originating materiab and parts used does qot 
exceed 40% , of the value of the finished product and 
provided tha~ at least 50% of the materials and P!lrts 
,used are originating products (1} 
Working, processing or assembly in which the value of 
rh~ materials and parts used does not exceed 15% ef 
the value of the finished product . ' "' . 
'\ 
' ~}t. < 11~ .... 
Working, processing or as~mbly f~ which ·u.~~J( 
cotton cloth is used of a weight of 300 glm2 or ·Jess in 
the form ready to use, of which the vaJue. does .tJOr 
exceed 25% of the value of the finished product (2) 
Worki~g, processing or assembly in whith unstuffed · 
corron cloth is us.ed of a weight of 300 glm2 or less:in 
the form ready to use, of which the value does nor 
. exceed 25% of the value of the fiiJished product (2) 
Manufacture from tortoise shell, mother of pearl, ivory, 
bone, horn, coral (nan.ral or agglomerated) and othCJ: 
' animal carving material; worked 
Manufacture from vegetable carving material (for · 
example corozo), meerschaum' and amber,· narqral or 
· reconstituted,. jet (and' mineral substitutes for jet); 
worked ·· ' 
Maqufacrure using prepared knots and ruffs- for broom 
or.brush making the value of:which does·not exceed 
SO% of the• value of the finished product 
Manufacture from roughly shaped blocks 
Manufacture from roughly shaped blocks 
1) ThL' applkatJon uf thiS rule must -have tht effea of allowing the exccodJng of the perceQtage of J% for rht origill3tlng transistor> laid down in t • ..r A for the same tariff 
hcadmg. · • . - . ' 
, 'J Th" rule doe• not apply when the general rule of cha,. of tariff heading "applia.f to the ot~ non-originating pans whkh are pan of the ctllllposition of rht 61131 pro.du,~. 
,·:: •," _._•'. 
I 
.• 
• -~ 
{· ., ' : \ 
:..J4·t!;.,J! 't. ' ' ' !', 
1tl, "'· 
CCT ·J hcao.lmal>lo 
ex 27.07 
• 27.09 
10 
27.16 
ex 29.01 
fill 3<4.03 
Cl! .111.14 
• •I 
I 
J 
l.i,t uf prmlu.;c, cxclu.J(\1 from thC' scope: of chi~ rwin"'' 
I ' 
\ 
I 
P~teriptioft 
-I 
A,\inuiJil'd aromatic· oil\ i as. ddincJ in Nutc 2 to Ch.1prcr 27, d whid; 
murc: rh.1n 6~··· hy vnh~!ll'-'' dl\111- at a tl'lll['Cr.uurc uf up ,,, 251i · C 
(mclmllllr. nli'l:tUrCS Of ~tmlc:um apirit and ·bcnzulc:1, for USC :a: r"WCC 
or hc:.uing fuels · ! · · 
• i 
Mmcul ·oilt and producjrt of ·rhcir distillation; bituminous sul:st~·nccs. 
mineral wax~• i 
Hydrocarbons: 
- ac:ycltc 
.· 
- q·cl.1ncs and cydl'lll"'• ·fxcl~~di~g azulcncs 
- hcr11cnc, 111lucnc., X)'ll·~• ' 
i 
fnr U\c: as rower or ~cottin~ fuels 
f.uhric.uing prcJ1.tr.Uinns ~tmf.lining petroleum oil~ Of oil• ~bt.linC'J frorn 
hltiiOUilttUS l1lillCto'IJ~, hut l nui. lnchuJmg prC'J':ItOitinllS 't'Oilt.linint: r0 ~/o or 
murc h)· wc:a1:hc of pctrnJcum oils or of oils ohtaincd from: bil\,minuus 
mincr.1ls · ' · 
\\'.11(C'S. wit~ a h:ni_s of r~raHin, of pcrrol~um wn:e,, of wax~s obtain~d 
from l:>uununous mmcral'~ o~ •la~k wax or of 5ealc wax 
Prcp~;td additives for Jub~icants· · 
',' 
.I 
'' -' '~ . 
• .... £"· ,' 
,,. 
: '.~ 
'··~ 
. i: ,~.;;.;i~~j 
, ... 
:tt;; 
.,. 
,,,.. 
·.! . ' 
.. 
I' ' ~ I • . I ;, . 
!<-" 
'<, 
'· 
(1111 Jnthl~ 
are nut 
r><k•ct. on· 
da ... ate 
numhtr ol 
anac.lt' .. nr 
•tare tn 
bulk' •• 
appn>priatc. 
lll Com'!'lcre 
only wh<rc 
rbe regu· 
latinnt of 
rhcnpc>r: 
''"A «tun• try or,.,. 
rit,.rv rc-
qiiiiC. 
. 
; 
; . 
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A.fi(NI:XV 
MOVEMENT CERTIFJCA TE 
.. ' 
1. Exponer (Name, fuU 1ddtaa, (OU!IIry) 
1 
_________ E_U __ R_~_1 __ ·N_o_A __ o~oo_.o_oo _____ .~· 
See -n o• ... lufbof,.,c coonplcton~ th" lurm :-1 
3. Con•igrwe (Name, fuU ..Wrest, counrry) 
(Opri.....,l) 
2. Ccnificare used-in prderC"ntial ua.lc j)ctw«n 
and 
...... -OM 00 Ooo' 00 .. 0 oo .. Mo Oooooo Oo 0 00 0 00 0 
(lnscn :~rrrurre-tr wuntrie ... r.r,,ur• nf ,tnu;'luin ur t<.lflt•'"<."'l 
: 4. Country, Rrour of 
coun1rics or territory 
in which the products 
are considered as 
originating 
7, Remarks 
5. Cmn:lry, ~:roup ,.f 
coum ri.- <•r territory 
of .lcmn.:tion 
8, Item n11nober; M.uLsand numbers; !':umberand kind of P.ckagn ('h 
' l>a.:riprion of &<'oJi 
9.Cro•s 
WC'it;hr tlg) 
ormher me.t· 
sure (hrr..:s, . 
m•.crc:.) 
10. lll\01.1'\ 
\Opt~t~n.oll 
U. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declaration «rrific:iJ 
Expon. doc:umenr (2) . 
Form------------- No-·--···-·-.. -
Cusron;s offic:c: -'·---··----.-- .. __ _ 
l"uing c:oumr,: or lerritory __ ,_, 
------------.. ·-···-··""''"-··-·-·-··-
Dare ----.. ------------... 
' .. 
.. 
• 
.• 
. 
. 
. 
~ 
12. DECLARATION BY THE ~XPORlf.R 
I, the undersigned, dcd,m: th.u the guoch · 
dc:scrihcd above: mec:t the conditions ft'" 
quircd for rhe is~ue of rius c:cnific.lt~. 
Pla« and date:--·'-.,.---·-"--....:·-· 
< 
----····-----··- -···-·· -··---.. -· 
I 
1 
~ --------:-,--.. -
~----------------------~----------------------~--------------------~ 
• ' . ~." ... : t. 
• t 
., 
r1,< '\ ,,l'"!'·':''\t•> ~;,!:{-;--•~ ~~ .. ..-.~tr, 
' ' 
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13. REQUEST FOR VERlflCA TION, to 
Verificati.on of tbc~authenticity~and .tcel,lracy of this ccn • 
ficate is requested. 
I 
-~----:--'---jii;;;-;;;di.O;)~ 
! 
i 
........... ~ .... - .......... --·-·-······ .... - ... ---·------·-
!Signarurc) 
I 
I 
14. RESULT Of VERIFICATION, 
'Verification c:arried' out sho~s th:anhi' cenificate (1) 
0 
0 
was issued bY the c:.Ustoms offi~e inJicated anJ that 
the iflformation Cf.'1taincd therei'n is -accurate. 
, ' I , I, 
does not meet the requircmenrs as to authenticity 
and accuracy (see ~marks appenJc~). • . 
--.. ·--··--·~ ......... (.M;~-~~:i· d~i~) ····-· ... _ ... _ .. __ .. 
s •• m,. 
-·········· ...... -···-.. ··-········ ...... ~··---..................... -(Signature) 
( 1) ln~n X in rhc appropriate box. 
fOTES 
1. Cenificatcs .must not contain erasures or words writtcnlover one another. Any altera,ions m-Jst ~ made b~· ddw~~ the 
iflcorrect particulars and adding any necessary, correct ons.- Any such alteration mu~t be ir;itiallcd by the per~on who 
completed the cerrifkate and endorsed by the customs a tho'riries of the issuing.countriy or territory. 
2. l'o sraces must be left between the items entered on ~)le c~nificate and each item musr be pre~eded by an irrm numbl'r. A 
horizontal line'must be drawn immediately below the Ia item. Any unused spate mus* be struck through in such .:1 nunner 
· -. to make any later additions impossible. . . 1 
3. Good• mude d,""ib<d in """'danc<-"""...,.;1 pnak< trui!Nith oulf-t ";oU ." !""ble '""'" 10 h< ....,,ifo<d. 
""" +.· ... ' 
I 
i 
j 
I 
l 
' j. 
) 
' I 
: ~~~~· >: J.J, L~·~"~:.~;; .'. ,., ..JL · ~i:f 
,'r'l 
'· ··f' 
.. ~~; 
·{~ 
~ :·~ 
.:~ 
•,. 
' '' 
,.,.,..,... 
UCDOt 
paclttd,iD-
dicarc 
·DUmbuvl 
aniclaow 
trate'itl 
......... 
epproprio 
-
... 
.J, Consia•• (Name, full ada-. _, 
(Opri011.1l) • 
EUR.1. NoAooo.ooo 
See-~~ 1,.erluf btfurc comrJctina 1hio ,.,, .. 
2. "pplication for • cenifitare tt:l- be u~ed m prdcre~ti.11 
trade between · 
·-----------·-------, ........ ____ .. ··-··-·"'" ... 
4 •. Coainuy, group of 
eountric:s or territory 
in which the products 
are considered as 
originating 
and· 
S. Country, ~:roup of 
countries or territory 
of dcsc inatiO!l · 
8. Item aumbcr; Marks and numben; Number ..id kind of packaca ('); 
Delcripdon u pods . . 
9. Cross 
wcigh,J {kfi.) -
orodlc:r mea· 
sure (li~ 
m1,etc.) · 
10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
t_._~ < }: 
.>~ 
~~·~~ -~~)i ... ::~ ... ~,.. 
• t 
' ' 
J, the und"nigned, exporter of the good~ d~cribed overlca( 
i 
PECLARE that the goods meet the conditions required for)the issue oftbe·attachtd cerrific:ue; 
I 
SPECIFY as follows the circumstances which .have enabled lthcise goo4s to meet the above: condition\: 
' I 
- ' 
-----.. -....... - ............. - .... ---.. -····--··-····~-····-··--·--· .. ---··· ... ,.._ ...... __ .... -····· .. ·-·--......... _ ...... .. 
' ' . ......... -... - ........ --............... ______ ......... --··--· ... ---···-········ .............. _ .. ______ .. ____________ ..... ····--......... _ ......... . 
,,_ .... ,,,,,,,,_ .. __ ,,,,,,,,,,,, ... , ... ,_,,, __ --·••••·--••· .. ·--·-+-·--··••·--•"'•-~,h ...... -....;_..~-··--oo··•-"---••• -;--.. ..,,.,,, .. , .. : • ........ ,,,--I 
\ . ) 
- ---·-··· " ... ··----·-------· ... - .. ·---·. --- ··----+ .. ~- --· ·-.. -------·----- ··,----• I . . 
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (1): 
. ' 
' : 
......... _ .. ___ ., ________ ·-·--·----·-----· .. ···-
-·-·---.. ·""·-·-·----·--·-·-·-·----·--.. 
------·-----··-.. ---·-.. -··--·--i----·----·--····--·------·--··· .. ···---· -- _ .. _._ 
. -:------·--··--.. -····-~---· ... ·-··--·":""·-··---·--···~···-----·· .. --.~ ·--··-··· 
' ' 
--· .. ··---· .. ····-··----.. -·····--·· .. ----···--·---·;····.· .. ···---·-· -·-·····- -~-· _ .... 
UNDERTAKE to _~ubmit, at.th~ :fequ~r of t!1c uf1Propri~t~ 1 ,;~.:.,.iues, any supponing ~·idcncc: v.hich ·rh<ce ,,urh.triri,· • ...-.. , 
. require for the p~r(loSC" •·· MJJing the auachc:4 ccn1· .:ate,- and underta~c. if:rQ1uircd,,to .1~~<..: to .1ny in,1-..:.hoao 
of my accounts an:i to ""Y ch«k un the pro4e"P!t ot manufacture of r!tc above goo:Js, c:untJ ou& hy ~he ~...s 
· authorities; ' • · ' 
-+--------... - ...... , ....... ,... ........... _ ...... -·------------· ~.: 
• CP!a~ ·~" eta~) . . . 
,L ... ~------··--·-•oo-•0'"'0.ooooOOo-H0000000000000--0- , .. _ .. , ... _ I 
(SiJ,-IollUIC) 
.. 
: !· ' '', :·-· , .. 
. . . ·::·,.·~r~~~I~ 
• I 
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EUR.'2 
..!J Form used ID preferendal tracie 
' FORf\11 No 1* bt>t"t't'n (') ................. -·-·--- and .... - ........ --................ 
~ Expotter_C"-IIoll~-.y) .!.I Declaration by exporter, 
I, the UJK!el'lligned. exporter of 1he goods dt·scrillt'd bt•luw, -
dt-clllft' that · the goods comply with the l't'"JUifl'fllt-nts fur 
tht" cnmplt>tiun of this funn and that the K-'xxls have nb-
laillt'd the status of originating pnKlucts. \\'ilhlll the pmvi· 
lions governing preferential_traclr sllown in box 1. ,. 
~ CoDIIpee ~~~~~~....__..,., ~ Plaq aDd date -
~ Signature of exporter 
2J Remarks (Z) ~ Coantiy of orlgtn (•) ~ (;ountry :of d~stloaUon ('} 
~~ Cross wtlght {kg) 
-· --. --·-·-
.!.!J Marks; Numbers of conl\gnment; Description of goodl . ~ Authority In the exportJng country (') n.'l-
1' ponslble for verification or tile declaration 
·~ by the exporter · · · · 
(') lnomllwcouMnft,......,.~-----.......,med. 
f"' Rofft to 1ft)' wnrocac- ...._., canWd aut by tilt' apprupriat•authalllln. 
(JI Tlwtft1h'<CMintry~ ...... ·__,.·caUiocoy, sraupofcauntrltioortemtorywllaw .......... _ .......... labe oftsinaiJIII. 
(0) n.cma•......,.;y..__.,,p..p81__.._,.tmllor)'of..__ 
I 
'' 
'\-
~.1 .. 1. 
·,.,, 
•;,. 
,, 
~~ aequeat ror verl8cadoD · t' 
The ~erilication of the declaration by the expon. OD 
front of thla fonD iuequea&ed (*) 
' 
I 
I 
I· 
---~----- ----19 j (PIKe 11111 do&e) + 
--iS;;..a .... , 
!!!,I Retult of veriflc4don 
Verilication~ollt ;&hows that (1) 
0 
0 
the statrmrats and p;uticulan givm in thi• foma ..,,. 
accurate, 
this f0111l does ~ mt~l lhe ll'CJU.irt'lllt'llll U~ to lln'U· 
I'IC)' aad lllllhmtiQty ,_ ft'nlarU IIJIJ'C'Illl<'(l.) 
(I) lmrn X m the .,.,..,......, bol. 
(•) Suboequetal oeriflcalialtl .,.....,. EUR. 2 IIWl be canled out at IMCiom or ~ the ctlllom• authorillaol the it1tpofti1ts s- ...,. ..-hW <f. .. b, .. t.' • 'w .. ' ,, • • · 
· oltlit iafonnattoe ......... lhe autbealicily Ill lite '-mt and lite tnte or tlie p>dt In quettton. . , ' , 
e comptedem or ronn wit. 2 
I. A form EUR.2 ·may be made out only for goods which tie exporting co~try fulhi the condit,ons $jwilied by the prm·"i"'i' 
govt!I'Jliltg the trade refrm:d to in bole 1. These provisions m ! be studied carefully before the form is cntnpldc•d. 
2. In the ta.w of a consiJ,'11ment by patcel post the exporter ttaclies the form to the dispatc-h. nott>. In th<· .-a.,o• of a nu,,t;;unwm. l.y 
lc:llf-'1' ptJst· he.> endo~ the form in a package. The refcrecac •t:UR.2' and the serial number of: the fonn should Le •ttah..J "" tlu• < thloma. 
green label declaration Cl or on the customs declaration C. CP3, as a~priate. ' 
a·. These ins~tions do not exempt the exporter from compl · ·with any other formalities requirediby customsorp<»tiil n;gul:llinn•. 
4. AD exporter who uses this form ~ obliged to submit ~ appropriate authorities ..y suppo~ing evodencc which they may ''~luin· artj) 
to ~ to any inspectiOn by them of his IIIXOUDts and of proCesllea of manu~ of~ gooda described ip bo11 11 uf tlai• l'onn. · 
.---
' ~ \. ' 
; ". 
FINAL ACT 
'The Pleni,potentiaries of 
HIS MAJESTY THE, KING OF THE BELGIANS, 
HER MAJl!STY THE QUEm OF Dl!rrmARK, 
. ' 
. THE PRESIDENT OF THE FEDERAL Rm:JBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE PRESIDEN'T OF THE FRENCH· REPUBLIC, 
THE PRESIDENT· OF IRELAND, 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
HIS ,ROYAL HIGHNP:3S THE GRAND DUKE OF LUX]MBOORG, 
•. HER MAJESTY THE QUEm OF THE NErHERLANm, 
HER MAJl!STY THE QUEEN OF THE UNITED KING~ OF gRFAT BRITAIN AND 
NORTHERN IRELAND, . 
and the Council of the ~ropean Communities, 
of the one part, and of 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaAa•aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa•aaaaaaaaaaaaaa~aaaaaaaaa.aaaaaaaa 
' ' 
. ' 
OF THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA · 
of the other part, 
meeting at Belgrad.e on 
for the purpose of signing the Co-operation· Agreement b'etween the European 
Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic· of Yugosla.vil'l. 
have, on signing thes~ Agreements, 
- adopt,ed the f91lowing .. ioint declaration~ b:v the Contl'a.cting Partie!" 
· l.joint declaration on Protocol N° 1 and art~cles 21,22 and'23 
t'} 
.. 
~~ -' 
... • • ' ~-- • .:: ; •• ' .. -~ ._t.,;,.,: .~1-
·r 
., ·.I 
I 
,I, 
I 
I 
2. joint declaration on .the Communi,y arrangements ~pplicable to imports of 
~oung male bovine animals intend•d 
! 
I 
for fattening or~ginating in and 
coming from Yugosl_avia 
3. joint declaration concerning .the zone estabti.s.he-d by the Agree~ents 
signed at OSIMO 
4. joint declaration on article 42 ~f the Agreement 
I 
'. 
5. joint det La rat ioh on Protocol 
I 
6. declaration of intent by the Con~racting Parties 
joint declaration concerning cooperation and contacts 
between the European P~rliament ahd the representatives of the As-
sembly of the S.F.R.Y. 
8. joint decLarati'onon the present~tion of the Agreement to GATT by :the 
·COmmunity 
i 
I 
declaration on the interpretatio~ of the te~m 'Contracting Parties' as 
used 'in the Agreement 
I' 
taken note .of the following decla:Jtations .: 
' ' : ' 
l 
_ 1. declaration by Yugoslavia on artJi cLe 24 
j 
I, 
1·." .. ! 
~~,::::. ·. 
- ,•·\·~~- 'g~~ ~-., /,1'-',:l(f~~:~:· ·~~ 
L ,' 
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2. declaration by Yugoslavia concerning certain agricultural products 
3. declaration by the Community on the Community arrangements applicable to 
imports of young male bovine animals intended for fattening, originating 
in and coming from Yugoslavia 
4. declaration by the Community on the regional application of certain 
provisions of the,Agree~ent 
5. d~claration·by th~ Community on the unit of account referred to in 
article 2 of Prot~col N° .2 
6. declaration by the Community on article 29 of Protocol N°3 
7.' declaration by the Community on the generalized tariff preferences 
s~stem 
8. dec larat'ion by the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany 
on the applicatio11 of the Agreement to· Berlin 
- and taken note of the following exchanges of letters 
-exchange of lettens on the working and processing 6f certain textile 
products 
- exchange of letters on Yugoslav labour employed in the Community 
The declarations and exchanges of letters li8ted above are annexed to 
this Final fl.ct. 
The Plenipotentiaries have agreed that the declarations and exchanges·of 
letter8'~hall be sub~ected, in the same manner as the Co-operation Agreement, 
to an.v procedures that ma:v be necessary to e:nsure their validit;v. 
i 
-I 
I 
I 
• 
• 
. ~· 
' ' ' .-
_·:.~:,~·.,._ .,--~·:r:?·~~r~r'f·~:·'.-::'~,~-·;-·r~T·.:··:rr~\· 
I' ' 
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JOINT DECLARATION ON 
PROTOCOL No . 1 AND ARTIClES · 2l , 22 and 23 
The Community and Yugoslavia agree that, shoul,d the date of entry into 
force of the Agreement not coincide with the beginning of the calendar 
. ' 
. year, the ceilings referred to in Protocol No 1 and the tariff quotas 
referred to in ArticleB 21, 22 and 23 will be applied pro rata. 
,,. .. 
~ ' ' ) ' J " ' --'··~.-~.~· .. ~.~~:!.~~~J~AL~:itt~.a.·~J:J.;. ~L~.,~~-~iL~:.~. ~Jl~ 
. ... '-) 
-i 
( 
,; 
/ 
JOINT DECLARATION 
on the Community arrangements applicable to imports 
of yoUl'lg male bovine animals intended for rattening 
origi.nating in and coming fro~ :Yugoslavia. 
The Community an~ Yugoslavia agree that the suspension at 3o% of the 
total levy shall apply to a maximum number of hea4 of young male bovine 
animals intended fo~ rattening to be'fix~d annually by the Council of 
the European Communities in accordance with Council Regulation {EEC) 
No 805/68.of 27 June 1968. 
The Community and Yugoslavia agree in drawing up the estimate to foliow 
the cooperation procedure set out below: 
1. Commi~sion staff will collect information supplie4 by the Community 
Member States on their respective ·needs ·as regards animals for rattening. 
On the basis of this information and their own· forecasts, they will make 
an overall estimate of C,ommunity needs. 
2. This ·estimate will be communicated-to the Yugoslav authorities. 
3. This will be followed as soon as possi~le by meetings between the 
competent Yugoslav authorities and Commission staff. 
The objectives of these meetings will be as.follows: 
- to have an exch~ of views on the whole situation of the beef market 
in the Community 8J1.d the forecasts. for production and consumption•· 
' '' 
~:~ 1. 
. ' 
' ~ ~, .':; 
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- to enable both sides to analyse the data serving to estimate Community 
needs in respect of live animals for fattening; 
- to have an exchange of information on Yugoslavia's export opportunities. 
4• Following these meetings, the Commission will produce a draft estimate 
for transmission to the Council taking into account all the elements 
to emerge during the discussions which can be quantified on as realistic 
a basis as possible. 
The draft estimate given to the Council will_[)e accompanied by a document 
reflecting the substance of the views expressed by the participants about 
Community needs and their export opportunities as regards the products in 
question. 
5· The estimate should be drawn up in such a way as to ensure regular 
supplies for the Community market and permit an increase in imports in 
proportion to the increase in Community needs, taking into account 
the foreseeable expansion of the market. 
In the light of these considerations, it is expected that the annual 
level of imports of animals for rattening under the estimate will show a 
tendency to rise over a period of several years as Community needs 
inc::rease. 
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JOINT DEnLARATIC!1 CONCERNING THE ZONE ESTABLISHED BY THE AGRmfENTS 
SIGNED AT OSIMO . 
Recognizing the importance of the development of the free zone 
established by the Agreements signed at Osimo on 20 November 1975, the 
Contracting Parties reaffinn their intention to devote the greatest 
possible attention to the applicatio~ of the provisions of the Agreement 
which relate to the development of the said zone. 
To that end, they consider it indispensable that, in addition to the 
particular need to develop cooperation schemes designed to encourage invest-
ment in the free zone, trade incentives should be introduced to the full 
extent compatible with the Agreement. 
Accordingly, they are agreed that products manufactured in the zonE> 
shall be accorded the most favourable and stable import arrangements possible. 
For'this reason they consider it necessa~ to exempt such products from any 
measures they may adopt under Article 20, Article 29 or Protocol n° 1. Given 
the objectives to be attained, if tariff ceilings are introduced, the Cooperation· 
Council will have to accord special treatment to products ~Jhi eh have obtained 
originating status in the zone, and hence set such ceilings at a level which 
ensures that the products in question actually benefit under the special 
arrangements adopted, without compromising ·the aim of avoiding market disruption. 
In addition, in connection with the ap]Dlication of Article 20 or Article 29 
of the Agreement, the Contracting Parties shall endeavour to detennine 
conditions which will encourage the marketing of products manufactured in the 
zone. 
• 
• 
(I I) 
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JOINT DEX::LARATION W ARTICLE 42 OF THE AGREn.mNT 
The Contracting Parties agree that the Cooperation Council should 
lay down as soon as possible whatever procedures may be necessa~ to 
establish that the products referred to in Article 42 obtained originating 
status in the zone created by the Agreements signed at Osimo, to take account 
inter alia of the development of the said zone. 
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JOINT D~LARATION ON PROI'OCOL N° 3 
Hi th regard to Yugosh.via, the term "customs authorities" used in 
the said Protocol shall also cover public authorities in Yugoslavia which are 
entitled to issue, endol'8e at'ld it1spect movement certificates EUR 1 and, where 
appropriate, verify the authenticity of forms EUR 2. 
• 
• 
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D~LARATION OF INTENT BY THE CONTRACTING PARTIES 
1. Both parties stipulate that the application of the A~reement entail~ 
their undertaking to encourage, wherever possible and in line with the level 
of development of their respective economies, favourable consideration of their 
mutual trade, economic and financial interests. 
2. They have agreed to lay before the Cooperation Council each year for 
I 
review the measures taken by both sides pursuant to paragraph 1 and provision~ 
relating to the special arrangements ·embodied in the Agreement. 
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JOINT DECLARATION 
The Contracting Parti~s have agreed to contribute to the continuation 
of the cooperation and contacts established between the European Parliament 
and the representatives of the Assembly of the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia. 
• j 
• t 
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JOINT DECLARATION ON 
THE PRESENTATION OF THE AGREEMENT TO GATT BY THE COMMUNITY 
The Contracting Parties to the Agreement will consult when the provisions 
of the Agreement that relate to trade are presented and examined under GATT. 
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DECLARATION ON THE INTERPRETATION 
OF THE TERM 'CONTRACTING PARTIES' 
AS USED IN THE AGREE:ll'iENT 
The European Economic Community and its Member States on the one hand, 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia on the other agree to 
interpret the Agreement to the effect that the expression 'Contracting 
Parties' appearing therein.means on the one hand the Community and the 
Member States, or either the Member States or the Community alone, and 
on the other the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The meaning 
to be attributed to this expression in each case is to be deduced from 
the relevant provisions of the Agreement and from the corresponding 
provisions of the Treaty establishing the Community. 
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DECLARATION BY YUGOSLAVIA 
ON ARTICLE 24 
Yugoslavia undertakes to ensure that the level of its exports of 
products defined in Annex C to the Agreement shall in no case exceed the 
volume indicated in Article 24 (2) (e), in the market situation referred to 
taerein. 
., 
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DJ!nLARATION BY YUGOSLAVIA CONCERNING CERTAIN AGRICULTURAL PROIUCTS 
Bearing in mind the importance of its agricultural exports to the Community 
market and the unsatisfacto~ trend of those exports, Yugoslavia has emphasized 
its interest in fresh and preserved fruit and vegetabl~ preserved pigmeat, 
sheepmeat, wine and tobacco. It will lay this matter before the Cooperation 
Council in order to seek appropriate solutions in conformity with the aims of the 
Cooperation Agreement. 
. .. 
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DECLARATION BY THE COMMUNITY 
on the Communitr arrangements applicable to imports of young 
male bovine animals intended for fattening, originating in 
and coming from Yugoslavia 
The Community undertakes, for the duration of the Agreement and in 
respect of a quantity to be determined in accordance with the procedure 
agreed in the relevant joint declaration, to limit to 3o% of the total 
levy the amount of the levy applicable to imports of young male bovine 
animals intended for fattening of a live weight per head of 300 kg or 
less falling within subheading 01.02 A II ex b) originating in and 
coming from Yugoslavia. 
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DECLARATIOn BY THE COl\!MUNITY ON THE REGIONAL APPLICATION OF CERTAIN 
PROVISIONS OF THE AGREEMENT 
The Community declares that the application of any measures it may take 
under Articles 35 and 36 of the Agreement, in accordance with the 
procedure and arrangement::;· net out in Articles 37 and 38, and. under Article 40, 
may be limited to one of its regions by-virtue of Community rules. 
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DECLARATION BY THE CO~~IDNITY ON THE UNIT OF ACCOUNT REFERRED TO 
IN ARTICLE 2 OF PROTOCOL NO 2 
The unit of account used to express the amounts specified in Article 2 
of Protocol No 2 is defined as the sum of the follo\~ing amounts in the 
currencies of the Member States of the Community: 
German mark 0,828 
Pound sterling 0,0885 
French franc 1,15 
Italian Hra iO) 
Dutch guilder 0,286 
Belgian franc 3,66 
Lu.."'{embourg franc 0,14 
Danish krone 0,217 
Irinh pound 0,00759 
The value of the unH of account in any given currency is equal to the 
equivalent in that currency of the sum of the amounts of currency referred 
to in the firnt paragraph. It is calculated by the Commission using daily 
market exchange rates. 
The daily valueo of the unit of accour..t in the varjour-; na.tional currer:cien 
are ma.de availal:le every day and are publishe.d periodically in the Official 
Journal of the European Communi tie~. 
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DECLARATION BY THE COMMUNITY 0~ ARTICLE 29 Of PROTOCOL ~0 3 
In the interests of avoiding wherever possible distortions between the 
arrangements it applies to its trading partners, and with reference to Article 29 · 
of Protocol n° 3, the Community reserves the right during the lifetime of the 
Agreement to submit for examination by the Cooperation Council the possibility 
of ~nt~oduging measures excluding in respect of worked products the reintroduction 
I 
of customs duties or the grant of exemption from customs duties in any form ~ 
whatsoever. 
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DN'!LARATION BY THE CQ1.1MUNITY ON THE GENERALIZED 
TARIFF PRE~~q~~CES SYSTEM 
1. The Community declares that this Agreement shall not affect the inclusion 
of Yugoslavia in the list of beneficial')' countries under the Community's RchemE 
of generalized tariff preferences. 
2. Paragraph 1 will apply in accordance with the relevant provisions ofthis 
Agreelilent. 
.·.\ 
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DECLARATIOK BY THE REPRESENTAT~ OF THE FEDERAL HEPUBI~IC OF GEIDJJJ!J::-'£ 
on THE APPLICATION. OF THE AGREE1·~lr'r TC R"SRLDJ 
The Agreement shall a.lso apply to Land Berlin provided that no statement· to 
the contrary by the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany is addressed 
.to the other Contracting Parties \'Ji thin three months of the entry into force 
of the Agreement. 
'!'"·-·-. 
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EXCHANGE OF LETTERS 
on the workin~and processing of certain textile products 
Sir, 
I have the honour to drat.,. your attention to the follo~1ing: 
The Commw1ity reserves the right to adopt provisions relating to working 
and processing operations on textile products where such operations m~ be 
carried out only subject to authorization; such provisions will replace 
those currently in force in certain Member States of the Community. 
At that time the Commw1i ty will endeavour to maintain the trade flows 
established ~:i th Yugoslavia hitherto. 
I should be grateful if you would acknow-1ledge receipt of this letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Head of the Delegation of 
the European Economic Community 
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Sir, 
In your letter of today's date you informed me as follows 
"I have the honour to draw your attention to the following : 
The Community reserves the right to adopt provisions relating to 
working and processing operations on textile products where such operations 
may be carried out only subject to authorization; such provisions will replace 
those currently in force in certain Member States of the Community. 
At this time the Community will endeavour to maintain the trade flow~ 
established with Yugoslavia hitherto. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter." 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Head of the Delegation of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia 
I 
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Exchange of letters 
on Yugoslav labour employed in the Community 
Sir, 
I have the honour to inform you on behalf of the Member States of the 
Connnunity that the latter are ready to hold exchanges of viet-m, in the 
context of talks to be arranged for that purpose, on Yugoslav labour employed 
in the Community. 
The purpose of these exchanges of views \vould be to examine the possibilities 
of making progress to"1ards the attainment of equality of'treatment for 
Community and non-Commm1ity workers and the members of their families in 
respect of living and working conditions, having regard to the Community 
provisions in force. 
l_ Such exchanges of vie\~S, which would not be concerned v;i th matters covered 
~ by the Agreement, would deal in particular with social and cultural questions 
~ inter alia such action as might be taken jointly with the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia to promote the teaching of the language and culture of the 
country of origin and safeguard the maintenance of links with that culture. 
I should be grateful if you would acknowledge receipt of this letter.and indicate 
at the same time that Yugoslavia intends to take part in such action, chiefly in 
respect of the necessary human, financial and material resources. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Head of the Delegation of 
the European Economic Community 
(12) 
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Sir, 
I!J. your letter of today's date, you infonned me as follows : 
'
1! liave the honour to inform you on behalf of the Member States of the 
Community that the latter are ready to hold exchanges of views, in the 
context of talks to be arranged for that purpose, on Yugoslav labour employed 
in the Community. 
The,purpose of these exchanges of views would be to examine the possibilities 
of making progress towards the attainment of equality of treatment for 
Community and non-Community workers and the members of their families 1n 
respect of living and working conditions, having regard to the Community 
provisions in force. 
Such exchanges of views, which would not be concerned with matters covered 
by the Agreement, would deal in particular with social and cultural questions 
j ntcr alia such action as might be taken ,ioint1y with the 'Socialist Federal 
Rep1bli c of Yur,o~lavia to promote the te11chi ng of thl:' lR,np:ua.~e nnd culture of the 
count:r;r of origin and safeguard the maintenance of links with that oul ture:' 
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter, and to indicate at the 
same time that Yugoslavia intends to take part in such action, chiefly in respect 
of the neoessar,y human, financial and material resources. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Head of the Delegation od 
the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia 
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AGREEMENT 
between the Member States of the European Coal and Steel Community 
and the European Coal and Steel Corr.munity, ·. 
of the one part, 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, 
of the other part 
THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM, 
THE KINGDOM OF D~JrnK, 
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
!RELAND, 
THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG, 
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS and 
THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, 
being members of the European Coal and Steel Community, and 
THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY, 
of the one part, and 
THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA 
of the other part, 
WHEREAS the European EConomic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia are concluding an Agreement concerning the sectors covered· by 
that Community, 
2.-
I (' 
PURSUING the same· objectives a.nd- destring to find like solutions for -
the sector cover·ed by the ElU'opea.n ~oal and Steel C.ommunity, 
HAVE DECIDEDt in pursuit·. of these objective.s and considering that no 
provision of this Agreement 'may be interpret.ed 'as. exe~ptirig the· Contract~ng 
. ' . .. _. \ ( . ._ 
Parties from the obliga:~1ons incumbent upon. them under other international 
. agreements 1· 
/ 
. ' 
TO CONClJUDE THIS AGREEMENT: 
Article· 1 
This Agreement shall. apply to the products c~vered by_ the_ European Coal -
and Steel Community ·specified in the Annex, 
TITlE I 
TRADE 
Article 2 
In the· field of trade, the obJect. of this Agreement i~ to promote trade. between 
the Contracting P~rties., ·taking ~ocount .. o_f thei,r r~spective levels of development 
·and the need .. ~o ensure a. better balane·~ _iri th~ir trade with a vi~w to improving 
. the condition~ of. a.cces~ for Yugoslav· products to the Community· market·. 
Article 3 
. ' - . 
1. · Subject to the special provisions 6i paragraph· 2, produc·ts ·originating 
_in· Yugo~lavia shall be imported into the Community free of quantitative 
t 
• 
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restrictions and measures having equivalent effect, and of customs duties 
and charges having equivalent effect. 
2. Imports of the products listed below shall be subject to a system of 
annual ceilings above which the customs duties actually applied in respect 
of third countries may be reintroduced in accordance with the provisions 
of paragraphs 3 to 7, the cei.lings fixed for the year of entry into force 
of this Agreement being indicated against each product. 
CCT Nomenclature 
heading N° Description 
73.01 
73.08 
73.10 
Pig iron, cast iron and spiegeleisen, in pigs, 
blocks, lumps and similar forms: 
A. Spiegeleisen •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •.• ••• 
B. Haematite pig iron and cast iron ••••••••••••• 
c. Phosphoric pig iron and cast iron •••••••••••• 
D. Other pig iron and cast iron: 
II. Other •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Iron or steel coils for re-rolling 
Bars and rods (including wire rod), of iron or 
steel, hot-rolled' forged, extruded, cold-formed 
or cold-finished ~including precision-made); 
hollow mining drill steel: 
A. Not further worked than hot-rolled or 
extruded 
D. Clad or surface-worked (for example, 
polished, coated): 
I. Not further worked than clad: 
a) Hot-rolled or extruded •••••••••••••• 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
19 978 
29 002 
19 010 
73.11 
73.12 
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Description 
Angles, shapes and sections, of iron or steel, 
hot-rolled, forged, extruded, cold-formed or 
cold-finished; sheet piling of iron or steel, 
whether or not drilled, punched or made from 
assembled elements: · 
A. Angles, shapes and sections: 
I. Not further worked than hot-rolled or 
extruded ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• \ 
IV. Clad or surface-worked (for example, r 
polished, coated): 
a) Not further worked than clad: 
1. Hot-rolled or extruded •••••••••• 
B. Sheet piling ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Hoop and strip, of iron or steel, hot-rolled o~ 
cold-rolled: \ 
A. Not further worked than hot-rolled ••••••••• 
B. Not further worked than cold-rolled: 
In coils for the manufacture of I. 
tinpla.te (a)............................. ~ 
c. Clad, coated or otherwise surface-treated: 
III. Tinned: 
l 
\ 
v. 
a) Tinplate •. • • • •• • • • • • ••••• • • • • • •• •. ~~ 
Other (for example, copper-plated, 
artificially oxidized, lacquered, J 
nickel-plated, varnished, clad, 
pa.rkerized, printed): 
a.) Not further worked than clad: 
1. Hot-rolled •••••••••••••••••••• 
Sheets a.nd plates, of iron or steel, hot-rolled 
or cold-rolled: 
A. "Electrical" sheets and plates 
B. Other sheets a.nd plates 
I. Not further worked than hot-rolled 
(a) Entry under this subheading is subject to conditions to be 
determined by the competent authorities. 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
2 708 
5 607 
34 453 
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CCT Nomenclature 
heading N° Description 
73·13 
(cont 1d) 
B. II. Not further worked than cold-rolled, of 
a thickness of: 
b) More than 1 mm but less than 3 mm •••••• 
c) 1 mm or less ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
III. Not further worked than burnished, polished 
or glazed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IV. Clad, coated or otherwise surface-treated: 
'b) Tinned 
c) Zinc-coated or lead-coated ••••••••••••• 
d) other (for example, copper-plated, 
artificially oxidized, lacquered, nickel-
plated, varnished, clad, parkerized, 
printed) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
V. Otherwise shaped or worked: 
a) Cut into shapes other than rectangular 
shapes, but not further worked: 
2. Other ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Alloy steel and high carbon steel in the forms 
mentioned in headings Nos 73.06 to 73.14: 
A. High carbon steel: 
I. Ingots, blooms, billets, slabs and sheet 
bars: 
b) Other: 
1. Ingots •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Blooms, billets, slabs and sheet 
bars •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
III. Coils for re-rolling •••••••••••••••••••••• 
IV. Universal plates •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
V. Bars and rods (including wire rod} and 
hollow min~ng drill steel; angles, shapes 
and sections: 
b) Not further worked than hot-rolled or 
extruded 
.d) Clad or surface-worked (for example, 
polished, coated): 
1. Not further worked than clad: 
aa) Hot-rolled or extruded •••••••• 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
see p. 4 
see p. 6 
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CC1' NonH'nclature 
73.15 
(cont'd) 
Description 
VI. Hoop and strip: 
a) Not further worked than hot-rolled ••••••••• 
c) Clad, coated or otherwise surface-treated: 
1. Not further worked than clad: 
aa) Hot-rolled ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
VII. Sheets and plates: 
a) Not further worked than hot-rolled ••••••••• 
b) Not further worked than cold-rolled, of a 
thickness of: 
2~ Less than 3 mm •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c) Polished, clad, coated or otherwise surface-
treated •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
d) Otherwise shaped or worked: 
1. Cut into shapes other than rectangular 
shapes, but not further worked •••••••••• 
B. Alloy steel: 
I. Ingots, blooms, billets, slabs and sheet bars: 
b) Other: 
1. Ingots: 
2.B1ooms, billets, r:la'ts and sheet bars 
bb) Other •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
III. Coils for re-rolling ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IV. Universal plates ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
V. Bars and rods (including wire rod) and hollow 
mining drill steel; angles, shapes and sections: 
b) Not further worked than hot-rolled or 
extruded: 
d) Clad or surface-worked (for example, polished, 
coated): 
1 • Not further worked than clad: 
aa) Hot-rolled or extruded ••••••••••••• 
VI. Hoop and strip: 
a) Not further worked than hot-rolled ••••••••• 
c) Clad, coated or otherwise surface-treated: 
1. Not further worked than clad: 
aa) Hot-rolled ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
CCT 1Jomenclature 
headin.~ No Description 
73.15 
(cont'd) 
B. VII. Sheets and plates: 
(a) "Electrical" sheets and plates 
(b) Other sheets and plates: 
1. Not further ,.rorked than hot-
rolled 
• Not further worked than 
cold-rolled, of a thickness 
of: 
bb) Less than 3mm ~···•••••• 
3. Polished, clad, coated or 
otherwise surface-treated 
4. Otherwise shaped or worked: 
aa) Cut into shapes other 
than rectangular shapes, 
but not further worked •• 
I 
Ceiling 
(tonnes) 
see P• 6 
3. Once the ceiling set for imports of a product referred to in paragraph l1 
is reached, the customs duties actually applied in respect of third countries 
may be reimposed on imports of the product in question until the end of the 
calender year. 
4. If, during two consecutive years, imports of a product subject to a 
ceiling have been less than 80% of the amount laid down, the Community may 
suspend the ceiling in question. 
5· As from the second year following the entry into force of this Agreement, 
the amounts of the ceilings given in paragraph 2 shall be increased annually 
by 5%-. 
6. In the event of short-term difficulties the Community reserves the 
right. to extend for a period of one year the ceiling or ceilings set for 
the preceding year. 
?~For certain products which it considers to be sensitive, the Community reserves 
the right to call upon the Joint Committee to determine such special conditions 
for access to its market as may prove necessary. The Joint Committee shall 
determine the ~onditions in question within a period not exceeding three months 
from the date of notification. Failing a decision by the Joint Committee within 
that period, the Community may take the necessary measures. 
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However, such measures may not be wider in scope than those applicable in respect 
of the products in question pursuant to the provisions ofparagraphs 2-6 under 
the conditions laid down in tho~e p~ragraphs. 
For the purpose of applying the preceding subparagraph, the Contracting Parties 
shall hold periodic exchanges of infonnation in the Joint Committee before 
determining, if appropriate, special conditions for ac~es8 by the products 
concerned to the respective markets of the Parties. The Contracting Parties shall 
exchange infonnation in particular on trade flows and medium- and long-term 
production and export forecasts. 
The Joint Committee shall examine periodically the measures taken under the first 
subparagraph ~ascertain whether they are compatible with the objectives of the 
Agreement. 
Article 4 
Articles a5 to 40 oo the Cooperation Agreement shall apply to this Agreement 
mutatis mutandis. 
Article 5 
The provisions determining the rules of origin for the application of the 
Agreement between the European Economic Community and the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia shall also apply to this _\gi3ement. 
Article 6 
l. If the quotations made by Yugoslav economic agents are liable to be 
detrimental tci the functioning of the common market and if an;v such detriment 
is attributable to a difference .in the conditions of competition as regards prices, 
the other Contracting Party may take appropriate mE>I'I.sures ~ unde:r the conditions 
and in accordance with the procedures laid down in paragraph 2. 
2. The Contracting Parties shall provide the Joint Committee with all 
relevant information and shall give it the assistance it ~quires in 
order to examine the case and, where appropriate, take appropriate 
measures. 
If Yugoslavia fails to put an end to the practice ~n question within the 
period fixed by the Joint. Committee, or should agreement not be reached 
in the Jdint Committee within one month of the matter being referred to it, 
the other Contracting Party ma~ adopt ~ny safeguard measures it considers 
necesF:ary to avoid hannin€; th~ functioni~.g of ihe common m;uket or to put an 
end to such harm; in pa.rtict:lar it m3y withdraw tariff concessions. 
• t 
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Article 1 
This Agreement shall not modify the provisions of the Treaty establishing 
the European Coal and Steel Community or the powers and jurisdiction 
deriving therefrom. 
TITLE II 
GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 8 
1. A Joint Committee is hereby established, which shall be responsible 
for the administration of this Agreement and shall ensure that it is implemented 
'properly. For this purpose, it shall make recommendations and take 
decisions in the cases provided for in the Agreement. 
The decisions taken shall be binding on the Contracting Parties, which, 
acting in accordance with their own rules, shall take such. measures as 
are required. to implement them. 
2. For the purpose of the proper implementation of the Agreement, the 
Cont!'acting Parties shall exchange information and, at the request of either 
-10 -
Party, shall hold c·onsultations within the Joint Committee. 
3. The Joint Committee shall adopt its own rules of procedure. 
Article 9 
1. The Joint Committee shall consist of r.eJ:resentatives of ·the·Contrc.cting 
Parties. 
2. The Joint Committee shall act by mutual agreement. 
Article 10 
1. The Joint Committee shall be chaired by each Contracting Party 
in turn as laid down in its rules of procedure. 
2. The Chairman shall convene meetings of the Joint Committee at 
least once a year in· orC.er to revietv the ~eneral functioninc, of the 
Agreement. 
The Joint Committee shall also meet whenever special circumstances 
require, at the request of either Contracting Party, as laio dovm in 
itG rules of procedure. 
3. The Joint Committee ~ decide to set up any working party that 
. can assist it in carrying out its dutiec. 
Article 11 
Articles 41 to 43 and 53 to 57 of the Cooperation Agreement shall 
apply to this Aereement mutatis mutandis. 
• 
• -11 -Article 12 
1. In the field of trade, the progres~ive removal of barriers affecting the bulk 
of trade between the Contracting Parties r.hall be carried out in stages. The first 
stage is to last five y~ars, running from the date of entry into force of the trade 
arrangements. 
2. ?ne year before the expiry of the arrangements laid down in Title I, the Oontracting 
Parties shall enter into negotiations in accordance with the procedure adopted for 
the negotiation of this Agreement in order to determine the trade arrangements to be 
applied subsequently in the light of the results of this Agreement and the economic 
situation in Yugoslavia and the Community, account being taken inter aliA. of 
Yugoslavia's level of development, with a view to making mutual progresr- to attain 
the objective stated in paragraph 1. 
/ 
Article 13 
This Agreement shall apply, on the one hand, to the territories in 
which the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community is applied 
and under the conditions laid down in that Treaty and, on the other 
hand, to the territory of Yugosla~ia. 
Article 14 
The Annex and the declarations and exchange of letters which appear 
in the Final Act shall form an integral part of this Agreement. 
Article 15 
Either Contracting Party may denounce this Agreement sub,iect to 
giving six months' prior notice. 
Article 16 
This Agreement is drawn up in duplicate in the Danish, Dutch, 
English, French, Germarl, Italian and Serbo-Croat languages, each of 
these texts being equally authentic. 
Article 17 
This Agreement shall be approved 
by the Contracting Parties in accordance with their own procedures. 
This Agreement shall enter into force on the first day of the ~~~OUQ 
month following notification that th' procedures r~ferred to in the first 
paragraph, have been completed. 
CC 'I' heading N° 
26.01 
26.02 
27.02 
73.01 
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AliNEX 
List of products referred to in Article 1 of the !greement 
Description 
letallic ores and ~oncentrates and roasted iron pyrites: 
A. Iron ores and concentrates and roasted iron pyrites: 
II. other 
B. Manganese ores and concentrates, including manganiferous 
iron ores and concentrates with a manganese content of 20% 
--- -
or more by--weight 
Slag, dross, scalings and similar waste from the manufacture 
of iron or steel: 
A. Blast-furnace dust 
Coal; briquettes, ovoids and similar solid fuels manufactured 
from coal 
Lignite, whether or not agglomerated 
Coke and semi-coke of coal, of lignite or of peat whether or not 
~glomerated; retort carbon : 
A. Coke and semi-coke of coal : 
II. other 
B•coke and semi-coke of lignite 
Pig iron, cast iron and spiegeleisen, in pigs, blocks, lumps 
and similar forms 
Ferro-alloys: 
A. Ferro-manga.nese: 
I. Containing more than ~by weight of carbon 
(high carbonferro-manganese) 
( 
Waste and scrap- •etal of iron or steel 
• 
• 
• I 
CCT 
Nomenclature 
heading 
13.06 
73.08 
73.10 
73.11 
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Description 
Iron or steel powders; sponge iron or steel: 
B. Sponge iron or steel 
Puddled bars and pilings; ingots, blocks, lumps and 
similar forms, of iron or steel 
Blooms, b~llets, slabs and sheet bars (including tinplate 
bars), of iron or steel; pieces roughly shaped by forgtnc, 
of iron or steel: 
A. Blooms and billets: 
I. Rolled: 
B. Slabs and sheet bars (including tinplate bars): 
I. Rolled 
Iron or steel coils for re~olling 
Universal plates of iron or steel 
Bars and rods (including wire rod), of iron or· steel, 
hot~olled, forged, extruded, cold-formed or cold-finished 
(including precision-made); hollow mining <drill steel: 
A. Hot further worked than hot~olled or extruded 
D. Clad or surface-worked (for example, polished, coated): 
I. Not further worked than clad: 
a) Hot-rolled or extruded 
Angles, shapes and sections,of iron or steel, hot-rolled, 
forged, extruded, cold-formed or cold-finished; sheet 
piling of iron or steel, whether or not drilled, punched 
or made from assembled elements: 
A. Angles, shapes and sections: 
I. Not further worked than hot~olled or extruded 
IV. Clad or surface-worked (for example, polished, 
coated): 
"') Not further worked than clad: 
1. Hot~olled or extruded 
B. Sheet piling 
OCT 
Nomenclature 
heading No 
- "!_~ 
Description 
Hoop and strip, of iron or steel, hot-rolled or 
. cold-rolled: 
A. Not further worked than hot-rolled 
B. Not fUrther worked than cold-rolled: 
I. In coils for the manufacture of tinplate 
c. Clad, coated or otherwise surface-treated: 
III. Tinned: 
(a) Tinplate 
V. Other (for example, copper-plated, artificially 
oxidized, lacquered, nickel-plated, varnished, 
clad, parkerized, printed): (a) Not further worked than clad: 
1. Hot-rolled 
Sheets and plates, of iron or steel, hot-rolled or 
cold-rolled: 
A. "Electrical" sheets and plates 
B. Other sheets and plates: 
I. Not further worked than hot-rolled 
II. Not further worked than cold-rolled, of a 
thickness of: 
b) More than 1 mm but less than 3 mm 
c) 1 mm or less 
III. Not further worked than burnished, polished 
or glazed 
IV. Clad, coated or otherwise surface-treated: 
b) Tinned: 
1. Tinplate 
2. Other 
d
e) Zinc-coated or lead-coated 
) Other (for example, copper-plated, 
artificially oxidized, lacquered, 
nickel-~lated, varnished, clad, parkerized, 
printed) , 
V. Otherwise shaped or worked: 
a) Cut into shapes other than rectangular shapes, 
but not further worked: 
2. Other 
Alloy steel and high carbon steel in the forms mentioned 
in headings Nos 73.06 to 73.14: 
A. High carbon steel: 
1. I~ts, blooms, billets, slabs and sheet bars: 
b) Other 
' 
• 4 
• I 
I) 
CCT 
Nomenclature 
heading No 
73·15 
(cont'd) 
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Description 
III. Coils for re-rolling 
IV. Universal plates 
v. Bars and rods (including wire rod) and hollow 
mining drill steel; angles, shapes and sections: 
b) Not further worked than hot-rolled or 
extruded 
VI. 
VII. 
d) Clad or surface-worked (for example, 
polished, coated): 
1 • Not further worked than clad: 
(aa) Hot-rolled or extruded 
ijoJp and strip 
a Not further worked than hot-rolled 
~ Clad, coated or otherwise surface-treated: 
1 • JITot further t-lOrked than clad: 
aa) Hot-rolled 
ShJets and plates: 
a Not further worked than hot-rolled 
b Not further worked than cold-rolled, of a 
thickness of: 
c) 
d) 
2. Less than 3 mm 
Polished, clad, coated or otherwise 
surface-treated 
Otherwise shaped or worked: 
1. Cut into shapes other than rectangular 
shapes, but not further worked 
B. Alloy steel: 
I. 
III. 
I~ts, blooms, billets, slabs and sheet bars: 
b) Other 
Coils for re-rolling 
IV. Universal plates 
v. Bars and rods (including wire rod) and hollow 
mining-drill steel; angles, shapes and sections: 
b) Not further worked than hot-rolled or 
vr. 
extruded · 
d) Clad or surface-worked (for example, polished, 
coated): 
1 • Not further worked than clad: 
aa) Hot-rolled or extruded 
P'o1p and strip: 
a Not further worked than hot-rolled 
c Clad, coated or otherwise surface-treated: 
1 • Not f~her worked than clad: 
aa) Hot-rolled 
VII. Sheets and plates: 
a) "Electrical" sheets and plates 
b) Other sheets and plates: 
1 • Not further worked than hot-rolled 
2. Not further worked than cold-rolled, of a 
·. thickness of: 
bb) Less than 3 mm 
CCT 
l~ omc ncl3.t u.re 
hea,di:ne :F o 
. 73.15 
( corrt' d) 
16 -
DeFcripti·on 
B. VII. b) 3. Polished, clac, coated. or otherwise surface..:.· 
tren.te~d 
4• Otherwise shaped or worked·: 
aa) Cut into shapes other than rectangt1lar 
shapes, . but nQt further worked. 
Railwa.y and trarrn·zay track constru.ction material of iron or 
steel, the foll.owin~: rails, check-rails, switch blades, 
crossings (or frogs), crossing pieces, point rod.s 1 rack 
rails, sleepers 1 fish-plates, chairs, cha.ir wedges 1 sole 
plates (bnse_plates), rail clips, bedplates, ties and 
other maten·ial specialized for joining or fixing rails: 
A. Rails: 
II. Other 
B. Check-rails· 
c. Sleepers 
D. Fish-plates and sole plates: 
I. Rolled 
• ( 
• 
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FINAL ACT 
The representatives of 
THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM, 
THE KINGDOM OF DENMARK, 
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, 
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC, 
IRELAND, 
THE ITALIAN REPUBLIC, 
THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG, 
THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS, and 
THE UNITED KINGDOr1 OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, 
being Member States of the European Coal and Steel Community, 
OF THE EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY 
and of 
THE SOCIALIST FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF YUGOSLAVIA 
assembled at Belgrade on 
for the signature of the Agreement between the Member States of the 
European Coal and Steel Community, and the European Coal and Steel Commu-
nity, of the one part, and the Socialist Ferleral 
of the other part, 
at the time of signature of this Agreement, 
Republic of Yugoslavia, 
- have adopted the following declarations annexed to this Act 
-joint declaration on article 3 
-declaration on the interpretation of the term 'Contracting Parties' as 
used in the Agreement 
- have taken note of the declarations Listed below and annexed to this Act 
1) declaration by the Community on the generalized tariff preferences 
system 
- 18 -
2) declaration by the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany 
on the application of the Agreement to Berlin 
- and have taken note : 
- of the exchange of letters on article 60 of the ECSC Treaty 
• 
• 
• ' ~ 
- 19-
JOINT DECLARATION ON ARTICLE 3 
The Community and Yugoslavia agree that, should the date of entry into 
force of the Agreement not coincide with the beginning of the calendar year, 
the ceilings referred to in Article 3 would be applied pro !Q~~-
- 20-
D:JroLARATION ON THE INTERPRN.PATION 
OF THE TERM "CONTRACTING PARTIES" 
AS USED IN THE AGREEMENT 
The European Coal and Steel Community and its Member States on the one hand, 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in the other agree to 
interpret the Agreement to the effect that the expres~ion "Contracting 
Parties" appearing therein means on the one hand the. Community and the 
Member States, or either the Member States or the Community alone, and on the 
other the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The meaning to be 
attributed to this expression in each case is to be deduced from the relevant 
provisio:nr. of the Agreement and from the correr;ponding provisions of the Treaty 
establishing the Community. 
• 
• 
,. 
Declamti·on b:( the Community on the generalized tariff 
·preferences !gystem 
'' 
1. · The Comm~i ty declar.es ·that this. Agreement shall not affe~t the 
inclusion of ~ugoslavia. in the li.st of beneficiary countries unde:r the 
' - . . . 
Co~unity's scheme of genera~i.z.ed_ tariff preferences. 
2. Paragraph 1 will apply in confomi ty with the ;relevant ·provisions of ,this 
Agreement.· . 1 
... •/ 
. " 
,., 
r 
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Declaration by the representative of "!:l1r· F'c<~era.l Republic 
of Germany OJ?. the application of the A·.grccment to Berlin 
The Agreement shall also apply to land Berl~n provided that no statement 
to the contrary by the Government of the Federal Republic of Gennany is 
addressed to the other Co:t:J.tracting Parties within three months of the ent!jr 
into force of. the Agreement. 
23 -
Exchange of letters on Article 60 of the ECSC Treaty 
Sir, 
Following the negotiations for the conclusion of an Agreement on the products 
covered by the European Coal and Steel Community which have taken place between 
the representatives of the GoveYnrnent of the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia and represe~tatives of the European Communities, acting on behalf 
of their respective authorities, I have the honour to inform you of the agreement 
of m;)' authorities to the following : 
- the representatives of the Government of the Social:i.st Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia and the representatives of the Community agree to dra>-r up in the 
Joint Committee measures to enable the price rules laid dol-m in Article 60 
of the ECSC Treaty nnd the implementing provisions to be applied on a reciproca· 
basi:: during the first stage of the Agreement. 
I hereby note that sales of iron and r:teel products in the Community by Yur;onlav 
exportcrc are s1Jb.icct to the baPic price arrangements for imports published in 
·official Journal of the European Communitie::- i'T0 L 344 of 31 December 1979. 
Please accept, Sir, the as~urance of my highest consideration. 
Head of the Deleg<ttior: of 
the ~Jropean ComJTuni ti cr. 
" 
- 24-
Sir, 
In your letter of today's date you infonned me :--as follows : 
Following the negotiations for the conclusion of an Agreement on the products 
covered by the European Coal and Steel Community which have taken place between 
the repreccntatives of the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoclavia and representatives of the European Communities., acting on behalf 
'or thci r rc:specti vc authorities, I have the. honour to infonn you of the a~reemen1 
of my authorities to the following : 
- the representatives of the Government of the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia and the representatives of the Comm1mity agree to draw up in the 
Joint Committee measures to enable the price rules laid down in Article 60 
of the ECSC Treaty and the implementing provisions to be applied on a reciproc! 
basi~ during the . first stage of the Agreement. 
I hereby note th~t sales of iron and r:teel product!" in the Commtini ty by Yuro~l;'lv 
exporte!'8 are sub iect to the ba:"'ic price arrangcmentfl for frnports publir:hed in 
Offici:1l Jo'..lrnal of the European Communi tie~ N° L 344 of 31 December 1979." 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Hc.1.d of the Delegation of 
the Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoclavia 
PART II 
Subject 
Sir, 
1 
Exchange of letters on the minutes of the negotiation~ for the 
Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. 
At the negotiations between the Community and Yugoslavia for the conclusion 
of a Cooperation Agreement the two delegations agreed to enter the following 
declarations into the minutes of the negotiations : 
- joint declaration on transit; 
joint declaration on protection of the Adriatic against pollution; 
- joint declaration on article 45 of the Agreement; 
- declaration by Yugoslavia concerning the encouragement of the 
financial cooperation; 
declaration by the Community concerning the transfer and pro-
tection of patents and other forms of industrial property men-
tioned in article 5 of the Agreement; 
- declaration by the Community on bovine meat; 
- declaration by the Community concerning article 29 of the 
Agreement; 
declaration by the Community concerning the reintegration of 
migrant workers; 
the text of which is given in the Annex to this exchange of letters. 
I should be obliged if yeu would confirm that your delegation is in agree-
ment with the contents of these declarations. 
Please accept,Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Minister ANDOV 
Member of the Federal Executive Council 
Head of the Delegation of the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Head of the Community Delegation 
Subject 
Sir, 
2 
Exchange of letters on the minutes of the negotiations for the 
Cooperation Agreement between the European Economic Community 
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. 
In your letter of 25 February 1980 you informed me as follows : 
" At the negotiations between the Community and Yugoslavia for the conclu-
sion of a Cooperation Agreement the two delegations agreed to enter the 
following declarations into the minutes of the negotiations : 
- joint declaration on transit; 
- joint declaration on protection of the Adriatic against pollution; 
- joint declaration on article 45 of the Agreement; 
- declarati6n by Yugoslavia concerning the encouragement of the 
financial cooperation; 
declaration by the Community concerning the transfer and pro-
tection of patents and other forms of industrial property men-
tior.ed in article 5 of the Agreement;. 
- declaration by the Community on bovine meat; 
- declaration by the Community concerning article 29 of the 
Agreement; 
declaration by the Community concerning the reintegration of 
migrant workers; 
the text of which is given in the Annex to this exchange of letters. 
I should be obliged if you would confirm that your delegation is in agree-
ment with the contents of these declarations.'' 
Mr. Wilhelm HAFERKAMP 
Vice-President of the Commission 
Head of the Community Delegation 
3 
I have the honour to confirM that my delegation is in agreement .with 
the foregoing. 
Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration. 
Stojan ANDOV 
Head of the Delegation of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
• ~ 
4 
Joint declaration on transit to be entered 
in the minutes of tbe negotiations 
1. The Contracting Parties agree to hold exchanges of views and 
information Jn the development of their respective transit policies; 
they will also examine the scope for specific action in this field in 
their mutual interest. 
2. The Community Delegation informed the Yugoslav Delegation of the 
problems being encountered by the C~mmunity road hauliers in transit 
in Yugoslavia. 
5 
Joint declaration to be entered in the-
minutes of the negotiations 
Both Contracting Parties reaffirm their interest i,n continuing 
the current cooperation on protection of the Adriatic against pol-
Lution. 
• t 
( 
• 
6 
Joint declaration to be entered in the 
minutes of the negotiations 
Given that matt err relat:i np,- to the social security of members of the 
farni ly residing in Yugo!':lavi a are dealt Hi th in b:i 1 ~~ .J:, eral conventions 
betvJcen Yugoslavia and the Member States concerne_·, Article 45 shall 
not apply to such persons. 
7 
Declaratiori by Yugoslavia concerning the encour~gement 
of financial cooperation to be entered in the minutes of 
the negotiations 
In the course of the talks Yugoslavia repeatedly stresred the imnortance of 
broader financial cooperation in the execution of pro~ects of mutual 
interest to the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and the European 
Economic Community. 
This emphasis on financial cooperation is grounded in the importance attached 
to expedited execution of projects of mutual interest such as the trans-
Yugoslavia motorway, the modernization of the railways, the con~truction of 
a high tension network and the modernization of costs and telecommunications 
etc. 
Yugoslavia several times stressed its desire to see the talks on financing 
for these projects stepped up, taking into account the grotvth in transit 
traf~ic recorded to date, and in particular the increase i~ such traffic 
expected to be generated ·by the J.l.~ember States of the Community. 
It hopes that both Parties will continue their endeavours to achieve· this 
aim. 
8 
Declaration by the Community concerning the 
·transfer and protection of patents and other 
forms of industrial property mentioned in 
article 5 of the Agreement, to be entered in the 
minutes of the negotiations. 
1. The Community notes that the protection of industrial property rights 
is guaranted essential!>'bY observance of the provisions of the Paris 
Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property and the other multi-
lateral or bilateral agreements to which Yugoslavia and itself are party. 
2. It considers that respect for the right of economic agents to exercise 
to the full their industrial property rights is very important for the 
attainment of the ob,iectives of industrial cooperation. 
9 
Declaration by the Community to be entered 
in the minutes of the negotiations 
For the purposes of management of the Community market in bovine meat, the 
Community will consider favourably, after appropriate contacts with the 
Yugoslav authorities, whether the conditions for fixing a levy on the 
specific basis provided for in Article 10(3) of Regulation (EEC) N° 805/68 
are fulfilled. 
I 
• 
• 
• 
10 
Declaration by the Community concerning article 29 of the 
Agreement to be entered in the minutes of the negotiations 
On the occasion of the review by the Cooperation Council, pursuant to 
Article 29 (4) of the Agreement, of the measures taken by Yugoslavia 
under that Article, the Community will take into consideration the 
provisions for the progressive elimination of the said measures during 
their Lifetime as fixed by Yugoslavia on the basis of the criteria 
set out in paragraph 2 of the abovem~ntioned Article 29. 
11 
Declaration by the Community concerning the reintegration 
of migrant workers to be entered in the minutes of the 
negotiations 
Measures to ease the reintegration of migrant workers into the Yugoslav 
economy could be promoted in Yugoslavia, notably within the framework of 
greater economic cooperation. 
In the exchange of views provided for i'n the exchange of letters on the 
situation of Yugoslav workers in the Community, problems concerning the 
vocational preparation of Yugoslav workers for reintegration into the 
Yugoslav economy could be raised. 
I 
. i 
PART Ill 
1 
RECOMMENDATION FOR A COUNCIL DECISION 
authorizing the Commission to open negotiations with the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia for the conclusion of an interim agreement relating 
to trade and commercial cooperation. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 113 thereof, 
HAVING regard to the Recommendation from the Commission, 
WHEREAS the negotiations for the conclusion of a Cooperation Agreement 
between the European Economic Community and Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia have been completed; 
WHEREAS, pending the entry into force of that Agreement,certain provisions 
relating to trade and commercial cooperation should be put into effect as 
soon as possible after its signature, 
Sole Article 
The Commission is hereby authorized to open negotiations for the conclusion 
of an interim agreement on trade and commercial cooperation between the 
European Economic Community and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 
in accordance with the directives set out in the annex. 
The Commission shall conduct· these negotiations in consultation with the special 
Committee provided for in Article 113 of the Treaty. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
I 
t 
) 
• 
• 
2 
ANNEX 
1. The interim agreement will incorporate some of the provisions of Titles 
11, Ill and V, Protocols Nos 1 and 3 and some of the declarations and 
exchanges of letters in the Cooperation Agreement. 
2. As far as the management body is concerned, provision will be made for 
the continuatLn of the Joint Commit1ee set up by the Agreement signed on 
26 June 1973 between the European Economic Community and the Socialist 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The Joint Committee will carry out the 
tasks entrusted to it by the interim agreement until the Cooperation 
Council is set up. 
3. The interim agreement will apply until the entry into force of the 
Cooperation Agreement or until 30 June 1985, whichever is the earlier. 
A denunciation clause similar to the one in the Cooperation Agreement 
will be incorporated in the interim agreement. 
3 
RECOMMENDATION FOR A COUNCIL DECISION 
authorizing the Commission to open negotiations with the Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia for the conclusion of an interim agreement relating 
to the anticipated implementation of Protocol N° 2 of the Cooperatio~ 
Agreement. 
THE,COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
HAVING regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
HAVING regard to the Recommendation from the Commission, 
WHEREAS the negotiations for the conclusion of a Cooperation Agreement 
beiween the European Economic Community and Socialist Federal Republic 
of Yugoslavia have been completed; 
WHEREAS, pending the entry into force of that Agreement, the provisions 
of Protocol N° 2 on financial cooperation should be put into effect as 
soon as possible after its signature, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Sole Article 
The Commission is hereby authorized to open negotiations for the conclusion 
of an interim agreement relating to the ant~cipated imple~entation of 
Protocol N° 2 of the Cooperation Agreement, in accordance with the directives 
set out in the annex. 
The Commission shall conduct these negotiations in consultation with the Special 
Committee provided for in Article 113 of the Treaty. 
Done at For the Council 
The President 
• 
• 
• 
• 
l 
\ 
4 
ANNEX 
1 • The interim agreement will incorporate the provisions of Protocol No 2 
and the declaration by the Community on the unit of account referred to 
in Article 2 of the Protocol. 
2. The tasks of the Cooperation Council, referred to in Article 12 of Protocol 
N° 2, will be carried out by the Joint Committee which will be established 
within the Interim Agreement relating to Trade and Commercial Cooperation 
until the Cooperation Council is set up. 
3.· The interim agreement will apply until the entry into force of the 
Cooperation Agreement or until 30 June 1985. 

